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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In manufacturing processes invo1vingmaterial removal one of the key considerations is the

preservation of an ideally constant state of contact between the cutting edge and the work

piece being machined. Cutting t001ssuch as used in tuming, milling, reaming, boring, etc.

on1y succeed when tight geometry, material and thermal considerations are satisfied.

Sudden t001fai1ureduring cutting is undesirab1efor several reasons. In the best case fai1ure

will produce 10ssof time and money when the process is interrupted to rep1ace the too1,

c1ean the workpiece, modify the NC program, etc. In the worst case the work cou1d be

damaged beyond recovery andlor the machine t001cou1dbe affected. Therefore, t001fai1ure

is considered as an undesirab1e phenomenon in metal cutting operations. Although

extensive research has been done ~ this fie1d,a global understanding of it is stil1far away,

and therefore topics re1ated10t001failure continues to be an open fie1dfor research.

Although too1 fai1ure is re1ated to too1 wear, they cou1d be treated as two different

phenomena; t001wear refers to the alteration of the too1geometry by gradua110ss of its

material, as resu1t of the forces, temperature gradients, etc. This allows for a smooth

degradation in the quality of the work, increment in the cutting forces, etc, in such a way

that t001rep1acementbecomes a decision dictated by quality control standards, and in some

cases t001 rep1acement can be de1ayed unti1 the current work piece is terminated. In

contrast, a t001failure represents a sharp change in the geometry of the too1,as result of a

sudden 10ssof material. In these conditions, a t001change is imperative most of the times

because, (even in using severa1cutting teeth as in milling , where the job can be taken by
'\

the unfai1ed teeth) the condition of the failing tooth is unpredictab1e. It may 1ead to the.
damage of the workpiece, the t001,or the machine t001when the chip breaking away from a

t001is rubbed against the work piece and the fmish is damaged irrespective of the ability of
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the other teeth to complete the work in a reasonable way. Tool wear and tool failure are

related, in the sense that tool wear alters several variables of the cutting process such as

cutting and friction forces and temperature gradients. It also lowers the strength of the tool

to resist those changes by introducing failure planes in the material of the tool which

ultimately willlead 10its chipping off.

Bimetallic cuts have shown to be very harmful to toollife. Reference [18] have reported

that by making the tool interact sequentially with two different materials, the number of

cyc1esfor the tool to break is less than in the case of only one material, due to the fact that

high temperatures and stress regimes, chemical reactions take place in the tool material,

thus changing its properties. Also, states of extensive wear open the microstructure of the

tool to chemical reactions which depend on the temperature and the chemical affinity of the

materials involved.

In studying tool wear and tool failure an obvious concern is the characterization of the

cutting forces and their effect on the integrity of the insertoIn order to characterize metal

cutting processes severallines of research have been pursued in the last forty or fúty years.

Chip formation mechanisms have received particular attention since they represent the basis

for the characterization of cutting and friction forces, deformation energies, tool and work

temperatures, etc [27-31] .This has c1earpositive effects for the manufacturing industry

because it allows for the forecast or simulation of the performance of industrial process

variables under real environment conditions. This approach permits researchers to evaluate

the feasibility of manufacturing processes, the range of values that process variables

(power consumption, forces, currents, voltages, etc) could reach and allows for evaluation

of manufacturing alternatives in an economically viable way. This could be achieved

without the construction of expensive prototypes in order to simulate the real process. Of

course, the efficiency of this approach is measured by how c10seare the predicted variables

to the actual values. A wrong or misleading prediction should be avoided by clearly
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establishing the assumptions and limits that supports each model. With the rapid

improvement of computers capabilities and the increased sophistication in the needs of

industry, more accurate models are both feasible and required. It is demanded that the

models conform to the rea1ityfor which they have been designed.

In the area of metal cutting models have been developed [28,29,33] to predict the forces

. that a metal cutting process exerts upon the workpiece, the tool, the set-up, and,

ultimately, the machine. At the same time, the response of those elements to these forces

has to be evaluated and simulated. For example, the effects of cutting forces on the

structure of the machine tool are important because they permit to understand and predict

the process variables such as the surface finish, deflections of the machine and workpiece,

temperatures, tool wear, etc., which wiil ultimately govern the quality of the finished piece.

These models have been very accurate in the evaluation of those variables, and work is

continuously done to extend their capabilities. In particular, metal cutting forces have been

a major subject of study for several processes ([29,27,32,30]) to predict the forces in

continuous cutting. Continuous cut can be defined as related to plastic deformation of the

metal in processes whose parameters (depth of cut, feed, chip load, cutting speed) vary

slowly enough to ignore changes in the properties of the material as a result of the slow

variation. It can be assumed that those properties are either constant in time and space, or

their variation is so smooth that they can be taken as constant for some interval. Since the

prediction, control, and monitoring of continuous forces has reached acceptable level of

precision, it is possible to use the knowledge gained about the behavior of the process

variables in order to make conclusions about the status of the manufacturing operation. For

example, monitoring and spectral analysis of force and sound signals allows for the

assessment of tool wear.

TooI failure has been specially manifested in entry-exit conditions in metal cutting and

several factors have been associated with it by researchers. For example different material
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properties dominate the cut when very small portions of it are involved in plastic or elastic

deformation and make the work piece unusually stronger in those regions or times.

Another important factor in entry/exit cuts is the sudden change in the state of stresses in

theinsert in contrast with the continuous cut situation. This "stress reversal" is a

phenomenon typical of impact states in which the change in the conditions is so sudden in

time and also so sharp in space that a transient state is created inside the bodies and causes

stress waves to travel inside them. TooIs which are usually designed for working in

compression for example are suddenly loaded in tension, and causes the insert to be faced

with the danger of failure.

The creation of cyclic thermal stresses as a result of entry/exit cuts and temperature

gradients existing between the different zones inside the insert. is considered responsible of

tool failure by some researchers,13] .This effect is believed to create the so-caUed "comb .

cracks" which communicate with other cracks created by other causes in the insert,

producing large weakened regions which fail under loads smaller than the ones forecasted

in the insert design stage.

On the other hand, physical/chemical characteristics of the insert material, work material,

and the combination of insert/workpiece material play an important role in the failure

mechanism [18]. Welded metal accumulation on the cutting edge changes the geometry and

the nature of contact in the cut and increases the forces which the tool should stand

considerably. Welding of the material is not a function only of the temperatures involved,

. but alsodependson thecombinationof insert-workpiecematerials andtheiraffmityto each

other. The importance of the affinity among metals has been demonstrated by keeping

constant factors as geometry, feed, depth of cut and speed, and varying the insert /

workpiece combination of material s obtaining different results, depending on the

capabilities ofthe insert and geometry to repel build-ups [12,13,14].
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One of the most debated issues of body eollision in the literature ([1-8]) is the material

properties whieh predominate in entry/exit euts. This topie is extremely diffieult to deal

with because those properties depend not only upon the materials involved but also upon

the local geometry in the eontaet zone. The time in whieh the state of stresses inside the

bodies ehanges is also critieal to the properties in eertain ranges.

The existenee of different material properties sueh as flow strength in the neighborhood of

an entry or exit has been debated for a long time. Researehes sueh as Pekelharing [12,13]

dismiss the hypothesis of higher specifie eutting forces in the entry/.exit euts, while other

sueh as Wallen [14] have reponed increments in the specifie forees in entry/exit euts, being

these increments specially dramatie in the exit stages,although they are reported also for the

entry.

Although the reponed models of eutting forces have been sueeessful in predieting the statie

euttingforees, and their dynamievariationdue to the ehangesin the eontaet area during .

eontinuous euts, they have not addressed the possible existenee of different foree

meehanisms during the entry/exit euts as a possible eause for tool failure. AIso, a link

between the geometry of the tool and insen and these entry/exit forees has not been

intended for eonfigurations different from onhogonal euts.

In order to pursue the effon of understanding the interaetion between the workpieee and

tool, the particular topics of tool engagement/disengagementare dealt with in this thesis As

indieated above, this aspect of metal eutting process has dramatic effects on toollife. Since

many faetors influenee the tool failure pattems, the exploration of their effeets presents a

vast field of research. This thesis coneentrates on the geometrieal aspeets of tool

engagement/disengagement, sinee it represents an imponant factor in the meehanisms of

tool failure.
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The specific objective of the thesis is to characterize the fly cutting face milling forces

produced in tool entry/exit and correlate them to the geometries of the cutter, insert, and

their relative positions in the time of the tool entry/exit. The work covered in the thesis is

organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the proposed research. Topics such as material

properties, geometric considerations, computer graphics and finite element applications

reported in the literature are discussed. These aspects will be sorted out to explain the main

direction of the proposed work.

Chapter 3 formulates an integrated cutting force model, modified to fit the considerations in

interrupted cutting. This model considers several important aspects such as contact area

growing pattem, force modeling of contact forces, reaction of the control loop of a milling

spindle niotor to a disturbance in the form of cutting torque applied to the motor in order 10

estimate the significance of the variations in the cutting velocity, material properties to

evaluate the effect of impact on the tool and the work, and the response of the structure to

the forces developed, in particular to the sudden increase in the applied force. After

considering these factors individually a simplified model which includes the most

significant factors will be presented.

A technique to model the contact area history in entry/exit will be presented in Chapter 4.

. The technique which will be used for modeling is the three-dimensional solid modeling

inethod. The motivation behind this kind of modeling is that it allows flexibility in the

description of tools and inserts, and has enough algorithmic power to deal with those

descriptions. Information about the actual implementation of the geometry model will be

provided in the Chapter. The limitation of the previous approaches is that although the

geometry of the tool entry/exit is regarded as critical for the toollife by many researchers,

they lack an analytical tool to calculate and display the parameters of that interaction..
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The experiments which were run 10estimate the forces developed in interrupted cutting are

presented in Chapter 5. Continuous cut experiments with the same tools, inserts and cutting

conditions were run. The differences between the forces recorded in interrupted cut

experimentsversusthecontinuouscutexj>erimentswereconsideredto be comingfromtwo

main sources: i) the possible different levels of cutting forces and ti) the dynamic response

of the machine tool and workpiece to the sudden application of forces. Experlments

directed to assess the forces inc1udedby the dynamics are presented.

In Chapter 6 the results of the experimental work and their processing are shown. These

results inc1ude the fitting of static mechanistic models for the cutters and inserts used, the

use of the models and the geometry module for static force predictions, and the procedure
. .

for the estimation of the dynamic modes excited by the sudden cutting forces. The dynamic

response of the tooll workpiece subsystem to the static models of the cutting forces are

also presented.

In Chapter 7 the evaluation of the model fitting, and the comparison between the

experimental interrupted cutting forces and the predicted ones by considering the dynamic

response 10the static forces are covered. Several parameters to express the deviation of the

model from the experimental data will be introduced. With the help of the geometry

module, several additional parameters will be calculated, with the objective of achieving a

quantitative characterization of the cutters and inserts studied.

In Chapter 8 conclusions about the basic assumptions are presented, the results of the

model are discussed, and recommendations for further research are given.
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CHAPTER 2

. . . -. - -

LITERATURE REVIEW

. The literatuie survey Coversthe tapics which are related 10entry/exit force characterization

and its relation 10 tool failure. The toal entry/exit has been treated as a body collision

'probleJJLIt iSassumed that the toal suffers the same traDSienteffects when it enterslleaves

- the cut as a body does when its state of DlOtionis suddenlychangedby a change in the

forces acting upon it~ The review concentrates on the literature which helps in

understandingthe kind of interactionspresent during the toal engagementstages using

energy and momentum considerations as well as the geometry of the colliding bodies and
- .

the materialbehaviorduringdeformation.Severalmodelsare identifiedfromthe literature

which are useful in.estimating the forces and c~sify the impact conditions which

predominate at the tool entry/exit and their influencé on the material properties. A review of

the effeCt of the tool geometry on the toollife and weai is also covered. The discussion

involves geometriCal aspects at two levels. The first level considers cutter geometry, which

inc1udes rake angles, lead angles, nose radius, diameters, depth of cut and feed, ete. and

the second level covers the insert geometry, chamfering, honing, 1andsin relation 10build-

up, forces, insert cracking, ete. In the next sections, research relevant 10the mechanistic

force modeling developed at University of Illinois at Urbana';Champaign is reviewed as

antecedent 10the present work. Also, in the area of computer sim1J1ation,existing research

about the application of three dimensional geometry modeling techniques is covered. A

geometry I stress anaIysis using finite element techniques is also reviewed and its effect

upon the present research is analyzed FmalIy a wrap-up of these different topics will be

presented, aIong with the generalline of research that this work will pursue, based on the

,findings ftom this chapter.
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2.1 Collision 01 Rigid Dodies

Sinc~ it is ieasoná.b1e 10 infer that metal deformation mecbani~ms wbich act at the entry of

the «>01in10the work are not the ones wbich act undei eontinuous cutting, the discussion ,

in this seCtionwill eoncentrate on the mechani!m1Swbich influence the impact forees and
.' .. . . .

make them different from the steady state cutting f~ The effort will be directed 10waId

understanding thé kind of inte1'aCtionspresent during thé tool engagement stages from a

qualitative point ol view with the help of the ielate<!literatuie and some preHminary
. _.. .

assumptions;The anaIysis includes energy and niomentumconsiderations as well as

geometryand positionof the collidingbodiesimdmaterialbehaviorduringdeformation.

Severa! models for the estimation of those forees are presented and a discussion on the
. . .

facts conceming those models is given~The conditionswhich predominate at the tool

entry/exit stages in metal cutting operations, specifically those.which help with the

classification of the impact conditions, and the influence of the impact conditions on the

properties of the material are examined.

When two bodies collide severa!phenomena take place, and the relative importance of each

one is dependent on the time scale of interest. At very smaIl time sca1esthe predominating

phenomenonis a transient stress wave. This has to do with the velocity at which the

disturbance caused by the collision travels acioss the bodies~In order 10 have that

disturbance present in every point of the bodies, both shear stress and longitudinal stress

waves must have had enough time 10travel some characteristic dimension in the bodies.

For example, typical stress wave speeds for steel are [4] 3200 mis and SOOOmis for shear

stress and tensile/compressive stress respectively.

If the characteristic dimension of the objects is considered 10be in the order of D meters,

tbe characteristic time of tbe shear stress and the tensile compressive stress waves is

defmed as T = DIe where T is the characteristictime for stress waves 10travel the

characteristic dimension D, and e is tbe stress wave velQCity.
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Under these assumptions the eharacteristic times of the shear stress and the tensile

eompressive sttess waves are therefOle 30 JlseCand 30 Jlsec respectively when the

eharacteristic dimension of the object is 0.1 meter~The preceding results indieate that, in

ordei 10study the disturbanee tlow across the solidS\ve uve 10eoncentrate on time scales

in the omer of miCioseconds~This decision has 8i1eff~t not onIy on the theoretica1aspects
. , .

of the 8nalysiSbrii álso intluences the measuiemetit deviCesneeded fOlobtaining the data.
. . .

However ii iSiriíPOrumt10note here that foi engin~g applications averaged values of
. . . . ..

stressstatesirifuebódiesare usua1lyconsidered[3-5].TheseareValueswhieharisedue10

tens and may be hundieds of wave travelsatid whieh are more useful when predieting

impaet responses. The reason for this is that it does not seem worth 10eoncentrate on

mieroseopic time seaIes when important parameters like impaet angles, metion

coeffieientsó velocities. positions, material properties, ete. are represented by a statistica1

mean rather than a precise deterministic value. As mentioned before, if hundreds of shear

andlor longitudinal waves are used, average stress states and times of order of

milliseconds should be considered.

Several parameters whieh eould eharacterize the interaction between two colliding bodies

have been developed. One of them examines the magnitudes of the inertial forces when

eompared with the cohesive forces whieh are eharacteristic of the materials involved. This

parameter is Called"damagenumber" or "number of Best" and it is defmed by [1]:

B =P v2¡ y (2-1)

where: p =density of target material

v =impact velocity

y =mean tlow stress

Someranges of the damage number fOlwhieh different conditions predominate [3] are:
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10-5 fOl quasi-static/eIasticconditions

10-3 fOl startingplastiC~havior

101 for extensive plastic deformations and,

i03 fOl hypelVelocityimpaéL -

Speeds 8nd 1001dimensions typical of metal cutting have an approximate damage number

of 104 wlrlch appeaIs 10fall between the limit oí e1asticBndplastic behaviors. Since the

damage numbei iSessentially a comparison between ineitialBnd eohesive forees, it can be

argued that on considering only the toal inertia and ignoring the rest of the inertial forees,

such as those due 10the mass of the drives, motors and slides, the real damage number

would more likely represent a plastic condition riltber tban an elastic one. An independent

reasoning shows similar results when the ratio between kinetic energy (KE) of the

projectile and the deformation energy (DE) of the target are considered, namely

KFJDE = p .v2/(2 .Y) (2-2)

- It is clear that this relation is half the damage number given by equation (2-1). The

preceding disCussionassumes no deformation occurs in the toa!, which is considered 10be

much harder than the workpiece material.

Parameters such as strain rate which determine the kind of effects that take place in the

materials during the impact interval have 10be also considered. According 10[3] and [4]

characteristic times of 10-4 sec, strain rates of 102 10 l04/sec, and a(Ji~baticbehaviOl are

present in mechanical impacto In this source it is established that the kind of forces

involved are inertial forces and in the above strain rate range both elastic and plastic

behavior are presento
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The extensive literature survey shows tbat authors have tried 10estimate the properties of
. '. . .

the target material under high stiain rate conditions. The procedure generally used involves
. .. ,. .

impacting a flat semi-infmite solid with piojeetiles and measuring impacting and

reboundingvelocitiesand anglesas well as the craterdimensions(1-3].Basedon those

measuiemen~; av~ge values fol strain Íates; stiains, and yield pressure are inferred and
. '. .

a re-caleuIatión of the expected values is then done. A good agreement is achieved fOl

crater size. and rebound angles and velocities. A poor one is achieved fOlcontact time, in

part because the model seems 10be accurate fOl the entry stage. but not fOl the rebound

part whieh involves elastie recovery alter plastie deformation. It is proposed that

tensile/compressive strCngthproperties fOla particular strain and strain rate can be inferred

from the impacting ball tests.

Simple models ,whieh are used 10prediet the forces present when an object collides in a

free impact against a semi infinite solid are shown here [1,3,7]. In these models only the

initial (kinetie) energy in the form of momentum is given as an input 10the system, and

this momentum is ehanged in the interaction against the workpiece. The assumptions fOl

these models are: eonstant material resistanee force, Y, negligible elastie wave energy

dissipative aetion; plastie tool-work interaction; other system forces are assumed

negligible compared 10contact farces, adiabatie conditions, and duration of contact longer

than the eharacteristic stress wave travel times.

One of the problems of impact forces analysis is that the identification of the forces

themselves is very diffieult bec.ause in interrupted machining these forces are present along

with vibration induced and regular cutting forces. Consequendy, the next subsequent step

of predietion is also very diffieult. In fact, very few of the papers and research reviewed

present a way 10 identify the impact forces present in interrupted cuts..
Another important problem in understanding the impaet forces is the identifieation of the

strain rates whieh predominate. and their variation with time, and space, or position on the
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cutting face during the entry stages of the cut.. This identification is pertinent ~use the
. . . .

propemes of the material under high striün rates are different from those under static

conditions;An approximatecalculationcan be made, by applyinguni-dimesionalstress

wave propagation theory [4] which express the strain produced as:

e=v/e (2-3)

where e: strain

v: entry speed (m/sec)

c: elastic stress waves velocity in the material (m/sec)

. .

If the strain value is divided by the time which the toal takes to pass from no engagement

to full engagement, the order of magnitude of the strain late which predominates in this

kind of tool-work interaction can be determined.

Once the strain rates are identified, a relation between those strain rates and impact forees

must be developed. For this purpose, the assumption that the properties of the material

under collisions (highly variable strain rates) are S1mi1~to those under controlIed strain

rate tests is necessary in order to estimate the material properties.

2.2 Geometrical Characterization of Entry-Exit Cuts

In this tield there is a classical paper by Kronenberg [9], in which he anaIyzed the contact

in the entry stages between the toal and the workpieee for face milling operations. ffis
. . .

work dealt with straight cutting edges, and a workpiece whose entry wa1lwas vertical. For

different combinations of feed, depth of cut, axial and radial rake, lead angle and relative

position toal 8xislentry wall, he developed charts which allowed for obtaining quantitative

information about the angle of engagement and point of initial contact and qualitative

information about the kind of engagement-disengagement U, T, U or V as shown in Fig
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2.1. The sequencé of entry-exit of the points in the insert determines the type of entry-exit

under Consideiation~For example if the toal enters the woIk piece in the order S-T-U-V, it

is Called a ;;§ engagement". Similar rational applies for other kind of engagements, and

disengagements~

An importan~ point of reference [9] is that it presents an experimental evidence wbich

. suppoitstheassumptionthat therate of developmentof ContaCtareahasdefiniteeffectson

the 1OOllife;specifically on wear. High rates of change in area with time (dArea/dt, also

called "Impact Factor") led to deeper weai in the tool faée~An important distinction is

evident from this paper in the sense that different Criteriaapply for toal wear and for 1001

failure. In general, smaller area rates (called Impact Factor) lead to smaller level of 1001

wear, as shown in Fig 2.2. However, some configurations of 1OO1-workwbich have very

small characteristic area rates lead to almost certain 1001failure in very short times. The

reason is that although the area rate is small, it starts in places in wbich the 1001is most

vulnerable such as the sharp "S" end of the insert.

In continuation of the Kronenberg's work, a team of Japanese investigators [11] collected

statistical data to assess the effect of geometry in toal failure of carbide tools. Severa! tests

were performed in turning while producing interrupted cuts by using a twisted slot whose

walls have a determined angle with the radialline as shown in Fig. 2.3. This geometry is

aimed at testing the four modes of engagementldisengagement combinations proposed by

Kronenberg in bis paper of 1946 [9].
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Fig 2.1: Kronenberg'sclassification of 1001points [9].
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Fig 2.2: Kronenberg'sfindings of relationWear!ImpactFactor[9].
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The combinations of engagement/disengagement are shown in the Fig 2.4. The part of the

insert which iSactually engaged in the cut is shown, the vertexclose 10the nose is the "sn,

the one on thé lead edge is "T', the one deep insidethe insert is "Ir ud the one in the

reliefedgeis the"vn point.

The authors in reference [11] used a negativé toolholder with -6° back rake, 6° relief angle,

15° lead anglé, square regular P20 carbide inserts and TiC tool C, 1350 Hv hardness. The

workpiece was plain carbon steel. The cutting conditionswere constant depth of cut

(0.5mm),cutting speedin the rangeof O10200m/min(0-660fpm)and feed in the range

0-0.5 mm (0-0.02Qin).Besides measuring the forces by a strain gauge dynamometer, the

cutting temperature was recorded using a synchroscope and a high speed camera was used

10observe the tooVchipwelding phenomena. A plain strain elastic finite element analysis

was performed by using the boundary conditions that the high speed camera recorded. The

. kind of fracture found in this work is called "early fracturen because it appeared in a very

short time with no evidence of precracking.

As far as the results of the above work are concerned, there are severa! findings which are

contrary 10 those commonly found in the literature. One of the findings is that positive

geometries, found in this case as S-engagementldisengagement were significantly better in

the case of no insert, extending the safe zone for the cutting conditions . On the other

hand, the TiC insert performed in a very simi1arway fOlthe geometries used. The P20 is a

Tungsten Carbide insert generally used 10machine steel, cast steel, malleable cast iron,

stainless steel and it is able 10stand high feeds and depth of cut, as well as low 10high

cutting speeds. The TiC class of insert is called "CERMET' and is suitable for light feeds

and depths of cut but it is apt for very high cutting speeds and has good wear, thermal and

mechanical shock resistance. The difference between the inserts becomes clear on

examining Fig 2.5. In the flrst case a P20 insert is used and found 10be very sensitive 10

the cutting conditions. The contrary is true for the TiC insert, for which the failure rate is
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very constant regardless of the differences in engagement/disengagement conditions. The

effects of cutting speed 8nd engagement/disengagementon the insert life obtained from thc
. ..

preceding inveiStigationare summarized below..

Cuttin, ~peed effect For the P20 insert and fOla given entry/exit, feed and depth of cut

conditions. speed has the effect of increasing the chances of survival of the insert. It can

be observed that for higher speeds the safe zone is extended. In contrast, the TiC insert

presents a danger zone in the higher speed neighborhood. This is more in agreement with

the results reported by other researchers [13;16] who bave found that higher speeds
. .

increase the risk of failure and the stress reversal effect.

One explanadon 10this apparent disagreement is the fact that the build up zone occurs at

relatively small feeds and speeds. FOl the P20' insert the kind of buildup is very much

associated with the damage zone. In contrast this zone is not associated with damage fOl

the TiC insert and allows the small feed and speed conditions 10be safe for the insert.

En~a,ementIDisen~a~ement: Again, fOl the P20 insert the conditions of engagement

ldisengagement affect the life oí the 1001in contrast with the TiC insert which shows sinan

differences in this regard. For the P20 insert the conditions of S

engagement/disengagementare betterthanthatof U. FOlthe TiC insert,the dangerregion

is located at high speeds-high feeds which represents a na-buildup zone and at low speed-

all feeds in U disengagement. The buildup fOlboth inserts is slighdy more pronounced in

U disengagement.
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U disengagement
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Fig 2.4: Engagement/Disengagement Pattems. (Based on [11])
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2.3 Insert Geometry

As discussed in the work above, the shape of the insert is of primary importance fOl it 10

withstand the forces in transient cuts. ConsequentIy, significant effort has been exerted by .
insert manufacturers and investigatorsto characterize the industrial processes which

produce the strongest inserts according10determinedcutting conditions. One of the

identified reasons 10answer why tools fail is the disposition of the material and the shape

of the insert which can stand the forces and temperatures imposed on iL For example, in

the case of interrupted cutting, impulsive stress waves, caused by the entry/exit conditions

travel along the insert. The more resistant geometries are those which present the bigger

path length 10those waves 10travel through, bigger surrounding material support, stronger
. .

point of tooVworkcollision and better energy absorbing properties. This last condition is in

contradiction with the desired resistance 10progressive wear which requires harder and

frequentIy more brittle materials.

Another considerations along with the macro-geometry of the insert is the presenceof

micro cracks after the fabrication of the insert [15]. Depending on the process there is a

probability that cracks exist in ol close 10 the cutting edge. Honing has been used as a

protection for the insert in two ways. First, honing will change the local geometry of the

insert and thus produces more resistance 10failure although the new geometry results in

higher cutting forces. Second, this process (depending on how it is done) takes the

existing micro-cracks by removing them along with the honed edge. h essentially malees

those cracks fail and release material in a controlled way such that when the real operation

of the insert starts, this pre-wear would have removed the insert cracks produced during

manufacturing. The process of honing 10form additional insert surfaces or 10modify the

existing ones has 10be performed in a very controlled way. Severa! approaches are used.

For example the cutting edge could be ground but care has 10be taken with respect 10:the

amount of force 10be applied 10the insert being ground, the size of the abrasive, and the
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direction of the wheel rotation in relation with the cutting edge. If the ground operation is

too haish, Iaige ábeirations are formed on the iIisert which will produce fracture at the
. . - . . -

conditions of ieal CuLIn the case of "as sintered" inserts, the possibility of failure exis18

because, in spite of the good control of particle size, forming pressure, distribution, etc of

this process, loose particles can fall apart and take with them large parts of the material.

Severa! hones imd lands are used as shown in Fig 2.6. The figures correspond 10 sharp

. edge, hone, K land, land and honeaDdchipbreakerand hone.The K land insert may be

more expensive ü ground as compared 10 the rounded one. However, in large quantity

manufacturing this angles can be developed during pressing instead of the grinding 10

achieve smaller cos18.Ifthe land angle is produced by a.mold, honing is used almost all the

times. On the other hand, ü the Iand angle is ground, a small honing is used on a frequent

basis [15].

In relation 10 the removal of insert defects before industrial use experimental work has been

carried out [18] 10 statistically correlate the existence and the magnitude of the radius

between the t1ank and the rake faces of the insert with the toollife in inteITUptedtuming.

The experiment was run with SNGN 120408 ISO norm P10 inserts mounted on a tool

holder with back rake angle of -6°, side rake angle of -6° side relief angle of 6° , and lead

angle of 15°. The cutting conditions were: depth of cut of 1.5 mm, feed of 0.4 mm/rev and

speed of 3 m/sec. The experimental set up used by the investigators [18] is shown in Fig

2.7. Five 1018of inserts were tested. The first lot with no prior treatment, as supplied by

the manufacturero The other four 1018had 12, 24, 36 and 60 hours of tumbling with

electro-corundum grit which produced different values of radii rl,r2,r3 as shown in Fig

2.7. The result of the tumbling process, shown in Fig 2.8, presents the difference between

,theinsert as supplied and alter some hours of tumbling process.
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sharp ground Iand & bone chip brtaker
and bone

Fig 2.6: Differentdisposidons oí landandhoning [15].

hone kland

space

Q
A - COuntel"
B - DynallOlDetel"
e - Recol"del"
D - Hagnetic pict-up

250

./ Fig 2.7. Tuming InterrUptedCut set up ([18]).
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Photo 1 : Replica showing edge pl"ofile fOI"1nsel"t

as supplied.(200x)

¡;.

I'hoto 2 : Replica showing edge pl"ofile fOI" insel"t

aftel" 60 houl"s of tUmbling.(200x)

Fig 2.8. Result of tumbling process <;mthe insert ([18).
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The resu1ts of the tests showed that the expected value of the insert life before failure was

maximum for 24 hours of tumbling. The insert lives for 36 and 60 hours of tumbling were

be10w that of the 24 hours. demonstrating that the benefit of pre-wearing is conf"medlOa

range beyond which the tumbling process removes the micro-cracks present on the edge

plus some more material. thus decreasing the life of the tooL

Swedish investigalOrs [14] did additional work in intenupted metal cutting. The purpose of

their work was lOevaluate the forees present at intermittent cutting at small feeds. The

. experiment was ron with the modified Charpy machine shown in Fig 2.9. which had an

orthogonal t001 instal1ed on the extreme end of the hammer. The objective of the

experiment was the evaluation of the forces under small chip 10008in intermittent cutting.

and also the characterization of dead zones in front of the inserto which have strong

influence on the forees, t001failure, and surface fmish depending on the type of bui1d-up

which was predominant for a particular type of tool and workpiece material.

Fig 2.9. Experimental Set Up by Wallen ([14])
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Fig 2.10: Distribution of stresses in orthogonal cut. [14].

For the purpose of dead zone study the pendulumwas equipped with a quick stop

mechanismin orderto suddenlyacceleratethe workpiecein the middleof thecut up lOthe

same velocity of the tool, thus getting zero relative velocity and freezing of the cut.

Mterwards, thé workpiece with the formingchipwas examinedin order to evaluate the

kind of build-up and chip surface which was formed under those conditions.

The material of the tool used in [18] was High Speed Steel Two workpiece materials were

used, namely: plain carbon steel (AISI-SAE 1045) and austenitic stainless steel (AISI-

SAE-316). These workpiece materia1spresent two different characteristics with respect to

chip formation, build-up, surface finish, and cutting forces, specially at the entry of the

cut.
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By observing the experimental set-up, it is evident that two measurements are available for

each chip thickness; one is at the entry, and the other is at the ent of the cut. The cutting

800 thrust forees are approximated by the following equations:

Fcut = 0'2.l2.b + 't3.l3.b (2.8)

Ftbrust = 't2.l2.b + 0'3.l3.b (2-4)

The notation as exemplified in Fig 2.10 is defined as follows:

't2 ==flow shear stress on rake face 't3= flow shear stress on relief face

0'2= normal flow stress on rake face 0'3=normalflow stress on relief face

12=chip-1OOlcontact length in rake face

13=workpiece-1OOlcontact on relief face

d =uncut chip thickness (also called here depth of cut or feed).

b =unit width of the 1001

The specific forces (force per unit length) are calculated as

Kcut = 0'2.l2.b 't3.l3.b
d + d (2-5)

Kthrust = 't2.l2.b 0'3.l3.b
d + d (2-6)

Since the specific cutting forces are calculated based on the uncut chip thickness, d ,800 the

distribution of stresses is extended up 103 104 times the chip thickness, it is clear that the

Kcut, Kthrust parameters are not constant, even for a uniform depth of cut if the contact,

length changes.
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Figure 2.11 shows the specific cutting forces of a non-chamfered tool forothe two materials

of [14]. It is observed that the horizontal axis shows that chip thickness was symmetrical

about the deepest point in the cut. Although the chip thickness reaches the same values

twice,.one for the exit and one for the entry the values of specific cutting force were found

10be different, as expected from equations (2-5) and (2-6). For the exit condition the effect

can be regarded as caused by contact length in the chip. The austenitic stainless steel

. presents a defioite overloadin the exit stage as compared with the plain steel. In every

case, the exit condition represents an inCIeasein the specific cutting force, and also in the

thrust force. For the entty condition, the plain carbon steel shows a small inCIementin the

specific forces while the austenitic presents a decrement. At this point it is important 10note

. that infonnation about the frequency characteristics of the force measurement apparatus

was not given and consequently, it is not possible 10 evaluate the level of accuracy of the

entty measurements which usually involve very high frequency signals. As for the effect

of velocity, it is observed that the higher the cutting speed the higher are the specific force

levels, although the trend doesn 't seem to be absolutely consistent.In any case, the trend of

high specific farces at the exit stays very consistent.
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The shape of the tool as shown in Fig 2.13 has also an important effect on the cutting

coefficients. Blunt tools having primary rake angles of -60° and -250 represent a strong

inerement of the cutting forces with the inerease in primary rake height. For the -200

primary rake angle the force inereases to a maximum at about 0.3 mm primary rake height

and then decreases beyond that.

An important effect can be observed in Fig 2.14 when, keeping all the other factors

constant, the tool is coated with TiN. In this case, the specific forces of the coated insert

show a significant increment at the entry stage in comparison with the uncoated tool, but
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has kept a similar trend to that of non coated tools far the developed cut and theexit

conditions.
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One of the most important aspects of the work by Wallen[14] is the characterization of the

dead zones presented in Fig 2.15. These zones are classified as:

i)The stagnated Iayer/zone rake face build-up edge (BUE) which differ in the

size of the material making the build-up. In both cases the final formation of

chip is by contact with the rake face. The workpiece surface is formed by the

tooI flank.

ii)The rake BUE or rake face build-Up for which the chip is formed against the

build-up and work piece surface is formed by the tooI flank

. ili)The clearance BUE for which the chip is formed against rake face and the

work surface formed by the BUE.

iv)The doubIe sided BUE for which the chip is formed against rake BUE and

the work surface is formed by the BUE.

(a) (b)
Fig 2.16. Quick stop resuIts showing chip formation.
a) Left: Plain Carbon Steel. b) Austenitic Steel. [14].
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The performance of the two materials (plain carbon steel and austenitic stainless steel) was

also analyzed with respect 10the kind of chip produced. For the plain carbon steel, the low

cutting veloeities allowed for the formation ofbuild-up edges (BUE). At high speeds this

effect disappCared.As a consequence, the surface finish deteriorates and the back part of .
the chip becomes highly uneven due 10 the BUE's~ In con~t to plain carbon steel,

austenitic steel shows good behavior even at low speeds which allows for obtaining good

surface finish, although this is a material much harder and stronger than the plain carbon

steel, as shown in Fig 2.16b. The difference in the nature of chip formation is attributed 10

the element of the 1001which forms the chip. In the case of BUE the chip is fonned by the

build-up or the stagJ1atedzone which presents a random pattem of formation-desintegration

as well as a rough surface. In the case of no BUE the chip is fonned by the rake face, and

thus produces a smooth surface. It is interesting 10note also that in the case of double

sided BUE and/or clearance BUE the materialleaks tbrough the flank face, and produces a

rough surface as seen in Fig 2.16a for plain carbon steel.

As a general conclusion from Wallen's work [14] it can be stated that blunt geometries

produce higher levels of force. The blunt geometries can arise from negative rake angIes,

larger flank lengths and/or larger flank heights. In general, larger flank length produces

higher cutting and tbrust farces.

2.4 Computer Simulation 01 Metal Cutting OperatioDS

In the area of simulation of metal cutting operations, there exist several efforts ([27-29,32])

which allow for the calculation of forces, power réquirements, machining times, ete., and

also allow for application of these predictions to process planning, design for

manufacnning,ete.Twoareasin theforcepredictionandsurfacecharacterizationfieldsare

targeted. First, the forces developed on the machine 1001and the workpiece can be

calculatedby consideringcuttingforcecoefficientswhichvary with the geometryof the

contact area and the cutting speed. Second, the dynamic models of the structure of the
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machine 1001have served tbe purpose Qfpredicting tbe response of tbe structure 10 tbe

forces which is manifested by tbe variation of tbe cutting arca. The cutting arca is changed

by tbe weaviness in tbe surface caused by tbe previous passes of tbe 1001and causes a

potentially unstable process. Prediction of tbese phenomena allows for tbe evaluation of

the surface of the workpiece after tbe cut

Attempts have been made to characterize the entry-exit conditions in milling [9,10]. As

mentioned before, tbe main objective of reference [9] study was tbe development of

analytical expressions for milling 100ls.Tables and charts were given 10calculate the times

of engagement-disengagement for a given insert, tooVwork offset, rake angles, lead

angles, feeds, and depths of cut They also permitted knowing the part of tbe insert which

engages first and therefore allowed far tbe evaluation of tbe failure patterns.

A geometry module is built by [10] using a solid modeling commercial package, which

allows far reconstruction of engagement-disengagement conditions in face milling such as

those shown in Fig 2.17. The fact tbat salid models are used virtually removes tbe

restriction about tbe edges of tbe insert which was present in [9]. However, severa!

limitations are still present in the approach of [lO]. First, the modeling of the workpiece

boundary as a vertical wall in tbe time of the engagement is an approximation which

ignores the changes in geometry of the workpiece arising from the prior passes of the

cutter. This approximation has effects in tbe evaluation of T , U and V interactions. The

applicationof solid model techniques of this reference was purely qualitative. Calculations

such as cutting force prediction, contact area, invasive volume, ete. are not mentioned by

reference [10].

Additional incursions in tbe use of computational geometry applied to metal cutting

símulations are presented in [53] and [54]. In [53] the entry/exit angles for a given 1001

path and a workpiece geometry are computed, as well as contact arcas. The work is based

on 2D geometrical abstractions of tbe cutter and tbe worlepiece, namely, the cutter is
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simulated as a circle, moving in a world of ID geometric entities (rectangles and circles).

By representing the workpiece as a CSG (Constructive Salid Geometry) result ofboolean

operations on ID primitives, the program determines which primitives the cutter 10uches

when it is at a given position, and calculates the exitlentry angles and the chip loado .
assuming that the depth of cut is constant. In this sense, this work is a variation of Gu's

work, which uses a ID boundary representation for the workpiece and cutter, for a variety

of cutter geometries.

In [54], a 3D extension of the work in [53] is presented, which is used 10predict cutting

forces. This prediction allows an adaptive controller 10anticipate the changing workpiece,

and therefore 10change the cutting parameters in arder 10eliminate force overshoots which
. .

would break the toal. Again, in this method, the cutter is thought of as a cylinder traveling

tbrough the workpiece, which allows 10calculate the boolean intersection of the cutter and

the wOlkpiece,thus generating the values for material removal fOldifferent positions of the

cutter and workpiece. How this voume information is transformed in10cutting forees is not

explicitly discussed. This step involves the calculation of contact arca ( chip load) and the

determination of the arca orientationin arder 10get the correct force directions.

In the reviewed literature, the applicationof geometric techniques 10the characteriza.tionof

tooVworkpiece interaction has followed two generallines: first, the use of computational

geometry in two and three dimensional scenarios is based on the abstraction of the cutter as

a circle (ID) or a cylinder (3D). This abstraction is clearly unapropiate if the objective is to

characterize process parameters which are function of the instantaneous part/tool geometric

relation, specially in the arca of 1001failure in entry/exit cuts. The inability lies in the fact

that the abstraction of the cutter as a cylinder immediately impedes the characteriza.tionof

insert geometry,. rake angles, lead angle, contact arca growing patterns, ete. For that

purpose, clearly a characterization which accounts for small as well as large geometry is

necessary. Second, the attempts made in characterizing small geometry (it means,
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accounting for insert and local workpiece geometries) have met important problems: in the

case of Kronenberg's work [9], the analytic approach rapidly fails to grasp real world

situations such as rounded nose inserts, K land inserts, irregular geometry of the part, ete.

On the other hand, the use of solid modeling techniques in that area has allowed to

overcome that constraint [10], but still, the aspect of determining which parameters are

'. meaningfulto the charaterizationofinsert/partmicro-geometryinteractionis open,andso

is the quantitative characterization ofthose parameters.

2.5 Stress Characterization 01 Entry-Exit Cuts

Severa! investigators have observed the mechanism of chip formation and detachment in

entry and exit conditions while paying special attention to the stress pattems in the work as

well as in the insert. Pekelharing [12,13] has provided the base for many of the papers

which are related to tool failure in this decade.

The study of Pekelharingdeals with early tool fracture as result of interruptedcut. It

establishesthe factthat theweakestpointin thisprocesscomesin theexitratherthanin the

entry stage. In contrast, non-early tool failure (the one occuring after significant service

life) is blamed upon all regimes, namelyentry, uniform cut and exit conditions.

In [12] a turning test was ran in which a rotary piece is fitted with a circular core of

"blades" which allow for the variation of the engagement/disengagement angles between

the tool and workpiece. The study is mainly directed to T or U disengagement. This kind

of disengagement for a sharp tool is very harmful, and the insen loses the cutting edge in

the first or second exits. In this sense, the results presented showed that U or T

disengagementconditionswereharmful.ThisagreeswiththeAsaifmdings([11]).

In'order to better explain the process of tool failure, Pekelharing [12] took a high speed

film photographs of the tool exit. The cut showed severa! stages when the insen was

approaching the exit. In the first place, there existed a positive shear zone in front of the
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rake face and a negative shear zone ahead in the cut which bent into the uncut workpiece as

shown in Fig 2.19. The positive shear zone is characterized by the fact that conwressive

stress has developed normal 10 the shear planes. The negative shear zone below the

surface is subjected to a combined regime of shear and tensile stress. As the insert .
approaches the exit face, this situation grows more critical. 1bis is accompanied by the fact

that the contaet length between the chip andthe insert becomes smaller. Because of the 1ack

of balance in the forces, chip fracture is produced in the proximities of the exit, and it is

believed that the chip rotateS altogether, breaking away from the insert almost totalIy.

Figure 2.19 is a sequence of frames of the high speed photographies. Figure 2.19a shows

that the normal positive shear zone is presentobut a negative shear zone has also appeared.

It can be observed that deformation occured at the exit wall and that the normally flat work

surface has a1readybent 9° in this particular frame while the contact zone is still 3h ( h is

the uncut depth of cut ). In Fig. 2.19b the situation grows more acUtebecause the

deformation of the work surface is bigger, but, more importantly, the contact length has

reduced to approximately h. However, it is noticed at this point that there exists still a

significant force sYStemacting on the insert.

The rotation of the footed chip can be seen in Fig. 2.19c where a first break away has been

produced as shown by a flat portion which makes a 14° angle with the rake face. At this

momentothe chip rotation on the rake face is equal 10the foot rotation, which means that

. the foot rotation is responsible far the whole amount of chip rotation.
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Reference [12] considered that at this point significantfarces are still presenLThese cutting

forces are acting on extremely sma1lareas, and contribute to greatly increase the shear and

tensUe stresses present in the tool Finally the chip breakage is shown in Fig 2.19d where

the chip as well as the wall are extremely deformed, almost as a chamfered exiL Two flat

regions now appear in the chip flank, showingtwo stages of breakage.The author has

reportédthat if toolbreakageis producedin thiscase ( andtool is almostcertaintofail ) its

next exit will meet a chamfered exit and reduce the danger of tool failure. The cutter pass

will restore the old wall shape, therefore the insert behavior already described manifests at

every other exit as noise in the exit stage. This behavior which has been observed for a

sharp tool is essentially maintained for protected (rounded or chamfered) cutting edge.

However, because of the stronger geometry the insert failure is postponed or in some cases

eliminated. The penalty for using chamfered or rounded edge tools is that larger forces,

which may lead to larger f1ank wear are produced. It also raises the the possibility of

workpiece material filling the chamfer and leaking between the workpiece and the insert,

thus producing poor surface finish, material dragging, change in the actual depth of cut,

etc.

The previous discussion about the tool exit proposes that exit is the main cause of early

tool breakage. However, when the tool fails in later stages, reference [12] considers that

entry has effects on the weakening and failure of the cutting edge. In particular severa!

qualitative results are given. In the beginning of the cut, although significant levels of

forces are present in the tool face, the contact length is very much below the steady state

value.During steady cutting conditions the contact length on the rake face are considered to

be 3h to 4h (h is the uncut chip thickness) [12]. For achieving that contact length, the tool

has to be a 10h-50h distance inside the cuL Before the contact length is fully developed,

the tool essentially stands fu1lcutting and thrust forces with a very reduced contact length .

This period of entry clearly represents a region of risk for the cutting too!. In addition to

interrupted cutting, the condition for ending the cut and pulling outthe cutter has been
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found meaningful witb respect 101001failure. It is advised that, in milling for example, tbe

1001be witbdrawn after two or threerevolutions after the feed is stopped and before

turning off the spindle. The 100llife may reduce 10one third or one quarter of this if the

1001'is withdrawn under conditions of full feed.

In [13] severa! mechanisms were considered as responsible for tbe 1001breakage. These

include thermal and cutting stresses produced by tbe foot creation and chip rotation. It was

reported tbat tbe cases which Kronenberg ranked as most dangerous (e.g. simultaneous

contact S-T-U-V) actually lead 10tbe 10ngest1oollife. This kind of contradictions shows

tbat the understanding of tbe 1001failuremechanisms are far from being fully understood.

Tests were run for ortbogonal cutting witb sharp 1001,.witb rounded and chamfered 1001,
. .

and with commercial cutters in order to compare exit performance. The tests were

conducted at 80 to 300m1mincutting speed, 0.1 100.5mm of depth of cut and used P10 or

P30 carbide 1OOls.The immediate conclusion is that sharp tools didn't survive at exit

ortbogonal cuts.

Test results in Pekelharing ([12,13]) has established tbe fact that the lengtb of tbe border

between tbe chip and tbe work once tbe footed-chip has been removed is smaller when it is

measured in tbe chip in comparison 10when measured in tbe workpiece. This shows tbat

tbe dominant mechanism in this case is not brittle fracture but instead tbere is a heavy

plastic deformation which stretches tbe workpiece side of tbe cut and compresses tbe insen

side of the cut (L1 vs L2 in Fig 2.18d). The effect of footage is explained and tbe

assessment of tbe insen rake face is taken 10show tbat altbough tbere is damage from tbe

first interchange tbe damage is relatively small. However, each new exit cut will take away

bigger and bigger pans of the insen. The tirst chipping of the insen occurs at a lengtb on

tbe rake face equivalent 1035% of tbe deptb of cut andoconsequently, 65% of tbe insen

still remains intacto
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The explanation for this odd behavior is that after the creation of a chamfer the footage is

inhibited and thus the failure mechanism is avoided. This is supported by the fact that exit

walls other than perpendicular to the cutting velocity as well as deviations from the

orthogonalcut seem 10inereasethe chancesof survivalof the cutter. In this respect,as

shown in Fig 2.19 the deviations from 90° of the exit wall produce a safer condition,

. . although they are not very realistic in the practical aspect.

In the case of angles larger than 90°, the toal pushes away rather than cuts the underlying

metal, which has no suppon and bends to form a burr which is undesirable for the

finishing of the piece. On the other hand, in case of less than 90° wall angle, the increment

in the safe region might be attributed 10the fact that the depth of cut diminishes as the 1001

approaches the exit, making the formerly mentioned effects less no1Orious.In a similar

direction, if the cut is non-orthogonal the cutter will arrive 10the exit face by stages, and

the chip has another way 10flow but the effect of small 100llife is still presento

A finite element analysis has been performed 10model the shear stresses in the situationsof

continuous cut as well as exit cut. The modelling is based on an assumption of elastic

behavior which of course depans from rea1ity because metal cutting is by defmition a

plastic deformation process. However, qualitatively the results matched experimental

fmdings in the existence of positive shear in the tool for continuous cut in the proximities

of the shear angle which marks the transition between the uncut and the cut chip ( see Fig

2.20a ). Negative shear stresses show up in the work;piece in the direction ahead of the

tool, undemeath the new work surface (see Fig 2.20b ) for the case of close exit, which

coincides with the assumptions drawn from Fig 2.18. It is necessary 10mention the fact

that the actual values of the loads and inputs 10the program were assumptions which are

not intended 10give a quantitative match but a qualitative one 10the observations. Using,

this kind of analysis the pressure distribution on the rake face is obtained and is found 10

be approached by a triangular one which is then used to calculate stresses on the too1.as
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opposed to the analysis which dea1swith the work piece state of stresses. This anaIysis

resulted in the highest tensile stress levels near the point in which the failure was found

expenmenta1ly. Also it shows the division between the compressive and tensUe stress

regimes inside the insert

As far as the difference between the chamferedand rounded tools is concemed, it is

proposedin the reviewedpapers [15] that a certainvariationin the chamferdimensions,

contrasted with the depth of cut, will produce different effective rake angles, determined by

the actual chip flow direction alter the cut. This has the effect of producing a fictitious tool

tip which is essentia1ly the metal trapped in the comer acting as an extension of the tooL

This metal is not welded to the tool and willleave the tool surface with the footed chip

. I
I

when the tool comes out from the cut. If in this case the state of stresses has any relation

with the analysis done for a sharp tool, the failure woul~ likely. occur exacdy in the

weakest zone which is the limit between the trapped metal and the insert boundary and thus

the tool is released from the stock metal at at the same time protecting the cutting edge.

Pekelharing [13] establishes the fact that no evidence of buildup in the chamfer face was

found in any of his experiments, which supports the theory just exposed

The same workpiece was used with the combinations of commercia1inserts and cutters. In

general, a change of the cutter will not make the situation much better if the sharp insert is
I
I

used. On the other hand, inserts with chamfer or rounded nose used together with non-

orthogonal cutters provide the best performance with respect to this kind of early failure,

although they are expected to fail due to other mechani!m1S.

In the same area of research Loladze [16], a Russian investigator, established some

experimental facts which were theoretica11ytreated afterwards by Pekelharing[13] and

Ghani [20]. The main purpose of Loladze's work is to stody the stress pattem in a tool

under conditions of.entry (Fig 2.21a), exit (Fig 2.21b) or continuous cutting (Fig 2.21c).

For this purpose a series of tests with a tool made of ph~toelastic material were conducted,
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The objective was 10identify compression zones, tension zones and neutral zone between

them, and a1so 10evaluate the differences in patterns among several processes such as

tuming, up-milling, down-milling, planning, etc.

.Theresults of the thermoelasticity experiments showed tensile stress in the rake face and

compressive stress in the flank surface. The pictuies also revealed that the contact length at

the engagement and disengagement times was sharply smaller than that of the normal cut.

This fact has been found and treated later by other investigators [12]. The highest stresses

are shown 10be located at 2 to 3 times the uncut depth of cut, and considerably decrease

with increasing wedge angle of the tip of the 1001,and increase with the increasing depth of

cut, This behavior is more noticeable for the tensile stress than for the compressive stress.

Since the tensile stress present on the rake face 1Smaximum at the place of failure, it is

conc1udedthat higher depths of cut will increase not only the forces on the insert, but also

increase the rano forcelarea.

Another important point raised by Loladze [16] is the fact that in tuming or boring the 1001

is subject 10 fluctuating mechanical stresses which don't change signoThis is different

from the case of milling where, even in normal cuts, the forces sensed on the 1001and

insert reverse their sign during one revolution. The author also ran a set of experiments in

which it was found that the value of CJmaxin case of exit in a planning operation reached

stress levels between 1.3 to 1.4 times the forces of normal cutting. The exit forces for

milling showed an increment of 1.7 times the normal cutting forces.

On the other hand a study of the thermal stresseswas made in [16] by making some

tentativecalculations10obtainthe orderof magnitudeof the stressescreatedby the effect

of altemative cooling and heating of the insert. This tentatives calculations showed that

thermal effects are important , and could result in stresses of about 1300 N/mm2, for an

insert of tungsten-carbide of 92% WC and 8% Co, and workpieces of carbon steel and

nickelbased high temperature alloys with transition times of 0.01 sec for changes between
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room temperature and ll00°C. It was claimed that this heating and cooling cycles during

interrupted cutting causes thermal shocks and cracks. In interrupted tuming the temperature

gradient is smaller as compared with that of inilling and thermal stresses are therefore

supposed to be smaller for interrupted tuming.

Additional studies made by Ghani [20] are very related 10those by Pekelharing in which

the emphasis on 1001failure in interrupted cutting study is related 10exit conditions. It is

known that in case of very early tool failure, the exit is very much responsible for the

failure. This has been supported by researchers including Kronenberg and Pekelharing.

The initial assumption is that the shear angle which in normal conditions points up-ahead

of the 1001tip (line OA in Fig 2.22) aligns with the velocity vec10r ( line OC in Fig 2.22 )

in exit conditions and produces piercing of the surface, and it points underneath the new

surface ( line OC' in Fig 2.22 ) producing footing, as discussed by Pekelharing.

Ghani [20] ran an intelTUptedturning test which was aimed at evaluating the effect of work:

piece exit chamfer geometry (given the angle e in Fig 2.22 ), cutter geometry, insert

geometry, speed and material on exit failure. For that purpose the entry was made as

smooth as possible and the period between cut was made as short as possible in order 10

diminish the cooling time after the cut and reduce the effects of heating-cooling of the tool.

The tests did not cover the full spectrum of combinations. However, some findings can be

extracted from their results.
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Fig 2.21: Thermoelasticity experiment showing stress pattems.
a)Entry, b)Stationary and c)Exit cuts [16]

Fig 2.22. Shear Directions OA, OC and OC' for uniform and exit cut ([20]).
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It was found that positive geometries were more likely to fail in exit stages. On the other

hand keeping other parameters constant, velocity in the neighborhood of 150-175 m/min

was found to produce a local increment in the perf01'lD8nceof the tool by allowing more

exits before failure, but the general effect of velocity was to decrease the number of exits .
before failure. On keeping other factors constant, the exit angle e valuehas to be as far

away from 900 in order to lower the me of failure at the exit.

One .of the interesting results of Ghanits work is the attempt to relate tool failure to stress

reversa1in the tool caused by the very fast change from compressive to tensile stress in the

rake face. Stress reversal has been studied also by [3] in relation with impact drnamjcs.

This study establishes that a comPressive wave traveling in a medium will reach a free

surface and will be reflectOOas an opposite sigit wave~Thus the wave will turn from

compression to tension upon meeting the insert boundary. This kind of switching will go

on several times because the wave will travel back and forth inside the body until it

exhausts the energy available. In this case, the insert is steadily 100000in compression

during normal cut, but this situation is altered when it is released from the cut at exit. The

time in which this transition occurs is important because the shorter the time is the closer

will theactual behavior reflect the ideal wave reflection. This work estimates the unloading

time for the insert as t=OC!V ( see Fig 2.22 ), where V is the tool velocity and OC is the

distance to the workpiece exit wall. Obviously, the ratio between tool velocity and stress

waves velocity is critical for estimating the behavior of the stresses inside the body.

Unfortunately the author did not further develop this anaIysis, but instead presented the

idea of workpiece failure along the line OC a1readyexplainOOin [12] and [13].

Nakamura & Yamamoto [39] usOOa formula (also used by Ghani [20]) for calculating the

radial normal stresses O'rin a point of a wOOgeof angle 2a loaded on its tip by a force P

acting at an angle J3 with the wOOgeaxis of symmetry (see Fig 2.23). This formula is given

by:
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( e) - 2P( cos~ cose sin~ sine )ar r, - rb +2a + sin(2a) 2a -sin(2a)
(2-7)

where a =half of the wedge angle.

~=the angle between the force and the axis of symmetry of the wedge.

r =radial distance measured from the wedge apex.

b =width of the wedge.

P =the applied force.

It can be seen that this equation does not take into consideration the velocity of cut V. Also,

no reference is made in [39] 10the angular position at which the stresses are evaluated 10

arrive at the numerical values. It is assumed that they are calculated for e=a and r=h/3

which is the place claimed by several authors where the tool is expected 10fail more

frequently.

Fig 2.23 Wedged tool abstraction loaded in its vertex.
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For austenitic steel the failure is observed regardless of the fact that a foot is formed at exit.

For this particular material and insert a very strong tenclencyto chip welding on the rake

face has been reported. This produces subsequent failure in the next entry even in the zone

of "safe" entry conditions. In this case, it would be safer to use positive geometries with .
regard to entry safety, since they allow for less material accumulation. Cast iron seems to

be a very advantageous material, since it does not adhere to the insert face, and thus avoids

pitting and chipping. From the point of view of stress reversal, cast iron is favorably

compared to austenitic steel or low alloy steel whose properties are such that stress reversal

reaches levels high enough to break the too1. In conclusion, this work shows that tool

failure at entty/exit is dependent on the type of the work materials as follows:

i) For carbon and low alloys steels at low velocities the tool wear is caused by face pitting.

At high speeds the mechanism is stress reversal and the failure is caused by chipping.

ü) For stainless steels tool failure is caused by chip adhesion which negatively influences

later entries. The failure is chipping

2.6 Surnrnary

As shown above severa! aspects which are relevant to the reaction of tool and workpiece

under transient cutting conditions, in particular with entry/exit cuts have been considered.

The aspects were discussed in the work of many authors. Some of the important elements

which influence the behavior of tools under interrupted cut are summarized below in order

to focus on the scope of the proposed research.

1. In modeling of entry/exit conditions in metal cutting the three important factors

considered are: (i) dynamic equations for conservation of momentum, (ii) geometry

interaction ando(ili)- material properties.
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From these, estimation of the material properties is by far the most difficult task because

large of the number of factors involved,in changing the behavior of tools. Among these

factors are the chemical affmity between tooVworkpiecematerials which influence pitting

and build-up, temperature effects which.change the workpiece strength, and the effect of

contact area geometry on material properties.

An effon has been exerted to know the kind of effects present in entry lexit conditions in

metal cutting. It has been found from different sources that the deformations are in the

elastic-plastic range with strain rates of IOL104 sec-l and that damage numbers are about

10-4 , which allows for estimating contact forces as hydrostatic (neglecting hydrodynamic

effects). This estimation also establishes the fact that friction forces are modeled as

proportional to the contact normal force and not as a function of the cutting speed as in

"drag"coefficients, which are characteristic of hypervelocityimpacto

2. The stress analysis performed by Pekelharing, and the other researchers ( [16] , [20], .

[39]) presents very interesting and plausible conclusions about the nature of failure at exit

stages as supported by photographic techniques and thermoelasticity experiments. In this

workthe following aspects are of importance for tool failure:

(i) Failure of the workpiece in the neighborhood of the exit wall causes some other

effects including: reduction in the contact area while.keeping the same level of forces,

stress reversal phenomena inside the insen which change the state of stresses from

compression to tension. These phenomena are difficult to be resisted without causing

failureof the tool materia1ssuch as carbide.

(ü) The existence of lands, grounds, etc, helps in avoiding the early fracture by

eliminating the most sensitive part of the insert and by creating a local (rake) negative
"

geometry which loads the insert in compression rather than in tension. The penalty to pay
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for this protection is a significantreduction in toollife as far as wear and non-early damage

is concemed.

(iü) The geometry of entry/exit situations is critical for tbe tool sUrvival. For

example entry/exit witb tbe cutting speed vector normal to tbe workpiece wall produces tbe

highest risk, and angles departing from 90° protect tbe tool at tbe price of piercing of tbe

workpiece material.

(iv) The analytical studies reported in tbe literature are concemed witb situations of

ortbogonal cut in which tbe cutting speed vector is normal to tbe workpiece walls. For

otber cases, tbe majority of data comes from experimental (statistical)data.

3- There are extremely contradictory reports about tbe level of forces and tbe specific

force coefficients in tbe neighborhood of entry/exit positions. Wallen [14] found tbat tbe

specific force coefficients increase significantly at exit and also at entry under certain

conditions such as TiN coating. In contrastoPekelharing [12] dismissed tbe role of forces

as tbe main causes of tool failure, preferring tbe tbeory of workpiece failure as a cause of

early tool failure. This uncertainty extends also to tbe role of cutting speed in tool failUre.

The work by Asai [11] shows tbat depending on tbe tool material, higher speeds may harm

tbe tool (TiC insert) while in otber cases higher speeds represent tbe safe zone for tbe insert

under any engagement I disengagement conditions (P20 insert). Kronen~rg, for example,

found tbat higher area derivatives (dAldt) are associated witb more tool wear.

4- Until now, one of tbe aspects which promises to constitute an important point in

tbe study oí entry/exit interaction is tbe geometrical modeling aspectoHowever, this aspect

has not been fully exploited owing to tbe fact tbat tbe geometry in this case is extremely

involved and difficult to be handled by closed form equations. The computational 3D

modeling attempts in tbis direction have a handicap because tbey don't give any
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quantitative figure for evaluating the impact factors. Parameters like Contact Area, Area

Derivative, S-T-U-V interaction are not assessed and evaluated.

This is the reason for devoting an important portion of this thesis to develop a module

which allows for the 3D description of insert and workpiece geometry, and for the

particular attention given 10the entry and exit interaction between insert and workpiece for

turning and fly cutting face milling. This module will be used to expand the idea by

Kronenbergand Asai with respect 10the influence of S-T-U-V interaction on toollife.

Although this literature survey has intended 10be as extensive as possible, many more

references exist which have not been mentioned here. Only the ones which represent an

important result, or those which enclose many others have been included. In this respect,

the works by Pekelharing and by Wallen have shown 10be very valuable. Other authors

whosecontribution is central 10this work are Kronenberg, Asai and 10OO8On.

Themain objectives of this thesis are:

1-Evaluation of the cutting forces in entry/exit cuts. In particular, it is intended 10analyze

the source of variation of the cutting forces as compared 10 the ones registered in

continuouscuts.

2.-Evaluation of the effect of insert, 1001and workpiece geometry in the cutting forces in

entry/exit. Although the severa! attempts made in this direction covered cases such as

orthogonal geometries and straight side inserts, they have not covered the effect of the

geometriesused in manufacture, such as K lands, rounded comer (nos radius), different

rakeand lead angles, ete.

In order 10fulfill the above objectives, a series of interrupted cut tests will be run using

castiron as the workpiece material, in such a way that the entry/exit conditions represent

the most critical conditions reported in the surveyed literature. Cuts with the velocity
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normaltotbe ~tty/eXit wOIkpiecewallSWÜ1be pe#Oímed The cutting forces during these

experin1éiitSwill be recorded; and comparéd witii th~ stadC (uniform cut) forces for the

same Crit{riiseitThis eomparison is expeéted iDieü whetbéi the entty/eXit forces present a

significant deviation from the static cutting forces. Since the tests will be ron for different .
cutter and insert geometries, the effect of these factor upon the forces will be assessed.

Since the geometrical part seems to be a key part in the analysis of tool failure in

interruptedcuts, a 3D geomettymodulewillbe developedin order to be able to analyze,

correlate and quantify the role of the different geometrical parameters in the prediction of

cutting forces in entty/eXitcuts.
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CHAPTER ~

FORCEMODELFORhITEiiRtiPTEDCUT

This chapter presents a general force model fOl the characterization of entry/exit cutting

forces; Thé proposed model consists of four modules. Each of the four modules will be. . . . ..v~",.

analyzéd and its slgnificance will be discussec1~~ on tirls8nalysisa simplifiedforce
..,' .

model foi tbC~Í1try/éxitcutting forces will be developed.

3.1 ~ A General Model lor Interrupted CutS

The proposed general model assumes that the toal entrylexit cutting fOlces are similar in

natw'e10those present when two bodies (toal and wOlkpiece)collide in space. The contact

foreesresult in changes in the kinematics of the bodies as well as in their material properties

(yield strength, hardness,etc). Shape is also changed if permanent deformation is

produced.A change in position directly affects the area of contact between the toal and the

workpiece and leads 10a change in the forces. The change in velocity causes a change in

thematerial properties which in turn affects the cutting pressure coefficients that are used in

forcemodels.

The overall entry/exit force characterization model is divided into four modules: a)

predictionof forces, b) determination of changes in positions and velocities, e) computation

of instantaneous chip area, and d) determination of the change in material properties as

resultof the rate of application of 10008and velocity changes.

A diagram of the proposed model is depicted in Fig 3.1. Module 1 calculates the contact

forces based on the material properties (cutting force coefficients) and the contact area.

Once the forces are determined, their effect on the position and velocity of the tool and

workpieceare established in Module 2.
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Area
Specific
Force Coefficients

l.CALCULATION IK_normal, K_friction
OFTIIE
CONTACI' FORCES

Force, Torque

2. POSmON AND
VELOCITY
CALCULATION

8, (x,y,z)

3. INSTANTANEOU
AREA
CALCULATION

ContactArca
dA/dt

Fig 3.1 General Model for 1001entry/exit simulation.

The relative positions of the 1001and workpiece determine the contact arca between them.

Module 3 provides the necessary geometric information and computes the instantaneous

contact area. Based on the prevailing velocities the rate of chan~e of the contact arca

between the colliding bodies is also computed in this module. The information about

contact area is fed back to Module 1. Module 4 calculates the properties such as strain rate

and compressive stress of the material based on the rate of change of area, the cutting

.Iength, the chip thickness and other relevant geometric information. Finally, the cutting

pressure coefficients are fed back to the force calculation module and the procedure is

repeated. A more detailed explanation of each module follows:
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3.2 The Force Calculation Module

This module applies the basic assumptionsmade in solving the problems of colliding

bodies, such as the existenceof a forcenormalto the contactingsurfaces,and a friction

force°tangentto them. The friction force accounts for the loss of momentum in the direction

tangent to the contact smfaces while the normal force accounts for the 1088of momentum in

the normal direction as shown in Fig 3.2. This approach has been applied to the analysis of

impact between solid bodies by several investigators. However, the difficu1ty in

formulating such a force model is in the determination of the values for the characteristic

constant K of the material and the friction coefficient to be used for estimating the normal

and friction forces respectively. These coefficients are calculated in some cases based on

values found in material properties tables that apply to very specific and controlled

conditions, such as elastic deformation, which by defmition does not apply to the metal

cutting process. The approach used here will be discussed further in the material properties

module.

The normal and friction forces arising when an insert is engaged in cutting can be wrltten

(invector form) as:

Fn = K.An.n (3-1)

Ff = Jl . Fn .Vf

= Jl .K .An .Vf

= Kf . An .Vf . (3-2 )

where:

Fn, Ff are the vectors representing the normal and friction

contact forces
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n is the unit vector normal to the insert face.

Vf: is unit Vector representing the direction of Ff

Fn,Ff are the scalar values of the normal and friction forces

An is the scalar representing the normal area to the insert

~ is the friction coefficient, and

Kn,Kf are the scalar force normal and friction coefficient

Fig 3.2. Force system in partially engaged cut

At this point the discussion refers to a generic solids which collide; the n vector is normal

to the contacting surfaces, the friction force vector Vf is in the direction of relative slipping

of the bodies. As it can be seen, this analysis is similar to the mechanistic modeling which

has so far proven to be useful for continuous cuts. However, the objective of the present
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work:is 10assess the force coefficients Kn, Kf which are app1icableto entry/exit regions in

the cutting process (In order to keep a nomenclature uniform with [27-29,32] Kn,Kf will

be referred 10as Kc, Kt from now on).

It is important 10note that the contact forees scheme proposed above is a more generalized

form of the mechanistic model. Tbis is evident from the mechanistic model approach

reported by Fu [30] which is based on the calculation of the two coefficients, Kc and Kt.

These coefficients are considered to be the specific cutting pressures for a given

tooVworlepiecematerial and 1001geometry. When multiplied by the chip contact area they

give the cutting and tbrust (or friction) forces, Fe and Ft, ie:

Kc . At. ve (3-3)

Kt . At . vt (3-4)

are the Thrust and Cutting Force Coefficients

it the unit vector in the directionof insert velocity

it the unit vector coplanar with the rake face, and

it the chip contactArea in the direction of insert

velocity

Thedirection for the cutting force (for face milling it is the same tangential force) is clearly

defined,while the direction of the tbrust force is ambiguous. The reason for this ambiguity

is due 10the fact that although it is known that the thrust force acts in the rake plane, its

exact direction actua1ly depends upon the direction of the chip flow on this face. H it is

as~umed that this direction is normal to the cutting edge in oblique cuts, then, a

continuously changing cutting edge (in the nose radius, for example) presents many

elementary cutting edges, whose normal direction lying.in the rake face constitutes the flow

...

cuttingforce Fe =

tbmstforee Ft =

where Kt,Kc

ve

vt

At



direction of each elementary chip. In this thesis an approach similar 10that is adopted for

predicting the direction ( vt ) and the magnitude ( Ft ) of the thrust force Ft. The form of

the equation that will be used is:

IFtI = Kt( -.c) * At (3-5)

vt = Ft
Ft

=
A=L

t J f( A ) dA
A=O

(3-6)

where Kt is a function of te t the average chip thicknesst defined as

te =At/L

where L = cutting length

At = Arca in the direction of insert velocity

f( A) = vec10rrepresenting the local chip flow direction at a

particular position Aon the cutting edge.

vt = direction of the tbrust force.

These two equations mean that the magnitude of the thrust force is 10be calcu1ated as the

contact Area times the Kt coefficient, and its direction vt as the average of the unit vec10rs

f( A) normal 10the cutting edge and contained in the rake plane as shown in Fig 3.3. For

this interpretation it is assumed that the force is uniformly distributed along the cutting

edge.
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(a)

Rn ~ cutting
length

Depth of Cut

l
(b)

Fig. 3.3. a) Variation of chip flow direction along the cutting length in a K-Iand insert.
b) f( A.) : the local chip flow direction as function of the position along the cutting edge.
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Fc=F cut= '

F_1aDgenlial
cut dú'ecIion:

Vc =Vjangenlial

Fig. 3.4a. Decomposition ofWorld Coordinate System (WCS) force in10Fcutand Ftbrust.

4 vt.....

P1anecontains , ,
RadiOSanci -, ;.,
Axis x..."-,.,#,,#,,,.
.

Ft--f

Aiia1 Direction:
Vax =V_axial

WCS Total Force

Ve

(b)
Fig. 3.4b. Decomposition ofWorld Coordinate System force (WCS) by components Fx,

. Fy, and Fz in10Fcutand Ftbrust.

In order 10evaluate the merits of the model it is necessary 10find the relation between the

forces in the TooI Coordinate System (TCS), Fe, Ft, and the (measurable) forces in the

World Coordinate System (WCS) Ftotal. In order to obtain the Fe,Ft forces ftom the

WCS forces it is necessary 10decompose the WCS force Ftotal in10two directions: The
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flrst one, Fc; paialel to the cutting speed (ve); and the second,Ft, by subtractionof Fe

from Ftotal;This process is shownin Figure 3.4.a.

Since usually the Ftotal force is recorded from the dynamometer in components Fx, Fy,

and Fz; thé process shown in Figure 3.4.a is applied to each component. As shown in Fig

3.4.b we calCulatethe total cutting (or tangential) force by projecting each force oota ve:

Fe =(pxc +Fyc + Fzc) ve (3-7)

where Fxc, Fyc and Fzc are the projections of Fx, Fy and Fz on the cutting direction ve:

Once the projections in the cutting (tangential direction) are known, the components of the

The vectors Fxt, Fyt and Fzt are perpendicularto the ve vector by construction.The

planewhichcontainsthosevectorsis fOnDeQby theaxisVax of the toal anda radialvector

Vrad which points from the center of the cutter to the insert (as shown in Fig 3.4a).

By using Vrad and Vax the thrust force can be further decomposed into radial and axial

directions:
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Fxe = ( Fx . ve ) ve

Fye = ( Fy . ve ) ve

Fze = ( Fz . ve ) ve

forces in the thrust direction can be calculated as:

Fxt = Fx - Fxe

Fyt = Fy - Fye

Fzt = Fz - Fze (3-8)

Ft = Fxt + Fyt + Fzt (3-9)



Frad = (Ft .Vrad) Vrad (3-10)

Fax = (Ft. Vax) Va~ (3-11)

The experimental chip flow direction can be expressed as

vt = Ft/l Ft I (3-12)

The decompositions of the forces measured in the World Coordinate System into

tangential,radial and axial forees assumethat the vectors in the directionof the cutting

speed ve; the radial direction Vrad and the axial direction Vax are known. In general, the

decomposition of forees is much easier if 3D vectors are used instead of computing the

transformations with direct trigonometry ca1cu1ations.

Cutting Forees, Torques

1:F=M.A
1:T=I.a

Control
Loop

Position, X, 9

Fig 3.5. Module 2 expansion. Balance of forees acting upon the tooVworkpiece system.
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Fig 3.6. Control loop of the face milling spindle drive.
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Fig. 3.7. Deviation from steady state speed by effect of disturbance.
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3.3 Position and Velocity Calculation Module

This module calculates the balance of farces aeting on the bodies (Le. toal spindle and

workpiece attached to the slide tabIe) which participate in the collision during cuttiitg. Some

. simplifications are made by assuming that the change in the linear momentum of the slide

is negligible. The approximation follows from considering the slide as having a very large

mass, andlor being driven by a very powerful motor. This simplification implies that

Newton equations have to be integrated for the spindle only. The need for accurately

knowing the effect of the contact forces on the veIocity of the spindle arises from the faet

that material properties such as yield stress are frequendy dependent on the rate at which the
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load is appliecl In keeping track of the velocity of the spindle information about the rate at

whieh the load (cutting force) acts upon the workpiece can be obtained.

Fig 3.5 depiets the position and velocity caleulation module in more detall. The forees,

present in the system inelude: (i) inertial forees, resulting from the kinetie energy

aceumulated in the spindle and table, (ii) contact forees resulting from the cut, and, (iii)

external (electric) forees coming from the control loop ofthe machine tooL The balance of

forces can be written as:

'tel = Cw1. la = 1. a +~ ( Fcut x R ) (3-13)

with 'tel is the torque to the motor (fromthe electric circuitry)

Cw 1 is the torque constant form the motor

la is the cUlTentflowing to the motor

a is the angular acceleration from the motor

R is the radius of application of each cutting force

I is the inertia of the motor-spindle-toolensemble.

Feut is the cutting force

The preceding ecuation means the electrlc torque is spent in two ways: (i) for increasing the

velocity of the spindle and (ii) for overcoming the cutting forces. It is assumed that the loss

of energy to frietion is small compared to the cutting force and inertial force terms.

Aas mentioned earlier the ehanges in the speed of the table are neglected:

L\t

CI)-"coO=í J ('tel - S (Fc:ut x R) )dt
O

(3-14)
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&t

8-90= ImdtO
(3-15)

The changesin the angularvelocity(m-mO)and angular position (8 -80) of the spindle
. . .

are found by integiating the balance between electric torqué (~) and cutting force torque

(Fcut x R) acrlng.on the system (see equation 3-14)~

The electric torque supplied to the motor by the eontrolloop which is dependent on the

cutting torque itself has to be determined in order to obtain (m -coO)and (8 -80) in

equations 3-14 and 3-15.

As shown in Fig 3.6 the cutting force is modeled from the point of view of the spindle

control loop as a disturbance which changes the velocity of the spindle away from the

reference setting. This disturbance triggers a response from the control loop which changes

the amount of power delivered to the system in order to overcome the additionalload

represented by the cutting process . In arder to quantify the effect of this disturbance it is

necessaryto modelthecontrolloopof themotoras shownin Fig 3.6.

In the block diagram the following notation is used:

m =
m actual -COsteady _state (3-16)

Uw* = n command - COsteady_state (3-17)

It is of interest to study the effect of the cutting torque Tcut on the angular velocity m. The

transfer function (based on the paramters shown in Table 3-1) from Tcut to m is calculated

as:

m =
Tcut

-(1+Fa.Fri.Ki.Ku) (3 18)
(sJ+B)(1 +Fa.Fri.Ki.Ku) + (Fg.Frw.Fri.Fa.Cw1.Cwt.Ku) + (Fa.Cw1.Cw2) -
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If the cutting forces are known, the evolution of the angular velocity can be calcu1atedby

using the triuísfer function in equation (3-18) which includes the torque balance equation

(3-13) and thé effect of the action taken by the control loop of the motor to keep the velocity

constant.

In this way th¿ veloeity and position of the spindle for any existing electrical or cutting

foree configuiation can be calculated without resorting to the approximation which assumes

that the only forees acting during the entry/exit conditions are the contact forees.

3.4 Instantaneous Contad Area Calculation Module

The methods for computing the chip area proposed by Endres [28] and Radulescu [33]

present some limitations when applied 10entry/exit cuts. Their approach to calculate the

instantaneouschip area considers the effects of the d~cs onthe deflectionsof the

machine,the toal and the workpiecewhichaffect the effectivefeed and depth of cut and

cause variations in the contact atea. These methods do not account for the case of entry/exit

cuts where the toal is partially engaged with the workpiece. The entry/exit cutting problem

is very significant to the the proposed research for the following reasons:

Table 3.1. Motor Drive Parameters
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Name of Parameters Constants Transfer

Components Functions

Equivalent B 0.02158 kgm2/s
1

Js+B
DC Brushless J 0.04041 kgm2

Spindle La 0.0063 H 1

Drive EWl Ra 0.45 W Fa(s)Las+Ra
... ..

. -- .' .. ... - -

Torque Constant Cwl 0.91 Nm/A
.

Back e.m.f. Cw2 0.91 Vs/rad
.-- - -.. . . - . -
Tacho Gain Cwt 0.0286 Vs
-. .

1Tachometer Tg 0.0004 s
Fg(s)lg s + 1



1. Recall that the instantaneousaveragechip thicknessi: for fully engaged cut is

eomputed using:

te = Ac/le (3-19)

where i: is the average chip thiekness, Ae is the contact Area measured in the rake face and

le is the cutting length.

In some cases of pardal engagement of the tool with the workpiece the computation of i:

using equation 3-19 causes some numerical difficulties. For example in the case of a "U"

engagement tool condition (see Fig 2.1; Kronenberg's classification of

engagement/disengagement ) the part of the tool whieh first enters the workpiece is located

on the rake face, not along the cutting edge. This produces zero cutting length and a finite

value of contact area; making i: infinitely large and, hence, the cutting force coefficients

very small. However, this computational aberration is not likely to occur frequently, and

most of the cutter-insert-position conditions are not likely 10show this kind of behavior.

2. The literature review has indicated that fac10rs such as "bluntness" in the tools,

ehamfers on the inserts, and engagement-disengagement angles and regions (S-T-U-V)

h~veimportant effects in the performance of the tool. Up 10now, techniques such as fmite

element analysis have been applied 10orthogonal cuts, very simple geometries and fully

engaged cuts. It is desirable 10have a computational tool which handles a variety of insert
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geometries, cutters and warkpieces, and which allows far quantitative as well as qualitative

analysis of partially engaged cuts.

3.
. .

The time derivative of the contact arca (dA/dt), can be shown 10be related to the

strain rate of the material and therefore influences the strength of the material in high speed

deformation; A method 10quantitatively estimate.the evolution of engaged geometry with

respect to time is needed.

4. One of the reasons .far 1001failure in interiupted cuts is the increase in the forees

arising from the exCitation of the set up and resulting dynamics. The shape of the force

history function at the cut transition conveys the information about the ftequency content of

the foree signal, and therefore about the response of the structures of the machine 1001and

workpiece to the forees. The more abrupt the engagement, ar the shotter the engagement-

disengagement period the higher the ftequencies present in the force signal, and the higher

the frequenCiesexcited in the structureof the machineltooJ/worlqñece.

Based on the above considerations a contact arca calculation module is proposed. The

module utilizes salid model geometry techniques in .arder 10 take into account severa!

important geometrical features, including:

1. shape and dimensions of the insert (chamfers, lands, arbitrarily shaPed inserts)

2. orientation (axial and radial rake angles, as well as nominallead angle).

3. cutter diameter.

4. cutting conditions such as Depth of Cut, feed per 100th (the program will initially

consider fly cutting).

5. relative position cutter I worlqñece.
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The propased procedure is aimed at providing accurate qualitative as well as quantitative

geometrical data (based on type of engagement for example), without resorting 10

approximations which are present in the current chip area ca1culation modules. developed up

10 now [28][33];

3.5 Material Properties Evaluation Module

This module (see Fig 3.9) makes use of the informationprovided by the contact area

calculationmodule(contactBrea,lengthderivativéof the contactBrea,cuttinglengthand

chip thicknéss); in order 10evaluare the material propérties (cutting force coefficients) that

are used in the force calculation module. The propeities of interest are essentially the flow

stress pressuré; represented by Kn in eq; 3-2, and the friction force coefficient represented

by Kf, or ~ in eq; 3-2. Based on those values the model estimates the contact forees

present during in the collision of the 1001and workpiece and shnulates the kinematics of the

1001when entering the workpiece.

There are severa! ways 10estimate the Kn, Kf coefficients:

1) If the strain, e and strain rate eare known, information from material properties

tables [51] can be used 10fmd the flow stress of the workpiece material. It is important 10

stress the fact that the calculation of the stress using Sy=f(e, e) as specified from laboratory

tests is a simplification for the following reasons:

i) The values of e and e which are present in real machining environments come

from conditions such as non-orthogonal cuts, partial engagements, multi-axialload, etc.,

which depart form the simple situations of steady state orthogonal cut. In spite of this

differences many times the values found from orthogonal conditions are comparable in

orders of magnitude with the predominant values under non-ideal circumstances.
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. . . . . .

ü) Striün.;Stiess experiments are performed undei very eontrolled constant strain
. . .

riue conditi~~ ~d ínoreover they don't inclu~ in any w~y the effect of different
." " . .. .

combinátioñS pf tóoJ/workpieee matérials; ~~gs; eté~ACCoiding10 Fineberg's work

[47]; in whic~ extenslve literature was eompiled about material properties estimation, tbe. .

reIation in tbCpíasticstage between uniaxiaI f10w~ andtruestrainis:

a ==al ~ in (3-20)

where a =uniaxial flow stress .

e =true strain ==e(shear strain along shear plane, 1J

e=E(shear velocity Vs, l~ngtb ofshear plane ls)

,
al =al (T , e)

n =n(T, e)

some autbors ([7]) propase specific models for al and n;

,
al =as+ a610g10( e )

n = a7 + aS (log10( e »)2+ a9 (log10( e »3

(3-21)

(3-22)

where as, il6; il7; a8, a9 are constants which depend on tbe material. This set of relations

holds far oitbogonal cut and uniaxialload Applying tbe values found in tbe charts or tables

10metal cutting or collision phenomena where conditions are not controlled is risky because

tbe premises for using tbe values don't hold. This approach of finding material properties

presents two disadvantages: first, tbere eJdst always difficulty in obtaining tbe material

properties as functions of high strain rates [47] ; being difficult enough 10calculate tbe

strain rates themselves; second, tbe constants in equations (3-20) to (3-22) have to be

calculated from laboratory experiments or cutting tests in any case.
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2. Metal Cutting experiments can be ron to find Kn and Kf values by the application of
. . .

mechánisdC iDodelSapproach. This aItemative produCesgood results for the prediction of

fue stationaiy cutting forces as shown in [33][29] but its value in dealing with transient

forees is still an open question. In calibrating the mechanistic model for Kn, Kf

coefficients;~ force readingsclose to the engagement/disengagementparts are usualIy

disregaided; Óniy.iuiiy engaged 1001foree readings ~ ~nsidered. Thisalternativehas the. .
. . .

advantage of including factors such as combination tooVworkpiecematerials, insert

geometry,etC;but it has thedisadvantagethatit has to be appliedon a casebycase basis.H
. .. .. . .

a different m3.terlalfor the workpiece andloi 1001is used, or new 1001geometries are tried,

new tests have to be ron in order to obtain estimations foi the Kt, Kf coefticients in the new

conditions.

The difficulty in estimating parameters like strain rafe its effects on change of the properties

of the materials requires a simplified module. This .simplification will be discussed in

section 3.6.2~

. .

3.6 Simplified Force Model

The modules; as discussed above give complete account for the phenomena that occur in

the entry/exit Cuts.However far the purpose oí this research some of these modules may be

simplified without significantly affecting the effectiveness of the model in its final form.

This section explains the simplitications made to the modelo

3.6.1 Simplification 01 tbe Position and Velocity Calculation Module

The importanee of the servo drive forees and inertial forees as compared to contact forees in

tbe particulai Case of the spindle in a horizontal milling machine is evaluated in this section.

It is necessary to estimate the extent by which the cutting forces affect parameters such as

tbe spindle velocity in interrupted cuts. The change in velocity, in general, has an effect

uponmaterial properties, and the objective is to estimate how large is the change and if this
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change is significant how much it will affeCtp~es such as flow stress, which is

dependentuponsttainraté andthuson thevclocityof thecut.

With the trimsfei function as expressed in equation (3-18) the effect of cutting torque on

anguJar veloeny can be determined by modeling the cutting force as a disturbance for the

Control loop ói the motoi~ A cutting torque oi 35 Nwt-m (approx 150 lbs tangential force
-- .

in a 5 in; ciuUCr)is applied to the system as a disturbance to the original setting of the

nominal spindle speed In figure 3.7 the deviation of thé velocity signal from the steady

state (refeienCe)value due to the cutting torque disturbance is shown for three values oí the
. u

anguJar veloeity: 300, 500 and 1500 rpm. As can be seen, the variation in the velocity is

esentially the same for the three levels, being proportional to the applied torque. The length
.. . .

ofthe time interval in which the cutting force is app~~ determines the magnitude in the
.. .

diop of the spindlé speed. Since for 300 rpm thé engag~~t time is longer than for 1500
. .. ...

rpm, the retaiding effeCtof the cutting force in this casé is aIso greater. Additionally, the

inertial force is smaller for the 300 rpm case, making the recovery from the disturbance

input more difficult. On the other hana, by having a bigger inertial force (as in cases of

high velocity) the control loop has to provide smaller Controlsignals. In other words , the

inertia itself is able to maintain the levels of velocity nearly at the same levels, without

strong demands on the control loop.

Fig 3.8 shows the effect of the cutting torque 08 the angular velocity (Fig 3.7 dea1swith

the deviation from the steady state value). Again, in the case of higher speeds (1500 rpm)

the effects of the shorter disturbance time and the higher inertia levels malee the drop in

velocity smaller both in absolute and relative terms.The drop in velocities for 300, 500 and

1500rpm aré 32%; 17% and 3% respectively
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- ..' .. . .'

Thé D1oioidrive of this machiné shows a vC?iy~ p)w# delivcryin the1in~ range,a
.' . .. - -

veiy long *overy timé, and also presents a sa~doñ limit- (50 Amps) in the current
.' . .. . . .

deliveiable 10thé I11°1Oiby the controller. This eff~ iS obviously more critica1 at lower
.' . . .

. spCedswherethe ~g foreessometimesare ablé tOStOP~ spindIe.

. .

From this diseussion we can conclude that.the effect of cutting torque upon velocity
..' .. .. .'

variation is riot significantin the vay early instanees of toal entry, although it certain1y

slows down the spindle at the fu1lengagement stages if the inertial forees are not big

enough.This means, we can assume that the properties of the material at the engagement

stage is 10be the same as those at the nominal cutting speed since the velocity drop is not

substantial at the beginning.

Based on this fact, module 2 can be simplified, thus making the existence of extemal forces

(such as electric torque from the motor) insignificant to the determination of cutting forces

which are confmed to very small ponions of the insert trajectory inside the workpiece. For
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very small ~l1~g times, tbe speed of tbe spindle has no time to drop significanüy to affect
.. ,,".

the pioperti~ of thé material. This consideration does not apply to extended portions of cut

(above 10° ió 15° iñ cutter rotation angle) whlch provfde enough time for tbe speed to fall

by up to 30% when low velocity tests are ron. The assumption to be made for entry/exit

cuts at t1rlspolnt is tbat tbe velocity remains essentially constant (at tbe nominal value) in
. . . . .

the early times of engagement because of tbe action of ineitial forces.

3.6.2 SimplitacatloD 01 the Material Prope~eS Module

.. .. . ... . .

The objective of tbis section is to considei the effect of impact loading on material

properties, to establish a set of considerations foi tbat effect, and to decide tbe way to

calculate material properties in tbe proposed model. The procedure is to use tbe estimated
. .

strain and stiain-rates involved in toal engagementldisengagement, fOl e,cam1ning tbe
. . . .

sensitivity of the flow stress to tbese levels of strain 8nd StI'aÚl-rate.Based on tbis, tbe form

of tbe material properties estimation module can be decided.

Many authors have investigated the area of material properties under shock ol impact

conditions~It has been estimated tbat shock is produced if tbe time of application of tbe

load is of tbe same arder of m~f91itudeor less than tbe longest natural period of vibration of

the piece consider~ If tbe time is greater tban tbat, it is considered as static loadoThe

literature review shows that tbe properties of materials under impact differ significanüy

. fromthe staticcase~

Aparameter used to measure the dynamic characteristicof tbe loading is tbe strain rate e. It

is defined as the unit deformation per time unit ( E=(dVdt)l1o). Severa! authors have

published charts and tables which relate tbe properties of materials at high stress rates with

the static properties such as Yield strengtb, Ultimate Strengtb, Total elongation, tbe ratio

Yield_strengtb/Ultimate_Strengtb, ete. A chart of flow stress as a function of strain and

strain rate for cast ¡ron is shown in Fig 3.10. The two problems to be addressed are tbe
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estimation of the ~ of magnitude of e, and the relation of eto the material properties of

interest For thiSpuipose an analysis of dim.ensionlessquailtities will be used. In order to

esti.ma.tethe omer oí magnitude of the strain rate a unidirectional stress wave propagation is
, .

assumed [4], following Fineberg's approach of the problem as uniaxialload, such that

E =..:!... CIte - 0.001 ( 3-23)

wheie E: strain ( [L]/[L] )

v: impaétingvelocity ( [L]/[T] )

e: compressive stress wave speed ( [L]/[T] )

The time of engagement for an unfavorable eutting co~tion 1 is in the order of magnitude2

of 1&3 sec ; With this estímate, by using equation (3-23) for E the value of eis [ 10-2-

102 ] sec-1; From the chart presented in figure 3.10 for cast iron and the given range of

strain rates the flow stress is found to be between 30 and 60 kpsi. On other hand, for a
, . ,

variety of cast irons the maximum static compressive stiess is around 1100 Nwt/mm2 ( 160

kpsi ).

From the previous works [33][29] with mechanistic models it has been found that the

coefficient for Kn, is of the order of magnitude of 2400 Nwt/mm2 (340 kpsi). This means

that the cutting coefficients are much greater than the static compressive strength or any

flow stress estitrultedbased on the strain rate;

1 Following the literature review results, the velocity vector would be nearly
perpendiculaf 10the entiy/exit plane of the workpiece.

2 This caIculationcomes from software 3D_MCUT for a double negative face milling
1001~otatiiig at500 rpm, and eilteringthe work ai aplane petpendiculai to the cutting
speed.
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. .

In conclusion it ~im stated tbat there is a lack of trustable database of the dynamic
.. .

compressive~ngthS, in particulai for the ~ ~ing considered(te. castiron),as

well as a lilCkoí an accuratemethod10estÍmatée~ The approaeh 10 be followed in this
.. . ...

reseaich is 10~bIlué a model similar~ the~. Kf ~fficients using the geometrical

eonfigurations chaIaCteristiCof entIy/exit cuts~

. .. . . .

Module 4 d6ili with calibrating the coefficients Kt, KCof the mechanistic model based on

the forces measurements of the interrupted cut experiments. The measurement of those
. ..

forces iS anothei Completé 10picby itself. The ieason for the difficulty in measuring these

forces is that shaip transitions carry a strong component of high frequency harmonics,

exciting the dynamics of the machine tool, and also of the measurement device

(dynamome~) which suppoitSthe work.pieee.This issue will be dealt with in detall in

chapter5.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter the anaIysis procedure of colliding bodies has been applied 10 the tool

entIy/exit in metal cutting. Simplifications have been made 10the initial model mainly in

reference 10:

1)External forces: h has been shown that in metal eutting applications the inertial forces of

the motor-tool ensemble keep the impacting velocity along a time intervallong enough after

the impact.Also it has been shown that for the particular motor 10be used the control loop

actsvery laté, the efIect of it being that velocity is essentially kept by inertial efIects, not by

an injection of power from the control loop. The effect of deceleration by cutting forces

and/ordynamiCsfrom the control loop are negligible when compared 10the inertial forces,

which maintain the cutting speed essentially constant.,

2) Estimation of material properties: It has been shown that, although there exist plenty of

models 10calculate flow stress as a function of strain and strain rate for a given material.
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this approach has two disadvantages: First, the assumptions for these models are uniaxial

loads; unidii~tion31 stress wave propagations anclorthogonal cul Second, they rely on
.. . . .

coeffiCientSiilic:ipariuJleters which have 10be e~entally obtained. Based on these
.' . .

consideratio~ tJlCdétermination of material pro~s ~ been approached as an extensioJi
. .. . . .

for the inéchaniStic mOdelby introducing the cOnceptof partial~ngagement chip load and

chip thickriess; The decomposition oí the World Cooidiriaté System (WCS) forces in10

Tool Coordinate System (TCS) forces allows 10exp~ss the specific force coefficients Kn
. . .. .. .'

and Kf as a funCtionof the average chip thickness and cutting velocity.

. ...

The analysiS of chip iemoval poses heavy demands on the geometry module. On the other

hand, the use of extensive 3D geometry information is shown in the decomposition of tbe

forces between World Coordinaté System and Tool CooIdinate System as an easy way 10

achieve those decompositions. It is of interest 10be able 10eJq>ressthe complex geometries

that 1OOls;inserts and workpieces have; It is requiied that a geometry module be able 10

express features such as back and side rake angles, lead angle, nose radius, k lands,

grounds, chamfeis, special con1Ourinserts departing ftom the traditional rhomboid, square

or triangular shapesi instantaneous scene config11I'ationas in ielative positions tool-

axis/workpiece, angular position of the cutter, direc:tionof the feed, partially engaged cuts

and variety of workpiece wall inclinations. Also cutting parameters such as feed, depth of

cut and velocity should be fed in10the modeL ;

The advantageof having a 3D geometrymodule is that extensionof concepts such as

effective lead angle for inserts such as K land ones with complicated edges and land

geometries is very straightforward.The reason for this is that there is no need for

approximating3D situationswiththeit2D simplifications.Localnegativegeometriessuch

as the one found in K land inserts are easily included for modeling since the effective lead

angle in this Casécan be evaluated in the space rather than in aplane, rendering the results

of force diieetionS clliectlyin tbiee dimensions. Furthei decomposition of these forces in10
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World Coordinate System and TooI Coordinate System are immediate. As said before these

extensions impose ~ertain requirements upon the geometry module. The way these

requiiements will be satisfied is treated in Chapter 4, Geometry 3D Model.
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CHAPTER 4

GEOMETRY 3D MODEL

A1though several factors such as temperature, material properties, vibrations, etc,

influence impact forces and tool wear, it has been recognized by severa! researchers that

the geometry of the insert, the workpiece, and their relative positions play an important

role in the phenomenon of generation of impact forces. The relative velocity of the bodies

( insert and workpiece in this case) also plays a significant roleoApparently, it has to do

with the rate at which the contact area develops, and also with the shape and growing

patterns of this contact area, as well as the locations on the insert from where it starts (at

the beginning of the cut) and ends (at the exit). This chapter discusses a geometric 3D

model which takes into account different geometric characteristics of the cutter (insert and

tool holder) and the workpiece, a~d allows to accurately calculate the contact area, its

derivative, and evaluates the patterns of area growth on the insert.

For a given geometry of the workpiece, cutter and insert combination, and cutting

parameters such as feed per tooth and depth of cut, the model allows the calculation and

display of the eontaet area between the insert and the workpiece, for different angular

positions of the eutter. The capabilities of the model are specially directed toward

analyzing the partial engagement present during the entry/exit euts.

The model deals with fly faee milling cutting and tuming with eonstant depth of cut. It

deals with inserts whose eontour can be described as a closed sequenee of lines and ares.

Additionally, inserts with negative land (K land) can be specified as long as their land

eontour is parallel to the external contour of the insert.

Another objective of the 3D modeling of tool / insert / workpiece is to be able to easily

transform force and area vectors among several eoordinate systems, and to caleulate
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parameters such as the effective chip flow direction by direct handling of spatial functions

without having to recurs to 2D simplificationsfor these concepts.

As mentioned before, the advantage of developing the 3D geometric model is that the,

extraction and manipulation of information is easy by applying matrix and vector

techniques. On the other hand, the construction and updating of solid models is much

more involved than treatment of 2D models.

In the following sections explanations are given as to why several representations for the

solid objects are required, what are the main issues dealing with the translation among

them, and how the information represented is used to calculate the decomposition of force

and area vectors, and evaluation of 3D effective lead direction, etc. Also, geometrical

transformations which help to update the objects as the simulation of the tool engagement

progresses are presented. The results of the computer implementation of the model are

also discussed.

4.1 Overview of the 3D Geometry Module

The geometry module is presented in Fig 4.1. It comprises of two main parts: first, the

creation of insert, tool and workpieee representations and seeond, simulation of cut, objeet

interseetion and object update. The INSERT SOLID MODEL CREATION module creates

representations for the insert, whieh are used by the CUTTER SOLID MODEL

CREATION module to represent the too1.The tool representation is used to ealeulate the

workpieee objeet in the WORKPIECE SOLID MODEL CREATION module. These

modules belong to the first part of the geometry module. The seeond part, which is

direeted to the simulation of cut, plaees the workpieee and tool objeets in the space

(INITALIZE SIMULA TION module), ealeulates their interseetion (SOLID

INTERSECTION) derives the eontaet area and effeetive lead direction; ealculates the

forees (FORCE CALCULATION module) by using the material properties, and updates
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the tool object by a rotation angle (TOOL ROTATION module) for the next step of

simulation.r--
INSERT
Standard
Description:
-Shape
-Nose Radios
-Thickness
-Land
-ContourProfile

-Rake Angles
-LeadAngle.
-Cutter Diameter

INSERT
SOLID
MODEL
CREATION

CUTIER
SOLID
MODEL
CREATION

-Feed

I

WORKPIECE

-Depth of Cu~ SOLID
MODEL
CREATION

Insert

PP Rep
SE Rep
FB Rep

Tool
RS Rep

Workpiece
FB Rep

SOLID
INTERSECTION

-Initial Cutter Position e
-Angular Step~e

~e
Rotated Tool

TOOL
-AreaVeetors IROTATION
-CuttingEdge
-ChipThicknes~ .

I

FORCE

-EffLeadAngle CALCULATION

-Force Decomposition

Specific
Force Coefficients

Fig 4.1. Block Diagram of the 3D Geometry Module

In the following sections the geometry aspects of these modules are discussed, starting

from the flrst part which deals with the representation of the objects, and followed by the

secondpart, which deals with the deflnition of geometry of the simulation parameters. The
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FORCE CALCULA TION module, which calculates the forces, has been already

discussed in Chapter 3.

4.2. Solid Model Representations

In order to correctly depict the cutter, insert and workpiece geometry, the model should

take into account parameters such as side and back rake angles, lead angle, shape and

dimensions of the insert, radius of the cutter, nose radius, magnitude and direction of

feed, depth of cut, and should also allow for a flexible representation of the workpiece, in

particular with respect to the orientation of tool entry and exit planes in the workpiece. A

set of solid model representations was considered for the tool, and a simplified B-

representation for the workpiece. The need of considering several representations for the

tool arises from the fact that the model should take standard information (manufacturer

catalog description) such as nose radius, relief angle, rake and lead angles, cutter radius,

etc. , and at the same time allow for quick access to local geometric information. These are

frequently conflicting goals when dealing with only one representation; this is the reason

why severa! of these representations were used in defming the solid model.

The standard insert information is ideally suited for Pure Primitive Instancing

representation as shown in Fig 4.2. However, the volume and area calculations for the

geometries involved get too complicated since the pure primitives loose generality even

with the simplest operations. Consequently, a translation from Pure Primitive Instancing

Representation (PPR) to Spatial Enumeration Representation (SER) is used (see Fig 4.3).

SER is more convenient for computing mass ( volume , area) properties. Additionally,

geometric transformations required in this case to express rake and lead angles, cutter

radius, feed and depth of cut are straightforward when applied to the points which

constitute the cells in the enumeration in contrast to applying them to a whole entities like

circles, lines, arcs, angles, etc.
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Fig 4.4 .Entry oftool in (a) semi-infmite solid; (b) partially cut solid

As far as workpiece representation is conc~med, we stated earlier that a Boundary

Representation (BR) would suffice for the workpiece. However, the nature of the,

elements which constitute the boundary deserves some attention. Although the domain of

geometries for the workpiece is restricted to. flat faced wedges, it is necessary to

understand that the tool interacts with a solid which has undergone a partial process of cut.

That means, the geometry of the workpiece has been changed by the cutting process itself.

This is one of the limitations of [10] , in which the walls of the workpiece are considered

as infinite planes that the tool goes through when the cut starts or ends. This inaccuracy

has important qualitative as well as quantitative effects. In Fig 4.4a an insert penetrates a

infinite plane ABCD; in 4.4b it penetrates a limited plane ABC'D' which represents the

wall of an actual, semi-processed workpiece whose upper part has been already removed.

Obviously the contact area is not the same is both cases, and of course case (a) represents

an unreal situation. Although the example is simple, it explains why it is necessary to

consider the semi-cut workpiece in order to calculate the interaction between the two

bodies.

Therefore, the representation of the workpiece as a solid model cannot be the untouched

initial workpiece, but the result of the boolean operation DIFFERENCEO between the

former workpiece and the solid engendered by the tool in its rotation in the prior passes.

Consequently, an additional representation of the tool as a rotational solid is necessary.

This representation simplifies the generation of the workpiece which is going to be met by

the insert in the next revolution of the cutter.

The creation of a Rotational Swept Representation (RSR) for a solid solid involves (see

Fig 4.5) the following steps:

1.- Define the rotation axis V_ax.
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2.- Define the plane set S which will be swept in order to form the solido In

particular its position with respect to the rotation axis is of interest . The vector

normal to the plane set (V_n) has to be perpendicular to the rotation axis.

3.- Define the rotation angle and the the initial angular position of the generating

seto

In representing the face milling tool by rotationally sweeping the solid representing the

insen about the tool axis, the following steps are involved, according to the three points

outlinedabove:

1.- Identify V_ax with the axis of rotation of the too1.

2.1- Start with a representation of the insen lO' tilt this representation by

convenient angles in order to obtain the side rake, back rake and lead angles of the

too1.Call the transformed object as 11.

2.2- Place 11at a distance R_cutter from the rotation axis. Call the transformed

object as 12.

2.3- Define the plane set S as the convex hull of the projection of 12on the plane of

projection, that is, the plane normal to V_n (see Fig 4.5).

3.- Defme the swept angle e as 360° .lnitial angle does not matter in this case.

Thepoint 2.3 above is not a straightforward task since it involves the calculation ofthe

plane region which is the projection of the tilted insen onto the plane of projection, and

thenthe calculation of the convex hull of it. Fonunately, a simplification is possible in this

c~se,since only the projection of the rake face of the insen is necessary. The reason is that

if the base or flanks of the insen were eligible for the convex hull of the projection, then, it

would mean that these parts of the insen would panicipate. in the cut. Since we are not
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considering wom inserts for the generation of the partially cut workpiece,it seems

reasonable to assume that only the rake face gets involved in the cut. Since the shape of

the rake face in commercial inserts is convex, its projection is convex, and we only have

to makethe projectionoperationto get the set S.Thisreasoningalso suggeststhat a Face D

Boundary Representation (FBR) of the insert is desirable in order to easily access

information regarding particular faces of it. Consequently, this translatión from PPR to

FBR is necessary.

Given that the curves and lines which constitute the boundaries are not simple curves in

the space because of this tilt, it is necessary to decompose them into small segments (see

Fig 4.12). This means, taking the FBR and exploding the contours into smallline sections

in order to approach the tool by the revolution of those lines about the tool axis. In Fig 4.5

it is shown how the contour of the insert is used to defme the tool data structure.

From the point of view of the workpiece, the original, prismatic workpiece is affected by

the pass of the too1. The boolean operation DIFFERENCEO between the original

workpiece and the solid created by the prior passes of the cutter defines the current

workpiece that the tool is going to meet in the next pass ( See Fig 4.6).

The following sections discuss the inputs for the model (Section 4.2.1), the use of these

inputs in the representations and the different representations and their respective features

(Section 4.2.2)

4.2.1 Model Inputs

Given the insert, tool and workpiece geomeaies, and feed and depth of cut, the goal of the

model developed is to find, for each angular position of the tool, the contact area between

the insert and the workpiece. By extending this capability, the history of area engagement

and disengagement as function of the angular position of the insert can be calculated.
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Fig 4.5. Elements for the geoeratioo of solids by rotatiooal swept
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Fig 4.6. Actual workpiece as obtaioed from the cutter pass 00 the original workpiece.

land
cootour

lower
cootour

Fig 4.7. Free shaped insen with land aod its descriptive contours.
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Insert Description

The insert is described by specifying the shape (rectangular or triangular), side length,

nose tadius, relief angle and insert thickness. Additionally, as there are inserts which

don't fit in this classification (they are named "free shaped" inserts), the model allows the

specification of the upper and lower face contours of the insert as sequences of lines and

arcs in the planes which define the upper and lower face of the insertoIn case the insert

has a non-flat face ( a land on it ), the model only considers lands whose contours are

parallel to the upper ( and lower ) contour of the inserto( See Fig 4.7 )

Tool Holder.

The tool is described by the side and back rake angles, the lead angle and the cutter

radius. No tilt angle for back cutting avoidance is considered. .

Cutting parameters

The cutting parameters are (see Fig 4.8).feed ( described as a vector ( fx , fy , fz ) ) and

depth of cut.

Workpiece

The workpiece is described as a prismatic edge; the entry and exit faces are vertical planes

. of arbitraryorientationandposition;andthetop faceis a horizontalplane,whoseposition

is determined by the depth of cut specified. This workpiece allows enough flexibility as to

describe different entry and exit conditions in the general case. In the case of a work with

involved geometry, the proposed workpiece parameters can be manipulated in order to

approach that kind of geometric situation (see Fig 4.9).

The parameters to describe the workpiece are:

i- An arbitrary point in the entry surface.
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ii- The vector nonnal to the entry surface, pointing inwards to the workpiece.

iii- An arbitrary point in the exit surface.

iv- The vector nonnal to the exit surface, pointing inwards to the workpiece.

The top surface of the workpiece is parallel to.the feed vector, and perpendicular to the

tool axis, which produces a constant depth of cut. The precise position of this surface is

set depending on the cutter position in order to produce the desired depth of cut.

y

fx

x

Z
Fig 4.8 CutparametersFEEDandDEPTIIOF CUT.

y
x

point in the
entry plane

z

Fig 4.9. Parameters which specify the workpiece.
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4.2.2. Construction of the Representations

This section aims at presenting the relation between the different representations used,

namely PPR, SER, FBR, their use, and general concepts about the translations among

them.

4.2.2.1 Pure Primitive Representation (PPR)

The PPR considers the "insert" class of objects which are defined by the shape

(rectangular/triangular) , base length, side length, nose radius, thickness and relief angle.

Internally, the geometric module uses that information to produce the wire frame

representation of the insert by assuming that the insert is considered as the space between.

the two fIat faces (top and bottom) and a closed sequence of lines and arcs on those faces

representing the lateral boundaries. The insert is assumed placed with its working face on
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the plane XY (Z=O unless a land is present ) , and the back face shifted by the thickness

distance towards the -Z axis. ( see Fig 4.10 )

4.2.2.2 Spatial Enumeration Representation (SER)

A grid is defmed, in which each square cell has the following attributes: one point in the

top, one point in the bottom, and a flag which tells if that particular cell of the insen is pan

of the contact area, in a determined tool / workpiece configuration. An additional mark

tells the region in which the cell is inc1uded(the regions are labeled as shown in Fig 4.10).

For flat face insens the expression of the contact area which each cell represents is

straightforward because it is in the direction normal to the top face of the insert. However,

for non flat insens, the contact area, represented by a cell has an orientation in the space

which does not coincide with the normal to the insen face. In this case it is necessary to

identify several components of that area ( see Fig 4.11)

4.2.2.3 Face Boundary Representation (FBR)

The contours of the loops defined in the PPR are exploded into small pans. For the linear

segments this does not represent any approximation; however , we are approaching the

arcs as a sequence of smalllinear segments. ( see Fig 4.12.) As mentioned before, the

fact of working with smallline segments allows very simple manipulations like rotations

or translations and also operations like intersections are fast and simple in all sense. The

use of this discretization of the insen contour is that it will facilitate the calculation of the

tool from the 3600 rotational sweep of the insen (section 4.2) , by dividing the resulting

toroid into small discs (see Figs 4.13 and 4.22)

4.3. Geometric Transformations

The purpose of this section is to discuss how various inputs regarding the insen, tool

holder and cutting conditions are used in the model. These inputs usually describe
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standard (manufacturer catalog) infonnation or machining variables, but, in the model they

represent geometric transfonnations ( rotations and translations ) perfonned on either the

whole objects oron particular parts of them. For example, to simulate the feed, a

translation is perfonned on the whole structure which represents the tool, whereas rake

and lead angles are expressed as rotations on a particular part of the tool, namely the

inserto

The following sections explain how the 3D geometry module manages information such

as rake angles, lead angle, cutter radius, depth of cut and feed and translates this

information into geometric transformations applied on the objects defined by the

representations discussed in section 4.2.

4.3.1 Interpretation of Rake Angle

For a given geometry of the insert itself, three more parameters are needed to establish the

exact position in which the insert is going to cut the workpiece; the back rake (axial rake),

the side rake ( radial rake ) and the lead angle. The first two define the plane which is

going to contain the cutting face of the insert; the third one only establishes the position of

the cutting edge within that planeoConsequently, if the characterization of the plane in

which the cutting face lies is required, it is only necessary to consider the rake angles.

In Fig 4.14 the plane which is going to contain the cutting face of the insert is presented.

Positive side and back rakes <Xsand ab are shown where vector nI is nonnal to the rake

face. Rere it is assumed that the cutting velocity vector of the insert, V, is parallel to the Z

axis. In this discussion X,Y, and Z axis are refereed to as the systemin which the insert

is defined as in Fig 4.10. The problem to be addressed is to find a set of transformations

which will tilt the inset from its position in Fig 4.10 to the position in Fig 4.14, in which

its cutting face wiil have the required rake angles.
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Fig 4.11.Several components of area vector in the case of insert with land. For the flat
insert case the component Az turns to be An.

L2 upper
level

L2 lower
level

L3
lower
level

L3

upper
level

L4 upper
level

Fig 4.12. Face Boundary Rep and breakdown of it for tool generation

o

In Figure 4.14 three observers are displayed, meaning that the back rake for example is

the angle apparent to the observer labeled "back observer", and so is the case for the lead
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and side rake angles. The reason for the use of fue principal views (observers) is that rake

and lead angles are formed by the proiection of the insen edges on the XYZ system (Fig

4.14) rather than the ~ angles. In contrast, the transformations to be applied on the

representations have 10use the actual tilting angles. Therefore, a method which starts with'

side rake, back rake and lead angles and transforms them into actual angles for geometric

transformations has to be devised.

y
axis of rotation

Fig 4.13. Definition of the tool by rotation of the insen broken contours.

According to the above conventions, the equation of the plane displayed is

tan( as ) .x + tan( ab ) . y + Z=L (4-1)

where L represents the intersect of the plane with the Z axis (a1though this value is

unmaterial here ). The normal vector to this plane is:

DI =( tan( as) , tan( ab) , 1) (4-2)

The problem now is to find a vector eOand an angle e such that the vector DO(which

represents the normal ofthe untilted plane), will be rotated on DI, as would happen ifthe

normals were. considered to be attached to the face of the insen. An additional

consideration in tbis case is that it is necessary to "fix" a point on the insen to perform the
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rotation about it. Up to this point, the point selection is irrelevant; however, it will be

shown later that the center point of the nose arc is particularly convenient. This point wiIl

be called "pivot point" ( see Fig 4.15). This convention is also necessary since the

rotation vector method rotates vectors. and points about the origin of the coordinate

system. In order to apply this method the origin of the coordinate system is placed at the

center point of the nose arco

Note that Equations (4-3) and (4-4) allow us to calculate the parameters of a rotation about

the vector ~o ' by an angle e :

~o =
A A

no x n 1
I n O x nAl I

(4-3)

e=arcsin( 10'0x Ifll ) (4-4)

This transformation, applied by using the rotation vector method, will place the insert in a

positionin the space as to have the desired rake angles.
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Fig 4.14. Interpretatioo of rake angles as detennioiog the plane of the cutting face io the
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(b)
Fig 4.15. Required change in the nonnal of the insert to achieve the desired ralceangles.

(a) Non-nonnalized vectors. (b) Rotation vector and rotation angle.

4.3.2 Interpretation for Lead Angle

Once the insert is tilted in order to obtain the side and back ralceangles, its rake face is on

the cutting planeo An additional transfonnation is necessary to achieve the lead angle.

Since the lead angle is the apparent angle presented by the cutting edge to an observer

standing in the "lead observer" position (see Fig 4.14 ), it is necessary to define the

cutting edge of the insertoThis defmition is part of the inputs to the model, and essentially

tellswhich edge of the insert is used to define the nominallead angle. The problem can be

stated as follows (see Fig 4.16): It is desired to use vector el, attached to the insert, as

rotation vector, (which guarantees the rake face will remain in the cutting plane). The

angleof rotation e, is such that the lead edge of the insert will arrive at a position where it

presents the apparent, nominallead angle to the observer called "lead observer" in Fig

4.14. However, the rotation angle e is unknown since the lead angle al is an apparent

anglemeasured in the plane perpendicular to the cutting speed while angle eis measured

on the rake planeo

In order to derive the angle e as function of al the cutting edge AB is identified (see Fig

4.17). This cutting edge AB is left in this position when the whole insert is rotated to
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achieve the rake angles using eqs. 4-2 to 4-4. The vector labeled e2 is para1lel to AB. It is

necessary to rotate the insert about the pivot point by 9 to get AB on A'B', or

equivalentIy, e2 on e3.

Vectór e3 is given by:

e3 = ( - sin(al) , cos(al) , z ) (4-5)

where al is lead angle (4-6)

on the cutting plane whose equation is

tan( as ) .x + tan( ab ) . y + Z=O (4-7)

it is possible to solve for z in tenns of as ' ab and al :

z = tan( as ) sin(al ) - tan( ab )cos(al ) (4-8)

The angle 9 is the angle between ~2 and :3, and the rotation is made by using ~1 as.a

rotation vector. It is c1earby construction that ~ 2 x ~3 is para1lelto ~1 .
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4.3.3. Interpretation for Cutter Radius

As with the rake and lead angles, the cutter radius is used on the solid model as a

geometric transformation. This time it will be a translation. The effect is to translate the

insert by the cutter radius R using the pivot point as the reference position (see Fig 4.18) .

'. In this way, subsequentrotationsaoout the tool axiswillrotate the insert at a distanceR

from the rotation axis, which is exactIy what is needed

4.3.4 Interpretation for Depth of Cut

In order to express the depth of cut, the top plane of the workpiece is set to a

DEPTH_OF_CUT distance above the lowest point of the already tilted inserto This

operation is specially easy given the representation of the workpiece faces (see Fig 4.8).

y

A'

A

z

Fig 4.16. Rotation aoout el by an unknown angle e to achieve the desired lead angle
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cos(al)

sin(OO)

A y

x

B' -B'
Fig 4.17. Geometry involved in the detennination of the rotation angle to generate lead

angle al.

Fig 4.18. Cutter radius R is obtained by displacing the pivot point of the inserto

(~ )FEED l.place tool at -FEED

2. calculate Workpiece

3. shift back tool by +FEED

Fig 4.19. Sequence of operations to simulate FEED: -1. Displace tool to -FEED (in Fig
FEED is positive to the left). -2. Calculate the difference: (Solid Workpiece - Tool).-3.

Re-place Tool at its initialposition.
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z

x
Fig 4.20.Rotationof v to v' aboutthe originby usingrotationvectoror quaternion.

4.3.5 Interpretation for Feed

In order to interpret the input FEED, the whole tool object is translated by a distance

-FEED. Once in this position, the volume represented by the swept of the insert is

subtracted from the workpiece. Then, the tool is back translated by +FEED, such that it

willmeet the right amount of materia}in the workpiece (see Fig 4.19).

4.3.1 Quaternions and Rotation Vectors

Thepreceding transformations could be expressed and performed in different forms on the

data structure. However, it is necessary to apply these operations in an efficient way,

given the 1arge amount of geometric data involved in the type of representations chosen

here.This is the goal of the next section.

TheEuler theorem establishes that a displacement of a rigid body with one fixed point can

be described as a rotation about some axis in the space. The rotation vector is a vector

along this axis, and its magnitude contains information about the rotation angle. The
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quatemion is a four component vector; the last three being the components of the axis

vector in the space. In this case, all of the four components carry information about the

rotation angle. (see Fig. 4.20)

The rotation vector is defined as:

1\ 1\-

R = e tan(q/2) = ef (4-9)

and the quaternion as:

q =cos(q/2) + ~ sin(q/2) (4-10)

where 9 = angle of rotation

1\
e = rotation axis vector

If transformed by applying the quatemion, the coordinates of v transformed to v' are:

v' =v + 2 qo ( q x v ) + 2 q x ( q x v ) (4-11)

where qO = cos( 9/2 )

for therotation vector , the coordinates of the transformed point v' are:

, 2R x (v + ( R x v ) )
v = v + 1+f2

(4-12)

where f = tan( 9/2 )

In the imp~ementationof the geometry model the rotation vector technique was chosen for

performing the rotations since it implies 3 cross products compared with 4 for the

quatemion.
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4.4. Contact Area

Once the tool and workpiece representations are defined and consistent, h is followed by

the contact area and force calculation module (lower part of Fig 4.1). The module

initializes the position of the insen in the space as outside of the workpiece. Subsequently,

the tool is rotated by a small angle and the contact area between the insen and the

workpieceis found (see Fig 4.21). This contact area is expressed as a vector, normal to

the insen face. A decomposition is applied in order to calculate the area in the radial, axial

and tangential directions according to the tool axis.

Since the objective of the geometry module is to find a "history" of the engagement and

disengagement processes, the area calculated is recorded, for each poshion of the too1.

These data can easily be translated into Area vs. Time data, by considering the angular

velocityof the too1.

This section explains how to determine whether there is tool-work contact for a

determined angular poshion of the cutter and if so, to keep the account of how much area

is engaged, and to determine whether a particular position of the tool represents an entry

or exh stage or a full engagement. Additionally, once the contact area is calculated, it has

to be expressed in several coordinate systems. Translation among them is discussed. The

use of this translation between coordinate systems is that h expresses forces and areas

decomposed into several systems. For example, force measurements are usually made in

World Coordinate System (dynamometer measure), while torque calcuations have to be

done in Tool Coordinate System (radial vs tangential directions) ; and, if chip flow

direction is required, an addhional system, attached to the insen is used, to calculate

frictionforces. The nature of the 3D model, and the process by which the tooVworkpiece

rdations are calculated, lend themselves to realize transformations between coordinate

systemsin very easy way by using cross and dot product only.
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4.4.1 Contact Area Calculation

For a given angular position of the cutter it is required to determine the contact between

insen and workpiece.A contact is realizedif any one of the points in the top face of the ,

insen (see Fig 4.3) is inside the workpiece left from the prior pass of the cutter. If a

contact is detected, the area associated to the cell making the contact is accumulated. This

area is represented by a vector which is not necessarily normal to the ralce face (see Fig

4.11, for the case of K lands). Simultaneously, the engaged part of the cutting edge is

taken into account for the purposes of average chip thickness calculations and effective

lead angle calculations.

In order to distinguish between full and panial engagement, a full engagement is defined

as the condition in which all the points in the top surface of the insert which will

potentially be engaged in the cut are already engaged. A more detailed explanation in this

regard will be given later.

4.4.1.1 Calculation of the Workpiece

By defining the boundary of the insen into smallline segments a revolute solid can be

defined in a simple manner; by revolving about the tool axis. Each segment engenders a

cone trunk. It is assumed that the segments engender a cylinder (see Fig 4.22) whose

radius is constant along the (very small) cylinder height.

By applying this definition, the solid representing the tool is essentially formed by a series

of closely packed rings. Under the assumption that feed is much smaller as compared to

the cutter radius and the angular speed is high, those rings are modeled as circles instead

of considering the exact cycloid shape.

When each one of those rings is intersected with the initial wedge-like workpiece, two

intersects are obtained in the general case (pl & p2 ofFig 4-23) ; one for the entry and
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. -
other for the exit planes. Joining those intersects there is a circular arc of radius equal to

the ring's which caused the intersections. By considering many of those arcs whose

extremes are determined by the lateral faces of the workpiece the insert pass on the

workpiece is obtained (see Fig 4.23) labeled as pl-pl' and p2-p2'. Tbus, the workpiece at

some particular point in the computation can be thought of as the data structure resulting

. . fromsubtractingthe tool in a detenninedpositionin the spacefromthe initialworkpiece

(solid block).

axlS
of rotation

?1
"""""

Fig 4.21. Sketch of the Cut Simulation

rotation
axis

rotation
aXls

Fig 4.22. Generation of the tool contour by approximation of the insen as a polygon
which revolves about the rotation axis.

4.4.1.2 Point Engagement Test

piven a point in the rake face of the insen, it is of interest to know whether or not it is

engaged in the cut for a given angular position of the cutter. In other words whether it is

"inside" the workpiece (as defined in section 4.4.1.1). Tbe inclusion query tests are
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arranged in order of increasing complexity while trying to arrive to an answer for each

point in the earliest possible stage (catching the trivial cases ftrst). A point on the top face

of the insert represents a contact point if the answer to the following questions is YES:

l-Is it inside the original wedge.

2-Is it "outside" the circular sector labeled as S in Fig 4.24.

In Fig 4.24 three points appear. The one inside the circular sector S is not in the contact

area for the angular position being displayed, although it eventually could be when the

cutter is in another angular position. Once a point is detected to be in the cutting region,

the area it represents is taken into account, along with its vector; as said before , in case of

a flat face insertthat area vector is invariably normal to the top face; however, for non flat

inserts, it will have components in other directions.

4.4.1.2 FuIl Vs. Partial Engagement

This section explains the algorithm which determines wheter the tool is in a entry, exit or

full engagement. If some point in the surface of the insert is found to be engaged in the cut

and its position is "close enough" to the entry face, then the tool is in the entry stage.lfthe

contacting point is "close enough" to the exit face, then the tool is in the exit stage. If

every contact point is "far away" from the entry/exit faces, then the tool is fully engaged.

In Fig 4.25 two points in the insert face (a and b) are displayed for three positions of the

insertoThe position 1 shows no engagement since there are no engaged points. In position

2 , both a2 and b2 are still out of cut, there exists a point on the surface of the insert

which is engaged in cut and is close enough to the entry plane to be considered as

contained in the entry wall in the workpiece. In position 3, all points which are found to

be engaged are far away from the entry/exit faces. Therefore the tool is considered fully

engaged.
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Fig 4.23. Detennination of the actual workpiece by intersection between the initial wedge
and the rings approaching the tool geometry. Above: Calculation of a pair ofpoints pl ,

p2. Below: Extension of the above concept to obtain edges pl-pl' and p2-p2'.

insidecut

Fig 4.24. Sectors which define engagement/non-engagementfor a particular point
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4.4.2 Decomposition into Coordinate Systems

As shown in Fig 4.11, each one of the cells represents a certain amount of area, but this

area has severa! components. Even in the simplest case of a flat face insen, this elementary

area is expressed in XYZ coordinate system. For the present application a decomposition

of that area vector into Radial, Axial and Tangential directions is necessary. The

conversion between the two systems is very easy if a system attached to the insen is

found, whose axis coincide with the desired directions. To find that system it is only

necessary to define the radial vector, ~r , the axial ~a and calculate

A
Ut = A A

ua x ur (4-13)

Once these definitions are made, and assuming the area vector is a , the components in

the desired directions are calculated as follows (see Fig 4.26) :

a3

Fig 4.25. Potential cutting points pl and p2 appear disengaged in position 1 and p2.
Complete engagement in position p3.
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A
ar = ur.a . (4-14)

A
at = ut.a (4-15)

A
aa = ua.a (4-16)



Fig 4.26. Decomposition of area a into Radial, Axial, and Tangential components.

Area

80 81 82 83 Angular
Position

Fig 4.27. Area derivative calculation.

4.4.3 Area Derivative CaIculation

Since the calculated contact area (A) is function of the angular position of the tool rather

than the time factor, it is natural that the derivative will also be dA/de instead of dAldt.

Conversion to time function and derivative is easily done by considering the angular

velocity.

4.5. Simulation

°Themain purpose of the geometry module is to be able to simulate the contact area in

engagement,disengagement and full cut stages.This section shows that once the geometric
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utilities are set for that purpose, the model simulates the pass of the insen on the

workpiece.

The model recognizes the workpiece and determines the angle the tool neOOsto rotate to

swap.through the workpiece.It also ideterminesthe initial position of the insen with

respect to the workpiece. With this information the simulation proceOOsas follows: the

geometry module places the tool very close to the workpiece (INITIALIZE

SIMULATION in Fig 4.1), but outside it, and stans incrementing its angular position

until it detects that there is a contact between the workpiece and the insen. Since the goal is

to record the evolution of the contact area specially at the entry and exit stages, in case that

the initially set angular increment 100the insen to pass from non-contact situation to a full-

contact, the tool retreats, the angular increment is dividOOto halfed, and the simulation

reassumes. If the same situation is still present, it funher subdivides the angular step, until

a transition situation is detectOO,in this case, the simulation continues with the smallest

step by the procOOurejust explainOO.

When full contact is achievOO,a larger angular step is set which will put the insen almost

at the exit, but still in full engagement. Then, the exit transition simulation proceOOsin the

same form as before for the entry. When it is detected that the insen is completely out of

the workpiece, the simulation is stopped. The module calculates the contact area resolved

into the Radial, Axial and Tangential Coordinates, the angular position of the cutter, the

number of cells involved in the cut in this panicular stage, the space orientation of the

effective lead direction, and other relevant geometrical information.

Figures 4.28 to 4.32 show different aspects of the insen and tool representation and cut

simulation. Fig 4.28 shows a standard triangular insen and Fig 4.29 shows what is called

a "free shapOO"insen. The later is not a standard rectangular, circular or triangular shapOO

insen, but instead its contour can be represented by a sequence of lines and ares (only

lines are necessary in this case). Fig 4.30 shows the workpiece as calculatOOby the model
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based on the feed, depth of cut, and orientation and position of the entry and exit planes.

Fig 4.31 shows the pattem by which the contact area is growing for the insert ofFig 4.29.

The contact area is displayed as a series of dots. Fig 4.32 zooms in the pattern of the

growing area of a triangular insert with K land.

. Fig 4.28. Face Boundary Representation of Triangular inserto

."
o.'"''"''' =~~ _.K~' ""~--'-,"",-,,_"""~_"H~_- ,

Fig 4.29. Face Boundary Representation of free shaped rectangular inserto
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Fig 4.30. Workpiece calculated from depth of cut, feed, entry andexit planes and tool
representation.

Fig 4.31. Growing contact area partern for free shaped insen in Fig 4.29 and workpiece in
Fig 4.30.
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/ /
Fig 4.32. Growing contact area pattem for triangular insert with K land and workpiece in

Fig 4,30.

4.6 Surnrnary

A 3D Geometry Module has been presented which allows for the calculation of contact

area between the tool and workpiece in full as well as in partially engaged cut. The model

applies to face milling fly cutting as well as tuming operations. It covers essentially any

insert whose contour is a closed, coplanar sequence of lines and ares. It also covers

inserts with flat, K lands (no grooves are currently modeled). This model allows for the

specificationand use of the following parameters:

1.- For the Insert: Shape, land, nose radius, relief angle, thickness, side length.

2.- For the Cutter: back (rodal)rake, side (radial) rake, lead angle, cutter diameter. For

tuming operations large values of the cuner diameter versus narrow workpieces are used.

3.- For the cutting process: Feed, Depth of Cut,
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4.- For the workpiece: insert velocity entry and exit angles with respect to the

workpiece walls; material properties.

The models used for the module are representations for 3D solids. In this Geometry

module pure primitive instancing, spatial enumeration and face boundary representations

are used. The parameters enumerated above as inputs translate into two varieties of entities

inside the model; some carry geometrical information about the solid represented (insert

dimensions, for example) and others act as values of geometric transformations acting

upon the representations (rake and lead angles, for example)

The geometric module acts in two steps: ftrst, based upon the input parameters it calculates

the representations of the solids involved: tool, insert and workpiece. Second, it performs

an angle step simulation of tooVworkpiece contact area by calculating the intersection

between the solid models representing them. Additional information available includes:

conected and non-connected vector contact area, cutting edge, and effective chip flow

direction. No approximations are made in regard to the two-dimensionality of the contact

area or any other result since all the figures are calculated as vectors in space. By using

specific force coefftcients the module calculates the cutting forces solved in World

Coordinate System and Tool Coordinate System.

Since the stages of entry/exit of the toolare is of special interest, the module chooses a

convenient angular step to sweep the cutter thorough the transitional parts, calculating and

displaying the pattems of development of contact area for the inserts and cutters covered.

However the model does not handle angular tilt which is commonly uSed to prevent back

cutting. It does not handle multi-insert cutters, and places restrictions on the nature of

lands in the inserts already explained above.
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CHAPTER 5

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK

This chapter explains the series of tests perfonned in order to assess the cutting forces in

interrupted cuts. Two face milling and one system identification tests were conducted. The

firstface milling test series were ron using a solid workpiece. The objective was 10calibrate

the mechanistic model coefficients KCKc for different cutters and inserts. The second one

wasron in order to measure the cutting forces in interrupted cutting. The workpiece for this

experimentwas designed to produce a sudden transition between cut and no-cut conditions.

As the dynamics of the workpiece/dynamometer/fixture subsystem showed its effect in the

interruptedcut tests results, an additional experiment for dynamic system identification was

conducted in order to synthesize the dynamic modes of this subsystem. In this fonn the

effectof the subsystem dynamics on the results of the interrupted tests could be assessed.

5.1 Milling Experiments

Two sets of face milling experiments were designed. The objective of the first one

(continuous cut) was to calibrate the specific force coefficients KCKc for cast iron using

different inserts and cutters. A solid workpiece was used in these tests. The second series

of tests (interrupted cut), was aimed at measuring the forces produced in entry/exit cuts.

This set of experiments used a workpiece which maximizes the sudden transition between

cut and no-cut conditions by placing the entry/exit wall of the workpiece nonnal to the

cuttingvelocity of the insert.

5.1.1 Experiment Set-Up

The experimental set up used for both series of milling experiments is shown in Fig. 5.l.

A summaryof the specifications of each one of the set up elements is given below.
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Dynamometer
IGstler 9257A

motor

Charge
Amplifier
IGstler5004 D

Tachometer
Signal
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00 D
Tape Recorder
SabreVIT

Fig 5.1 Experimental Set-Up for Face Milling Cutting tests.
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Fig 5.2. Control Panel of Vinual Instrument DAQ88.
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The Machine Tool

A slide bed provided by the Ingersoll Milling Co.with the following specifications for its

electric drive was used in the cutting tests.:

Brushless DC servomotor 112-B-O-PD

TDM-1.2-50-300-Wl

1lVM-2.1-50-220/300-Wl-115/220

Cutting Force Sensors

A Kistler Dynamometer (9257A) mounter on the fixture, is used to measure the cutting

forces in the (X,Y,Z) coordinate system. The dynamometer produces a signal in

picoCoulombs that is proportional to the force applied on i1.

A Kistler Dual Mode Amplifier (5004) is connected to the Dynamometer. Its role is to

convert the charge signal coming from the dynamometer into voltages in the range [-10

+10V] which can be sampled from a computer board

Data Collection System

A Sabre Tape Recorder VII 8235 records the force signal coming from the charge amplifier

in analog form. This instrument allows the storage of large amounts of data. By playing the

data at tape speeds different than recorded, high effective sampling rates can be obtained.

The main disadvantage is that the tape is more fragüe than disks for effects of long ron data

storages, and that replaying may become a real problem if the reference place in the tape is

10s1.In this experiment it was used as a back up device and also to enable high sampling

rates when used in connection with the data acquisition system.
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The contents of the tape were scanned with a Tektronics Oscilloscope 2025 . It allows the

selectionof therelevantdatafromthetape.

A Macintosh based software, LABVIEWTM (from National Instruments) was used to

control the sampling and storage of data in the computer. LABVIEW is a Object Oriented

Environment for design and assembly of measurement instruments which are software

emulated in the computer. Fig 5.2 shows the front panel of the virtual instrument DAQ88

used for this experiment

Cutting Tools

Fly cutting type experiments were performed. Different cutters and insens were used. All

the insens are coated with KennametaIcoating KC710.

The cuttersused are shown in Fig 5.3 and their specifications are listed in table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Cu forF Milli E

The insens used are shown in Fig 5.4 and their catalog names are listed in table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Insens for Face Millin Tests.
Re ar SPG-433 KC710

30 double flatted SPE-43K2 KC710
3 flatted SPE-43D2R KC71O
15 flatted SPE-43E2R KC710

Neeative land SPG-433T KC 710
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----- --- - --- - - ------ _x penment.
Cutter 1 Double Negative KDNR-4- ax.rake=-7v; rad.rake=-7°;

SN4-15CB, lead=15°; diam=4 in
Cutter 2 Positive KKBR-5-SP4-0-A ax .rake=5 v; rad.rake=Ov;

lead=1° ; diam=5 in
Cutter 3 Shear KDSR-4-SP4-1CB ax.rake=5v; rad.rake=-13°;

lead=I°; diam=4
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The data collected in the cutting tests includ~d the three cutting forces (feed, axial, and

transverse) and the rotational spindle speed. The sampling rate used was 12.5

KHzIchannel. In some cases (for interrupted cut tests) the tape recorded was used as

explained before.

5.1.3 Continuous Cut Experiments

These experiments are conducted to calibrate the coefficients of the mechanistic model

Kt,Kc for the different cutters, inserts and cutting conditions. The static force predictions

are to be fed into the transfer function which characterizes the fixture / workpiece /

dynamometer subsystem dynamics in order to obtain the response of the subsystem to the

static forces.

Cutting Conditions

The cutting conditions are shown in the table 5.3. Tests 1-16 are designed for the

calibration of the double negative, regular insert cutter. They represent the following

ranges: feed=[0.005-0.020] in/rey ; depth of cut=[0.020-0.080] in ; speed=[3OO-1500]

rpm.

Tests 17-20 are designed for the calibration of the positive and shear cutters and regular

insert in the following operation ranges: feed=O.OlOin/rey ; depth of cut=O.050 in ;

spindle speed=[8oo,1200] rpm for the positive cutter and [1000,1500] rpm for the shear

cutter. The different cutting speeds is owed to the fact that they have different diameter,

and, to achieve uniform cutting velocities it is necessary to assign different spindle

rotational speeds.
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Tests 21-24 are chosen for calibration of 4 different inserts with the double negative cutter

in the following operation ranges: feed=O.OlOin/rev ; depth of cut=0.050 in ; spindle

speed =800 rpm.

Table 5.3. Conditions for Kt Kc Calibration .
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ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Test lnsen utter RPM DoC (in) Feed DoC (mm) Feed
# (in/rev) (mm/rev)
1 Regular P. 300 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

Neative
2 Regular .P. 500 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

Neative
3 Regular p. 700 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

lNeative
4 Regular p. 800 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

lNeative
5 Regular p. 900 0.05 0.01 1.27 0,254

lNegative
6 Regular p. 1000 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

lNeative
7 Regular p. 1100 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

lNeative
8 Regular D. 1300 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

Negative
9 egular D. 1500 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254

Neative
10 lRegular D. 800 0.05 0.005 1.27 0.127

Neative
11 lRegular D. 800 0.05 0.015 1.27 0.381

Negative
12 lRegular D. 800 0.05 0.02 1.27 0.508

Negative
13 Regular D. 800 0.02. 0.01 0.508 0.254

Negative
14 Regular D. 800 0.04 0.01 1.016 0.254

Negative
15 Regular D. 800 0.07 0.01 1.778 0.254

Netive
16 Regular D. 800 0.08 0.01 2.032 0.254

Neative
17 Regular Positive 800 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254
18 Regular Positive 1200 0.05 0.01 1.27 0.254
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Fig 5.5. Workpiece for the Continuous Cut Calibration Tests.
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Fig.5.6. Workpiece for Interrupted cut face milling test.
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Workpiece for Continuous Cut

Sinee this experiment is ron for ealibration purposes, the workpieee is the solid briek-like,

east iron block shown in Fig 5.5.

5.1.4 Interrupted Cut Experiments

This experiment is designed for producing an interrupted, fly eutting, faee milling, whieh

presents a very abrupt transition between no_engagement and engagement eonditions. This

abrupt transition, aeeording to the literature review eon-espondsto the situation in whieh the .

velocity of the iosen is normal to the workpiece wal1.The workpiece shown in Fig 5.6 was

designed for that purpose and tests were 111nseparately to evaluate the effect of abrupt entty

and abrupt exit. From now on they will be ealled simply "entry" and "exit" tests.

For the "entry" experiments the insen enters the workpieee in faee A (see Fig 5.7 ) and

leaves through faee B. For the "exit" experiments the workpieee is flipped in sueh a way

that the eutter enters through faee B and leaves by faee A.

Cutting conditions

There are five series of experiments, aimed to evaluate the effect of eutting speed, depth of

cut, feed rate, eutter and insen upon the entry exit forees. The experiment series are:

Series 1. Effect of Cutting Velocity

The purpose of this series is to evaluate the effeet of eutting velocity on the cutting forees;

the other eonditions are kept eonstant at (feed=O.OlOin/rey, depth of eut=O.050 in; regular

insen, double negative cutter). The conditions are the same as tests 1 to 9 in Table 5.3.

Series 2 Effect of Feed
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Fig. 5.7. Experimental set up for Interrupted cut faee milling tests.
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Fig 5.8 . Input/Output variables in the System Identifieation.

The purpose is to evaluate the effeet of feed on the eutting forees; the other eonditions are

kept eonstant at a speed of 800 rpm, depth of eut 0.050 in; regular insert, and double

negative eutter. The eonditions for the experiment are the same as tests 10 to 12 in Table

5.3.

Series 3 Effect of Depth of Cut
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The purpose is to evaluate the effect of depth of cut on the cutting forces; the other

conditions are kept constant at feed 0.010 in, spindle speed 800 rpm; regular insen and

double negative cutter. The conditions for the experiment are the same as tests 13 to 16 in

table 5.3.

Series 4. Combined Effect of Cutter & Cutting Speed

The purpose of this series is to extend series 1 (effect of cutting speed) which covered a

range of cutting speeds with one cutter. In this case we are interested in testing two levels

of speed for each cutter. The levels are chosen in order to have enough inenial forces such

that the control loop of the motor, sluggish as shown in chapter 3, does not have to keep

the speed under cutting conditions. Recall, by modeling the cutting process as a disturbance

for the control loop of the spindle motor, it was shown that acceptable constant speeds are

kept by inertial forces, rather than by the control loop of the motor. At the same time, the

low level of the speed should not be low enough, in order to present some contrast with the

upperlevel.

. Because the cutters have different diameters the rpm required for a given cutting speed

vary. The conditions are:

surface cutting Speeds:

for 4 in. cutters:

for 5 in. cutter:

The other conditions are kept constant at feed=O.010in/rey, depth of cut=O.050 in; regular

insert. The conditions for the experiment are the same as tests 17 to 20 in Table 5.3.

Series 5 Effect of Insert
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The purpose is to evaluate the effect of insen on the cutting forces; the other conditions are

kept constant at (feed 0.010 in/rev, depth of cut 0.050 in, speed 800 rpm, double negative

cutter). The conditions for the experiment are me same as tests 21 to 24 in Table 5.3.

Work Piece for Interrupted Cuts

According to the .objective assigned to this experiment a workpiece was designed such that it

presents maximal abruptness in the entry/exit of the too1.The workpiece is shown in Fig 5.6 and

its place in the fixture-dynamometer ensemble depicted in Fig 5.7. In order to produce a

significant level of forces the workpiece material was chosen to be Cast Iron. In Fig 5.7 the

terminology for the forces is shown; feed force is the force in the direction of the feed; axial force

is the force in the direction of the axis of the tool and transverse force is the force perpendicular to

the feed force direction and to the axial force.

5.2 Experiments for Identifying the Dynamics of the

Fixture/Workpiece/Dynamometer Subsystem

As discussed briefly in Chapters 2 and 3, the interrupted cutting forces applied to the

. workpiece/ dynamometer/ fixture subsystemproducea structuralresponse from these

members. The objective of the system identification module is to synthesize the transfer

function which characterizes the (assumed linear) relation between the actual force applied

to the workpiece (see Fig 5.8 ) and the dyitamometer reading. This dynamometer reading is

the response of the subsystem to the cutting force. In order to interpret the dynamometer

reading in the proper way the dynamic characteristicsof the structure have to be known.

The Tested Structure

, The fixture/dynamometer/workpiece structure tested is shown in figure 5.8. The input for

the system is the actual force applied to the workpiece; the output of it is the dynamometer
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reading. At this time we are assuming that the spindle behaves as an infinitely rigid body

and therefore its structural response will not be taken into consideration.

s .2 .2 Data ColIection and Processing Instruments

The instrumentS used for the system identification are shown in Fig 5.9. In this figure it is

important to note that there are two sets of instruments which perform logically separate

tasks:

1. Instruments which recordlvisualize/analyze the data obtained. These inc1ude the Tape

recorder, the Data Acquisition System in the computer, the Signal Analyzer and the

Oscilloscope.

2. Instruments for exciting the system (generate the input excitation) and for quantifying the

system response. These inc1udethe Impact Hammer and its Power unit, which generate the

input force, and the dynamometer and Charge Amplifier which produces the output force

readings. In addition, the acceleration in the transverse direction was recorded as well. This

signal was recorded because the accelerometer has a frequency range higher than the

dynamometer and thus it would produce more reliable signals at higher frequencies. Since

the goal is to determine the dynamics of the subsystem, the acceleration signal would

provide the same or better information than the dynamometer, which has smaller frequency

ranges.

The instruments used in the experiment in addition to the ones already shown in Fig 5.1

are:

1. PCB 208A03 Piezotronics Impact Hammer. It produces a delta function-like force, with

the power evenly distributed on a broad range of frequencies, The bandwith of this signal

increases with the hardness of the tip used to produce the impact and the lighter the
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harnmer.The harnmer produces a voltage proportional to the force sensed by a piezoelectric

crystal fitted in the harnmer head.

2. PCB 480A Power Unit for the Impact Harnmer. It amplifies and conditions the signal

coming from the harnmer in order to be sampled from a computer board.

Dynamometer
Kistler 9257A

Impact Harnmer
PCB 208 A03

Couple
Kistler
5122

Charge
Amplifier
Kistler 5004 D

arnmer
Power Unit
PCB 480A

Data Aquisluon System
DAQ88

~I In ~t1 MI ~

rn

00 D
Tape Recorder
Sabre vn

Osciloscope
Tektronics

HP-3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer

Fig 5.9. Set up of System Identification Experiments.

3. Kistler Accelerometer 8606. This instrúment has a resonant frequency of 31 kHz, and

sensitivity of 50.15 mV/g with a distortion of 3.4% at 5 kHz. This frequency characteristic

is suitable for the range of meaningful frequencies found in the experiment. This aspect is

discussed in chapter 6.
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4. Kistler Coupler 5122 for the Accelerometer. This instrument provides both the DC

power source for the accerelometer and the circuitry which decouples the reading which is

emited by the accelerometer from the power source, producing the signal ready for digital

adquisition.

5. HP-3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer. Processes in real time the signals input in the

INPUT and OUTPUT plugs. For the present purpose it analyzes them as being the input

and output of a linear system whose transfer function is sought.

5.2.3 Experimental Procedure

The steps used in conducting the system identification tests are listed below.

1. With the Impact Hammer the workpiece is hit in the place at which the cutter hits the

workpiece when entering the cut. Care must be taken to hit strong enough to input enough

energy in the frequency range produced by the impact hammer so that the signa1lnoiseratio

is favorable. However, the energy in the input function should be limited in order not to

take the system out of its linear range of response. It is desirable to produce only one hit, in

order to make the input function as similar as possible to a mathematically perfect impulse

function; thus, rebounds should be avoided. For high frequency excitation it is advisable to

use hard-tip (steel) in the hammer hitting point, and at the same time, to record the response

of the system (acceleration andlor dynamometer reading).

2. If the signal is not strong enough use an additional mass in the hammer head. This will

have the penalty of lowering the natural frequency of the hammer and the range of

frequencies it can excite.

3. Record the signal in the tape recorder and / or computer for further analysis.

4. Operating simultaneously with the test, the Signal Analyzer can be used for real time

capture and analysis of the input signal (hammer signal) and either one of the two possible
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output signals (dynamometer or accelerometer) . It is set in the "AVERAGING" mode in

such a way that it will analyze data of several hits, and it is prepared for computing an

experimental transfer function based on the Fast Fourier Transform of the Input / Output

data. At the end of the number of tests spécified for averaging, a curve fitting algorithm can

be initiated in order to identify the closed form of the transfer function. This last option was

not used because this is a purely numerical curve fitting technique with no possibility of

directing the curve fitting based upon physical considerations and either produces

misleading results or does not converge at al!. In general this option requires very good

. quality (coherence) in the data which is usually difficult to achieve. The Signal Analyzer is

however very useful in qualitative identification of the modes present in the structure.

5.3 Surnrnary

Two face milling and one system identification experiments were described in this chapter.

The first one is the force calibration for the mechanistic model for several inserts, cutters

and cutting conditions. The second one is the interrupted cut experiment ron to assess the

entry/exit cutting forces. The third one is an experiment conducted to identify the dynamics

of the fixture/dynamometer/workpiece subsystem. The result of this experiment is the

synthesis of a transfer function between the actual forces applied to the workpiece and the

dynamometer readings. The difference between them is introduced by the vibration of the

subsystem.
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

. In the previous chapters the geometrical aspects of the tool entry/exit force modeling have

been discussed and an experimental plan has been presented. The objectives of this chapter

are:

1- Discussion of the results of the structural dynamics identification and estimation of

transferfunction for the fixture/dynamometer/workpiecesubsystem For the salceof brevity

it will be called "fixture subsystem" from now on.

2- Presentation of the results of the continuous cutting tests and the calibration of the

MechanisticModel.

3- Prediction of the force signatures from the interrupted cut by using the mechanistic

modelforces and the transfer function from the dynamics identificationresults.

4-Presentation of the results of the interrupted cut tests

6.1 General Outline 01 tbe Data Processing

Theexperiments of interrupted cut with sharp transition in entry/exit strongly excite the

dynamics of the machine too1. This is due to the fact that the sudden engagement /

disengagement of the tool with the cut produces a dynamic response in the subsystem

fonned by the workpiece, the dynamometer and the fixture shown in Fig 6.1. The force

signalproduced by the dynamometer is the result of this response and therefore does not

exactlyrepresent the actual cutting forces. The approach to estimate the transfer function is

toassume that the ratio "measured_signal/real_force"conforms to a linear process and then

compute the transfer function for this linear process. Once the transfer function is

detennined,one of the following approaches may be adopted :
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Fig 6.1 Relation between Actual force and Dynamometer Reading.
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Fig 6.2 General outline of data processing setup.

First, from the measured signal (output) use theJransfer function to back-calculate the input

(the actual cutting forces) for the system. Second, assume static cutting forces as input, use
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the transfer function to calculate the output (dynamometerreading) and compare it with the

measured response. Although the first alternative is more elegant from the theoretical point

of view, it is difficult to implement because it depends upon the stability of the inverse

transfer function to calculate the input of a system based on the output. It is also very

sensitive to the quality of the data used to calculate the transfer function, the method; etc.

The data processing setup used in this research work can be summarized as shown in Fig

6.2. The procedure requires to:

1-Establish a transfer function between the actual forces applied to the workpiece and the

dynamometer readings. This is done by two methods, whose results were compared on the

basis of the coherence [25].of the experimental data used. The first method inc1udes the

excitation of the' structure with an Impact Hammer in order to get the Impulse Response

which itself is the transfer function. The second method applies a Dynamic Data analysis

[50]to the signal collected when the cutter has just left the cut and the system still vibrates

due to the tool exit.

2- Calibrate the static model. In particular, estimate the cutting force coefficients Kf, and

Kc. Establish a static model characterization of the cutting forces. In this case a KCKc

model based on Fu's algorithm was used. Continuous tests were ron with the same

conditions (rpm, feed, doc) as the interrupted cutting tests with the purpose of determining

a static version of the force model as c10seas possible to the conditions of the intelTUpted

cuts.The result of this module is the Mechanistic Model calibration for the static forces.

3- Collection and pre-processing of the interrupted cutting forces. Initial pre-processing

inc1udescorrection for zero offset from the instrument, change from time basis to angle

basiswhere required and units conversion. The change to angle basis is performed because

velocity varies too much about the set point during the cut. ConsequentIy any comparison

basedon time axis for the nominal speed will have meaningless results.
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4- Detennine the response using KcKc based on static force predictions as inputs to the

transfer function. This convolution module predicts the response of the fixture

(fixture/dynamometer/workpiece) subsystem to the cutting forces.

5- Comparison of the predicted responses with the experimental data pre-processed as

explained in step 3.

6.2 Identification of the Dynamics of the Fixture Subsystem

The purpose of this section is to discuss the experimental procedure followed to obtain the

characterization of the dynamics of the fixture subsystem, and to interpret the results

obtained from the analysis. Three experiments were ron to identify the dynamics of the

subsystem. The instrumentation and setup used in these experiments are shown in Fig 6.3.

The first two experiments were ron by using in impact harnmer to excite the dynamics of

the system, monitoring at the sam~ time two responses; ,onefrom the dynamometer ,and the

other form the accelerometer. The third experiment consisted in monitoring the vibration of

the system when the cutter leaves the workpiece. A detenninistic model was fitted to the

data by using Dynamic Data System analysis to find the vibrational modes.

6.2.1 Dynamics Identification Using Impact Hammer Shock

The first two experiments involve the use of an impact harnmer to hit the workpiece where

the cutter is supposed to be in contact when entering the cut.. In one of them the readings

from the dynamometer are considered the response (output force) to the impact harnmer

force excitation (input force). The objective in this case is to detennine the transfer function

from the actual cutting forces to the dynamometer readings.
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Fig 6.3. Instrumentation and system identification setup.

In the second experiment the readings of an accelerometer (output acceleration) placed in

the bottom of the workpiece (as shown in Fig 6.3) are considered the response of the

system to the impact harnmer (input force) excitation. The objectíve is to estímate the

transfer function between the actual forces to the workpiece and the accelerometer

response. The method of processing the data from these experiments consisted of an

ARXOmodel fitting [52], preceded by smoothing and windowing when required.

Theimpact harnmer, dynamometer and accelerometer readings ( sampled at arate of 40000

hz) are shown in Figs 6.4 and 6.5.
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Fig. 6.4. Impact hammer and dynamometer signals.
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Fig. 6.5. Input Hammer and accelerometer signals.

The coherence between the input and output signals for the second experiment (based on

the accelerometer reading) was found to be very low; therefore the transfer function from

the impact harnmer force to the accelerometer reading could not be adequately estimated In

contrast, the signals from the impact hammer and the dynamometer were found better

conditioned (by having higher coherence) up to frequencies as high as 2600-3000 Hz.

Therefore the discussion will be centered exclusively on the transfer function relating the

force signal from the impact harnmer to the dynamometer output (force) signal
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To qualitatively check the results of the off-line transfer function fitting, the signals from

the experiments were fed in real-time into the HP-3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer. By

using the signal from the hammer (input) and the signals from the dynamometer (output)

andlor accelerometer (output) , the signal analyzer displays a sample transfer function. Fig

6.6 shows a typical transfer function. Figure 6.6a is the frequency response. It shows

significant frequencies at 300, 1200, 1900and 2600 Hz. Figure 6.6b shows the coherence.D

for the range 0-10 kHz. Only the range 0-2600 Hz.presents an acceptable level of

coherence. Beyond that frequency the coherence drops to zero , which means that above

that frequency the signal produced by the hammer has very low power contento

OV1~2

0.0

HZ -- ----.--. 101<

(a)

"

O~';Ov 1p Hann Ovl&2

r--lag

\.
I

. \
0.0

Fxd '( o

. (b)
Fig. 6.6. HP Signal Analyzer symhesis of the Sample transfer function between Impact

Harnmer signal and the Dynamometer reading.

Model Fitting to Impact Hammer and Dynamometer Force Data
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The model for the transfer funetion estimation was obtained by eomputing the least square-

estimates of the ARX-models. The ARX funetion is part of Matlab System Identifieation

Toolbox [52]. It estimates the parameters ofthe ARX model

A(q-l) y(t) =B(q-l) u(t-nk) + e(t) (6-1)

along with the varianees for the parameters of the polynomials A(q) and B(q). It assumes

e(t) as a white noise. The parameters used for model fitting are:

na the order of the A(q) polynomial.

nb the order of the B(q) polynomial.

nk pure delay between the input and the.output

Several eombinations of these parameters were tried to estimate the transfer funetion. For

example

[ 2, 1, O], [ 4, 3, 1], [ 6, 5, 1], ete.

The adequaey of the model was evaluated by using the Akaike's criteria [50,52]. An stable

inverse funetion ie. stable zeros in the transfer funetion was also used as an adequaey

criteria to select the eorrect model. Mter severa!trials the adequate model was estimated as:

ARX (4, 3, 1 )

with Akaike's FPE value as: 5.898e-05. The adequate model in terms of estimates of the

parameters is written as:

(1 - 1.234 q-l + 0.2083 q_2 - 0.2474 q3 + 0.4358 qA ) y(k) =

q_l (0.0829 + 0.0119 q1- - 0.0356 q _2 ) u(k) + e(k) (6-2)

The eharaeteristie roots and frequencies are shown in Table 6.1:
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Table 6.1. D
Zeros

-o:73T5
0.5879

O

Figure 6.7 shows the response (dynamometer reading) of the system to the input coming

from the impact harnmer force. The thickest line is the experimental value of the response.

The other two lines correspond to the simulated response by using the arx(4,3,1) and

arx(2,1,0) models.

It is imponant to note that in selecting the adequate model, two additional considerations

were made. First, the frequencies or modes which appear by increasing the order of the

model are above 4000 hz. These frequencies are of less significance since the coherence

beyond 3000 hz is found to be very small. Second, the associated damping of these

additional modes or frequencies is of the order 0.3-0.6; the relative power of these modes

in the spectrum is weak and therefore of less significance.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig 6.8 there appears to be a beat phenomenon although its

significance is small. By trying to indefmitely increase the order of the model to match the

beat, other frequencies and effects appear in the model which arise purely from the

procedure of the curve fitting, and have no physical meaning. This is a further reason to

consider a low order model.
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Fig. 6.7. Fitted Models ARX(2,1,O)and ARX(4,3,1) Responses for the
DynamometerlHarnmertransfer function.
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Fig. 6.8. Experimental Response to Impulse Input.
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6.2.2 Dynamics Identification Using Free Vibration Test Data

Although the transfer function between the in:tpacthammer signal and the dynamometer

output was estimated in the previous section, it was desired to see whether the estimate

could be improved by using the force signal when the subsystem is vibrating freely after

the cutter has left the workpiece.

Fig 6.9 shows the force response from the fixture subsystem when the toolleaves the cut.

This response is thought of as a response produced by releasing a spring from a stretched

position in which it is kept by a external force.. In the case of the face milling experiments

the system is released from the static transverse force resulting from the cut when the tool

exits. Therefore the reaction of the subsystem shown in Fig 6.9 corresponds to the free

vibration of a dynamic system after the driving force is withdrawn.

Tbe third experiment for the determination of a transfer function between the applied force

to the workpiece and the dynamometer output includes collecting the transverse force

readings in actual cut when the cutter leaves the workpiece and the subsystem vibrates

. freely.A DynamicData Systemanalysis[50]is appliedto determinetheparametersof the

deterministic part of the free vibration. These parameters characterize the transfer function

betweenthe actual force applied to the workpiece and the dynamometer output.

The ARXO model was fitted to the data shown in Fig. 6.9 (recorded with a sampling rate

of 10000 Hz). The actual data and the fitted ARXO model step response are shown in Fig.

6.10. The model fitting for this data showed that a ARX(14,13,I) model was adequate ;

with Akaike' s FPE criteria of 12.78. The poles and zeros of the model are shown in Table

6.2. In Fig. 6.11 the poles and zeros of the transfer function are shown. As can be seen all

the zeros and poles are stable, and the system therefore stable. The parameters which

describe the transfer function are shown in Table 6.3:
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Table 6.2. D fth derivedfri fri .bration d

Table 6.3. Polynomial for Free Vibration derived Transfer Function.

Free Vlbration at Exit

sec
0.015

Fig. 6.9. Experimental force response when the toolleaves the cut and the system vibrates
freely.
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250 Free Vlbration Data Model Fitting

ARX(14.13.1) model vs Experimental Data
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Fig. 6.10. Model fitting for free vibration data.

0.02

Fig. 6.12 shows the simulated step responses obtained from the transfer funetion derived

from the impaet harnmer test and the transfer funetion derived from the free vibration test

data. The free vibration test response shows a mueh slower deeay; due to the faet that its

damping eoefficient is mueh lower (0.02 for impact harnmer tests vs 0.08 for free vibration

data).

-1
-1 -0.5 o 0.5

ARX(14,13,1)

Fig. 6.11. Poles/zeros for the'model fitted to the free vibration data.

~
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Step Responses Comparison
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Fig. 6.12. Comparison between the simulated step responses obtained from the transfer
functions derived from the Impact Hammer test data vs the free vibration test data.

Comparing the indicative results of the two transfer functions (free vibration vs impact

hammer forces) we select the function obtained from the free vibration test data. The

reasons for the selection are: (i) it gives oscillation modes which are more consistent with

the experimentally recorded modes (Fig 6.6.a) as obtained from the Signal Analyzer and

(ti) the modes obtained from the free vibration test data are below 3000 hz in contrast with

the impulse tests results, which show modes above 4000 hz. Since the Impact Hammer and

Dynamometer bandwiths are below 4000 hz, the transfer function estimated with the

Impact Hammer test data is in error.

6.3 Kt- Kc Model Fitting

This section discusses the procedures for the cutting force model calibration, ie the

estimation of Kt,Kc coefficients and the cutting force prediction. Specifically, empirical

models are developed for Kt,Kc in terms of cutting velocity and average chip thickness.

The geometrical data for the calculation of contact area as function of insert engagement and
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eutting edge length is obtained from the geomeiry models diseussed in Chapter 3. The force

predietion from the model are also eompared with the experimental data.

Thedata for the KcKe model ealibration was obtained from the experimental work

described in section 5.1. The geometrie information was provided by the geometry module

. explained in Chapter 4. This information will be diseussed and its applieation to the model

fitting and force predietion procedures will be illustrated.

Yax

x
z

Ye

Fig 6.13. Decomposition ofWorld Coordinate System forees into Cut-Thrust System.

y Thrust
Plane

~

x

Yax

Yrad
~
Ytg =Vc Ftg =Fe

Fig 6.14. Deeomposition of Cut-Thrust System into Cutter Coordinate System.
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6.3.1 Tbe Kt_Ke Model Fitting Proeedure

In"Fig 6.13 it is assumed that the three eutting force eomponents expressed in the World

Coordinate System , WCS, (Feed=X, Axial=Y, Transverse=Z), are available from an

experiment Sinee the KCKe model prediets the Cutting and Thrust forees, these forees in

WCS are expressed into the CuCThrust System (CTS) using the procedure surnmarized

below:

1. Project forees in the WCS into the Cutting speed direetion (See Fig 6.13):

For this objeetive it is neeessary to projeet eaeh force in the WCS in the eutting speed

direetion (same as tangential direetion Vtg) represented by the unit vector ve:

whieh are the projeetions of Fx, Fy and Fz on the tangential direetion. Now, the total

force in the eutting speeddireetion can be ealeulated as:

Fe =(Fxe + Fye + Fze) ve (6-4)

2. Find Thrust Force (See Fig 6.13):

Tbe eomponents of the Fx, Fy, Fz forees in the eutting speed direetion are subtraeted

from eaeh force (Fx, Fy or Fz), to produce their respective eomponents in the thrust

plane, as follows:

Fxt = Fx - Fxe

Fyt = Fy - FYe
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Fxe = Fx - ve

Fye = Fy .- ve

Fze = Fz - ve (6-3)



r-

Fzt = Fz - Fze (6-5)

Fxt, Fyt and Fzt are the projections of Fx, ~y, and Fz on the thrust tlane. The vectors

Fxt, Fyt and Fzt are perpendicular to the ve vector by construction. The. plane which

contains those vectors is fonned by the rotation axis Vax of the tool and a radial vector

Vrad which points from the center of the cutter to the insert (see Fig 6.13). The total thrust

force is given by the vector sum:

Ft = Fxt + Fyt + Fzt (6-6)

3. Decompose the Cut-Thrust System into the Cutter Coordinate System (Radial,

Axial, Tangential). This allows the finding of the experimental effective lead angle

direction. By using Vrad and Vax (the unit vectors in the radial and axial directions

respectively) we can decompose the thrust force into its radial and axial components (See

Fig 6.14 ):

Frad = (Ft .Vrad) Vrad (6-7)

Fax = ( Ft . Vax ) Vax (6-8)

for the force in the tangential direction the decomposition is trivial since Vtg (unit vector in

the tangential direction) coincides with Ve (unit vector in the cutting speed direction). The

~Xperimentaleffective lead direction is given by the unit vector:

where Atg is the chip area in the tangentialdirection.
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vt = Ft/IFtl (6-9)

4. CalculateKt,Kcusing:

Kt = IFt I/ Atg

Kc = IFe I/ Atg (6-10)



The procedure described above can be applied in different positions of the cutter during the

engagementperiodoThisallowshavinga setof data in thefonn ( Veubte, Kt) and (VeUbte

), Kc) . This data is used to calculate the Kt,Kc by fitting exponential relations of the

following fonn:

Kc = aO( Veut)al ( te )a2 (6-11)

Kt = bO ( vcut> b 1 ( te ) b 2 (6-12)

where aO,al, a2, bO,bl and b2 are the empírical coefficients which allow the prediction of

Kt and Kc for a given cutting velocity Veutand the average chip thickness té.
-

6.3.2 Geometrical Information for Model Fitting

As stated in the previous section, as well as in section 3.4, the force model fitting requires

the decomposition of the contact area and/or cutting forces for any position of the cutter into

tangential, radial and axial directions which correspond to the Tool Coordinate System

TCS. Also the cutting length is required for the calculation of the average chip thickness (te

).

For the purpose of calibration cutting is simulated by using the geometry module described

in Chapter 4. The simulation is required to give the following parameters for severa!

positions of the cutting tool during engaged interval:

(i) Angular position of the cutting tooth, (ii) tooth-workpiece engagement status

(No engagement / Partial Engagement / Full Engagement), (iü) cutting edge length, (iv) the

contact area nonnal to the rake face (An), (v) Decomposition of An into the tool coordinate

system [Atg,Arad,Aax] and (vi) Decomposition of An in the world coordinate system

[Ax,Ay,Az].
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An example of the simulation results from the geometry module for cutting with Feed=O.02

in/tooth and DOC=O.02 in are showIi in Fig.s. 6.15, 6.16.and 6.17. Fig. 6.15a presents

the history of the chip area in the feed direction (see Fig. 6.1 for definition of Feed,

Transverse and Axial directions) during the cutting periodo Note that this area history

presents a change of sign for the quantity describing the area in the feed direction. The

reason for the change of sign is that for the first part of the cutting period the insen faces in

the direction of the feed, while in the second it faces in the opposite direction. The duration

of the positive or negative intervals depends on the radial ralceof the cutter. Therefore, in

general the area profile is not symmetrical. The particular signs in this figure obviously

depend on the convention used in defining the WCS; another definition will produce the

contrary signs. Fig. 6.l5b presents the history of area in the axial direction. The area has

the same sign during the whole cut and is negativefor this case which cOITespondsto a .

cutterwith negative axial rake. Fig. 6.l5c displays the area corresponding to the transverse

direction.

Fig. 6.16 presents the history of cutting edge length and 6.17 presents the history of

averagechip thickness. Note that there are two peaks in te, at the beginning and end of the

cut, due to the fact that, depending on the engagement/disengagement conditions the lead

cuttinglength may tend to zero faster than the contact area, thus producing a large te value (

te=Area/cuttin~length ). This is specially true for strongly negative cutters, which engage

directlyupon the ralceface with no initial involvement from the cutting edge.
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0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03

cutter: rad.rake=-7°; ax.rake=-7°;

lead=15°; diam=4 in.

Fig. 6.15a. History of Contact Area in Feed direction. Feed=O.02in/tooth, doc=O.02in.

sec

0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03

cutter: rad rake=-7°; ax. rake=-7°;

lead=15°; diam= 4 in.
Axial Direction Area

Fig. 6.15b. History of Contact Area in Axial direction. Feed=O.02in/tooth, doc=O.02in.

Transverse Direction Area

cutter: rad rake-7°; ax.rake=-7°;

lead=15°; diam=4 in

sec

0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03

Fig. 6.15c. History of Contact Area in Transverse direction. Feed=O.02in/tooth, doc=O.02
in.
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Fig. 6.17. History of Average Chip Thickness. Feed=O.02in/tooth, doc=O.02in.

6.3.3 Force Prediction Procedure

Having known the cutting pressure coefficients Kt,Kc in Eqs. 6-11 and 6-12 the force

prediction proceeds. For the purpose of force prediction, the following geometric

information is needed for any position of the cutter: (i) the decomposition of the contact

area into tangential, radial and axial direction (TCS), (ii) the decomposition of the contact

area into feed, transverse and axial direction (WCS), (iii) the cutting length so the

calculationof the average chip thickness is possible and (iv) the vector which represents the

effective lead (calculated from the three-dimensional version ofFu's algorithm, discussed
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in Chapter 3). This geometric information is supplied by the geometry module discussed in

Chapter4.

The notation used in the following paragraphs describing the force prediction algorithm is:

Atg Area in the direction of cutting velocity (tangential).

te average chip thickness =
Atg/ L.

L cutting length.

uX,uy,uz unit vectors in directions x, y, z.

f unit lead vector for a small element in the cutting edge, discussed in

Chapter3.

Ft the thrust force.

Ftg the tangential force.

Vtg the unit vector in the tangential direction, which coincides with the

cutting velocity vector.

Vt unit effective lead vector.

The following steps constitute the force prediction algorithm for a given position of the

cutter

1. Determine Atg, te.

2.

12.

With the cutting speed Vcutand tedetennine Kt, Kc using the Equations 6-11 and 6-

3. Find Ftg and give it the direction ofVtg (see Fig 6.14).
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Ftg = (Kc. Atg ) Vtg (6-13)

4. Find the predicted effective lead vector;Vt from Equation 3-13 as

vt =
A=L

¿ J f( A ) dA
1..=0

(6-14)

5. Find Ft , the thrust force (see Fig 6.14).

Ft = (Kt. Atg ) Vt (6-15)

6.3.4 Results of Calibration and Force Prediction

The experimental force data was filtered in order to eliminate frequencies higher than 1000

hz. The Kt, Kc coefficients obtained using the procedure discussed in section 6.3. along

with the cutting conditions and average chip thickness are shown in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4. Kt Kc D for Double N e R lar In
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6. DecomposeFt and Ftg into X, Y, andZ directions(seeFig 6.13).

Fx =
Ftg . ux + Ft.ux

Fy =
Ftg .uy + Ft.uy

Fz =
Ftg .uz + Ft.uz (6-16)

le anve
Peed (in) DoC (in) rpm Vcut te kc(kglmm2 kt(kglmm2

(mis) (rnm) ) )
0.01 . 0.05 300 1.6 0.152 236.1 130.9
0.01 0.05 500 2.7 0.152 223.3 124.3
0.01 0.05 700 3.7 0.152 204.2 108.4
0.01 0.05 800 4.3 0.152 204.2 104.2
0.01 0.05 900 4.8 0.152 191.4 90.7
0.01 0.05 1000 5.3 0.152 191.4 93.2
0.01 0.05 1100 5.8 0.152 191.4 104.6
0.01 0.05 1300 6.9 0.152 178.6 94.9



The results of model fitting for different combinations of cutter and insert geometries are

given in table 6.5.

Figs 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20 show typical results of the cutting force prediction using the

procedure discussed in section 6.3.3. Appendix C shows the comparison of measured and

predicted force data for various cutting conditions and cutters. It is seen from these plots

that the predictions for the transverse and feed directions are quite good. However, the
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0.01 0.05 1500 8.0 0.152 172.3 88.7
0.01 0.02 800 4.3 0.099 256.9 187.2
0.01 0.04 800 4.3 0.138 211.7 117.5
0.01 0.05 Hoo 4.3 0.152 204.2 104.
0.01 0.07 800 4.3 0.169 199.6 102.1
0.01 0.08 800 4.3 0.175 215.5 105.9

0.005 0.05 800 4.3 0.076 260.6 161.8
0.01 0.05 800 4.3 0.152 204.2 104.2

0.015. 0.05 800 4.3 0.221 186.9 76.9
0.02 0.05 800 4.3 0.287 175.3 69.9

Table 6.5 Results of the KCKc Calibration.
Insert Icutter IRange of I

Conditions.
feed doc ¡rpm-TIc-- Ikt
(in) (in)

Reg 0.005 0.020 300 150.66 ( te ) -V..H I 37.344 (te ) -to to to -02
() -0.2520.020 0.080 800 ( vcut> . Vcut

Reg 0.01 0.05
800 29.66 ( te ) - . 3.26 (te ) - .

10 -0.127
() 0.3291200 (Vcut) Vcut

Reg 1000 87.01 ( te ) - . 15.97 ( te ) - .
10 -0.169

() -0.2121500 (vcut) Vcut
30 D. 0.01

800 127.9 (te ) - . 19.95 ( te ) - .D.Flat Ne
30 Flat D. 0.01

800 1104.71 ( te ) -V.:.J¿.7122.38 ( te ) -Ne
D.-

1
O.O

0.051 800 1362.2 ( te ) -V.:.JV I 123.22 ( te ) -v.Ne-

--1-0.01 t 0.03r-8oo 140.65( te ) -V.71 111.16 ( te ) -¿o

Ne-



measured data shows the high frequeney fluetuation refleeting the dynamies of the system.

More discussion on the eomparison ofthese forees is given.inehapter 7.
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Fig 6.18. Transverse, Feed and Axial Experimental Force Vs. Predictions for Double

Negative Cutter, Regular Insert.
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Fig 6.19. Transverse, Feed and Axial Experimental Force Vs. Predictions for Positive
Cutter, Regular inserto
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Fig 6.20. Transverse, Feed and Axial Experimental Force Vs. Predictions for Shear Cutter,

Regular Insen.
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6.4 Interrupted Cuts and Prediction of Structural Response

The transverse force measurements in interrupted cuts for some typical cutting conditions

are shown in part Figs 6.2Ia, 6.22a, 6.23a and 6.24a. Note the strong dynamics caused by

the entry/exit of the tool. Fig. 6.25 shows a the frequency content of this dynamics. It

shows a very strong vibrational mode c10se to 1900 Hz~This mode coincides with the

principal oscillation mode of the transfer function, determined in section 6.2.2. This shows

that a strong component of the force readings is explained as coming from the dynamic

response of the structure to the sudden change in loads. These measured forces represent

the response of the subsystem workpiece / dynamometer / fixture to the actual forces

present in the interruptedcut..In this sectionpredictionof the subsystemresponseto the

transverse forces will be done by using the static.transverse force as an input to the transfer

function which represents the dynamics of the mentioned subsystem.

Let' the transfer function f(q) represent the dynamics of the fixture subsystem:

F dyno =f( q-1 )
A(q-1 )
B(q-1 )

(6-17)

where polynomials A(q) and B(q) refer to the transfer function estimated in section 6.2.2

and F_dyno(k) refers to the structural response. The structural response can be found by

applying the transfer function f(q-1) on the static force F_static(k) found from the KCKc

mechanistic model prediction, ie

(1 -al q-1 - a2 q2 - a3 q3 an q_n) . F_dyno(k) =

q_1 (bO + b1 q1- +...+ bm q _m ) F_static (k) (6-18)

which allows to find F_dyno(k) as a function of F_dyno(k-l), F_dyno(k-2), and

F_static(k-1), F_static(k-2), F_static(k-3), ..etc. such that

F_dyno(k)= (al + a2 q_1 - a3 q2+ + an q_n+1) F_dyno(tk-l) +
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q_1 (bO + b1 q1- +...+ bm q _m ) F_static(k) (6-19)

Using the coefficients of the polynomials for A(q-1) and B(q-l ) from table 6.3 the force

prediction was modeled. Figs 6.21b, 6.22b, 6.23b and 6.24b show the static force

prediction and the corresponding dynamic force response calculated using the transfer

function model of the subsystem. Figs 6.21 and 6.22 corresponds to Entry conditions.

whereas Figs 6.23 and 6.24 correspond to Exit conditions. In these figures the static

prediction is shown as a thick line, while the subsystem response is represented by a thin

line. It can be seen that there exists a large difference between the forces caused by the cut

of the nominal chip area as compared to the disturbance in those forces caused by the

sudden entry/exit of the tool. The dynamic prediction in these figures. represents the

variation of the cutting forces as a result of the excitation of the subsystem dynamics,

which is characterized by the transfer function (6-17) .

The results for the Dynamic Response simulation for severa! other tests can be found in

Appendix C. The discussion of these results will be further presented in Chapter 7,

Discussion and Conclusions.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION OF CUTTING FORCE RESULTS

This. chapter presents the results of the cutting force predictions for the continuous and

interrupted cut tests. It compares the predictions with theexperimental results and discusses

the quality of the predictions in relation with the models used. The contact area calculations

from the geometry module are compared with the values obtained by other investigators.

7.1. The Continuous Cut Tests

The analysis of interrupted cut tests heavily relies upon the accuracy of the static force
. .

prediction by the KCKc mechanistic model. The transverse force is most relevant to this

research since the workpiece was designed to provide a very sharp transition for tool entry

or exit when the transverse force is maximal. The predicted static force is used as an input

to the subsystem transfer function in order to get the dynamic response of the subsystem.

In this section the results of the model predictions for the continuous cuts are compared

with the experimental data and the effects of various cutting parameters on the force

signature are studied. It should be noted that experimental data includes the dynamics

arising form the vibration of the solid workpiece / fixture / dynamometer subsystem and

from the spindle / tool subsystem. Although this dynamics is not as strong as the one

present in interrupted cutting tests, it is still present in the experimental data.

In the following paragraphs the prediction error is ca1culated by taking the maximum

difference between the predicted and measured data, and normalizing it with respect to the

correspondingmeasured value. A negative error means underestimation of the experimental

forcesby the model; a positive one means overestimation of the forces by the model.
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Fig 7.1 Transverse, Feed and Axial Experimental VS Predicted Forces tor Series 1,velocity effect.
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Five series of tests were ron to evaluate the effect of the following parameters: cutting

speed, feed, depth of cut, insen, and combined effect of cutter and cutting speed. The

design of the experiment does not follow theconventional experimental design schemes,

such as factorial designoIt was intended with this design to have the continuous cut tests

exactly replicate the experiments designed for interrupted cuts, in order to provide a better

basis for comparison.

Assesment of Speed Effect

. In this study a set of tests were conducted to evaluate the effect of cutting velocity at

constant feed and depth of cut. Severallevels of spindle speed (800-1200 rpm) were used

at a feed of 0.010 and depth of cut of 0.050 in order to assess the change in cutting forces

with velocity. Fig 7.1 shows a typical example of the model predictions for the transverse,

feed and axial forces and Fig 7.2 shows the prediction errors of these forces. It has been

foundthat, for the mostof the tests,the erroris below7%, speciallyfor the transverseand .

feed forces. The axial force shows relatively higher errors at lower speeds. The axial force

present these high error values for two reasons. First, the ca1culation ofaxial forces

depends on the effective lead angle. The effective lead angle establishes the direction of the

thrust force which is calculated from equation 6-15. A low value of the effective lead

angle causes an increase in the estimation of the axial force; a high value for the lead angle

causes an increase in the radial force, at the expense of the magnitude of the axial force.

The lead angle has been overestimated, causing a low estimate for the axial force. The

explanation for the overestimation of the effective lead angle appears to result from the

assumptions made by Fu [30], who assumes that the pressure on the cutting edge is

uniformly distributed.By assuming other types of distributions for the pressure on the

cutting edge the calculation of the lead vector formula 6.14 would vary. Specifically, if the

distribution assigns more weight to the cutting pressure in the lower pan of the contact area

the axial component of the thrust force will increase. Second, the measured forces include
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dynamie eomponents while the statie forees don't have that eomponent. The measured

forees presented in Figs. 7.1 to 7.11, eorrespond to data whose dynamie eomponents

eorresponding to the workpiece/fIxture/dynamoinetersubsystem where filtered out

The way in whieh the predietion error is calculated also influences the larger error numbers

characteristic of the axial force prediction. Since the deviation from the experimental value

is normalized by the corresponding experimental value and that value is usually small for

axial forces, the error is amplified.

Assesment of Feed Rate Effect

In this case the effect of varying feed rate in the range of 0.005-0.020 in/rey at constant

depth of cut (0.050 in) and constant spindle speed (800 rpm) is assesed. Fig 7.3 shows an

example of the model prediction and measured data for feed of 0.010 in/rev, depth of cut of

0.050 in.and spindle speed of 800 rpm. As seen from Fig 7.4 the predietions are good,

resulting in an error smaller than 10% error for most of the cases for transverse and feed

forces. Axial forces however present high relative errors, although the absolute error

(prediction-measurement) is not different from transverse or feed cases. It should be

noticed that specially at low chip loads, the errors tend to be bigger for any force.

Assesment of Depth of Cut Effect

In this series of tests the effect of depth of cut in the range of 0.020-0.080 in with constant

feed of 0.010 and constant spindle speed of 800 rpm was studied. In similarity to cutting

speed and feed affects, transverse and feed force prediction show high accuracy (less than

7% error, as shown in Fig 7.6). An example of the force predictions for 0.010 in. feed,

0.080 in. depth of cut, and 800 rpm is shown in Fig 7.5. The highest error, again is

, recordedfor the axial force, regardlessof the chip load; errors are constant all over the

range of depth of cut.
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For large depths of cut the underestimation ofaxial forces could be explained by realizing

that Fu's algorithm considers a uniform pressure on the cut edge. In case of high depth of

cut this algorithm would consider most of the thrust force as radially directed. In the

hypothetical case of a face milling tool with very large depth of cut the algorithm would

predict a completely radial thrust force. However, in real cuts the pressure on the lower tip

of the nose radius is higher than in other places (Subramani [32])

Assesment of Combined Effects of Cutter Type and Cutting Speed

This series of tests are intended to evaluate the effect of the type of cutter and speed (3

cutters , cutting speed range of 5.7-7.9 mis ). Fig 7.7 shows an example of the model

predictionfor Positive Cutter, Regular Insert. In Fig 7.8 it is shown that the three cutters

predict accurate transverse force (less than 10% maximal error) at low and high speed. For

feed force, double negative and positive cutters show the same error (less than 10%

maximalerror)at the twovelocitylevels,but shearcutterconsistentIyunderestimatesfeed .

force (error =:: -15% maximal error) and overestimates axial force (error =:: +25%). The

explanation for this behavior is that the shear cutter is a axially positive cutter (axial ralce

+5°), but radially negative one (whose radial rake is -13°). Because this strongly negative

radial ralce the thrust force has a strong inwards, radial component. In comparlson, the

axial component is small, being this effect more pronounced because the positive axial ralce

which usually causes lower axial forces. Therefore, both effects add up to lower the

experimental axial forces as compared to the axial ones. This effect, in turo produces a

lower experimental effective lead angle. On the other hand the model assumes that the force

normal to the ralce face points in the tangential direction, and therefore ignores its radial

component, which is significant in the case of this radially negative cutter. The model does

not have a way to include this effect of radial component of the normal force. It will

estimate the lead vector in the same way as for double negative cutters, with no

consideration to the actual smaller axial forces present.
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The effect on feed force is similarly explained. Because the radial rake there is a strong

radial force acting inwards upon the cutter. In the central position of the cut, for example,

this radial component contributes to raise the feed force. Meanwhile, the model does not

consider radial components ARISING from the force normal to the rake face. Therefore,

underestimation of the feed forces is expected due to the preceding reasons.

Assesment of Insen Geometry Effect

The tests in these series are intended to model the static forces for five different insen

geometries, with Double Negative cutter. Figs. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show the comparison of

model predictions with the ri1easured data for 15° Flat, 30° Flat, and K land insens

respectively. Fig 7.12 shows the error between the model prediction and the measured

forces for the five insens. The results show that in almost all the cases the error is quite

low, except the insen 15° Flat, where the error is about -15% for the transverse force,

-20% for the feed force and +30% for the axial force)!. AIso the axial force for the 30°

Double Flat insen showed large error although the transverse and feed force predictions

were more accurate (less than 10% maximal error).

The K land insen also showed good agreement between the model prediction and the

measured data (Fig 7.11), showing that Fu's algorithm and three-dimensional calculation

of the area and force vectors can accurately predict axial feed and transverse forces in

insens with local negative geometry. This insen has rectangular shape very similar to the

regular insen,.because they have the same nose radius, relief angle, etc, and only differ in

the fact that the K land insen has a negative ground. These insens where tried using the

Double Negative Cutter. In spite of their similarities, the pattem of area growth is very

1 These values are calculated using the maximal deviation of the predicted force from the
measurement. Therefore these values are an inflated value of the error. Probably the
average error would be a more significantvalue.
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different for these inserts. Figs 7.1, 7.3 and 7.5 show the force predictions for severa!

different conditions for the regular insert, whi1eFig 7.11 does so for the K 1andinserto
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In particular the axial force shows the difference. The regular insen slowly develops the

contact area showing an arc-like force signature, while th~ K land insen presents a flat

force (and area) profile from very early engagement times. These irisens have the same

area in the direction normal to the rake face, and very similar area in the tangential direction,

the difference in the axial force (and area) profiles comes from the fact that the geometry

module accurately projects the protruding land of the K land insen on the axial direction,

thus considering an area impossible to account by using flat models of the rake face.

See graphics in Appendix e of the whole set of static force predictions.

7.2 Interrupted Cut Tests

. .

Five series of interrupted cut tests were ron in order to measure the forces in entry/exit cut.

The series of tests were aimed at evaluating the effects of cutting velocity, feed, depth of

cut, cutter and insen variables on the cutting forces. Figures 7.15a and 7.16a are typical

force measurements for these forces. Direct assessment of the cutting forces from the

experimental data proved impossible because the strong dynamics involved in the force

signals hides the actual cutting forces present. A spectral analysis of the tests (see figure

7.14) shows a very strong power component around 1900-2100 hz.

In evaluating the result of the interrupted cut tests the transfer function between the force

applied to the workpiece and the force measured froro the dynamometer is estimated as in

section 6.2. By using the KCKc static prediction of the transverse force as input to this

transfer function the predicted dynamic response is obtained. This response is then

compared against the result of the interrupted cut tests. This comparison is covered in the

following sections.

, Theexperimentalovershoot(see Fig7.13)is definedas:

( Peak_force - Static_force )
Static_force

overshoot (7-1)
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Figure 7.19. Overshoot as function of cutting speed. Series 1. Entry Experiments.

The interrupted cutting tests were divided into Entry and Exit tests, to assess the effect of

abrupt entry or exit of the cut.

7.2.1 Interrupted Entry Cut Tests

Assessment of the Speed Effect

As in the continuous cutting tests, this serie.s was ron using a 4 in diameter, double

negative cutter, with regular rectangular insertoDifferent effects were observed for this set

of tests. There is a good agreement between the general shape of the dynamic simulation

and the experiments, specially for velocities above 1000 rpm. Fig 7.16 shows an example

of dynamic force prediction for 1300rpm, feed of 0.010 in and doc of 0.010 in. along with

the experimental results. For low velocities the effect of the low power of the motor distons

the results because the dynamics of the spindle and the response of the control loop of the

motor come into the picture. It can be seen in the tests corresponding to 300-700 rpm that

the simulation predicts the initial peak, but after that point, the effects which dominate the

cut are very differen~(see Fig 7.15). In the experiment the spindle dynamics gets excited

and responds.to the sudden impact. On the other hand, the spindle decelerates strongly and

the low inertial energy accumulated by the effect of velocity is not enough to maintain the
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eutting speed. This is the reason for the predietion to show an eutting period shorter than

that of the experiment

For the higher speeds the simulation predicts in a reasonable way the general shape of the

wave. However, the initial peak present in the experimental results is not predieted by the

dynamie response to the eutting forees. The simulation aeeurately prediets two initial peaks

(see Figs.7.16 and 7.17) due to the faet that the input funetion eontinues growing for a

while after the engagement sinee the transverse force profile is skewed to the right. Those

two peaks, however fall short of matehing the initial peak presented by the experimento

This is partieularly c1ear in the simulation eorresponding to the 1300 and 1500 rpm test.

Notiee that the absolute value of the peak decreases with the increasing speed; however, the

statie force deereases with the speed also. That is the reason for using the equation (7-1) to

ealeulate the experimental overshoot. In Fig 7.18 the error in predieting of the peak is

disp1ayedagajnst eutting speed. First, it is shown that the error in the predicted overshoot

is 1essthan 10% in most cases. Seeond, it is evident that the dynamie response to the statie

force underestimates the value of the peak, specially as the speed inereases. For lower

speeds the dynamie simulation overestimates the peak and gives positive errors (predietion

is larger than experiment). In figure 7.19 the trend of overshoot against eutting speed is

shown.This results support the assumption made at the beginning of this work assuming

that forees whieh are not the normal eutting forees are present at the beginning of the cut,

and also suppons the assumption that they grow in relative importanee as the impaeting

velocity grows.

Assessment of Feed Rate

In this set of tests the observation made in the past paragraphs about a remaining peak not

explained by the dynamie simulation still holds. Otherwise, the simulation follows in

reasonable way the general form of the experimentalresponse (see Fig 7.20).
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In Fig 7.21 the errors in prediction of the initial peak as function of feed are shown to be. .

less than 20% and reaches very low values for the heavier cuts. For light cuts the initial

peak prediction falls shon of the experimental value. In both cases there are two or three

initial peaks, some times increasing given the growing input function, and then the

envelope stans decreasing. In this pan usually the results differ from the experiment;

specially for heavy cuts the process is strongly non-linear. The plots for the feed of 0.020

in show non-linearity similar to the one found in series 1 (speed effect). This occurs

because, again, the forces for heavy cuts are big enough to slow down the spindle even if

the spindle speed is now 800 rpm. In Fig 7.22 the overshoot as function of feed is

shown; the effect, if any, is decreasing.

Assessment of Depth of Cut

. In this set of tests the abovecornmentsfor feed effect apply again.For light cuts (up to

doc=O.050 in) the process is reasonably linear. However, for heavy cuts although the

simulation correctly predicts the initial peak, the experimental data shows a very strong

damping.effect which acts after the engagement is completed Consequently, the simulation

matches the engagement overshoot, but its envelope decreases much slower than the
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experimental cutting force. This is shown very clearly in the data for depth of cut of 0.080

in.plottedin Fig 7.23. Fig. 7.24 shows the error in peak prediction.
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Fig. 7.24 shows a good agreement of the masured and predicted forces for heavier cuts

(error less than.5%), but an underestimation of peak force for medium cuts (0.050" doc)

which result in errors close to 20%. The variation of overshoot with Depth of Cut is shown

in Fig 7.25. As mentioned before, no particular trend is evident. However, it has been

observedthat for heavier cuts the experimental overshoot also decreases which suppons the

hypothesis of a non-linear process with different kind of damping effect when entering and

when cutting.

Assessement of COmbined Effect of Cutter and Velocity

This group of tests evaluates the combined effect of cutter and cutting velocity. The same

procedure for calculating the overshoot is followed. Figures 7.26 and 7.27 show examples

of the predictions of dynamic peaks for Positive (at 1200 rpm) and Shear (at 1500 rpm)

cutter respectively. In both cases the general shape of the envelope curve is similar to the

experimental force reading. In particular, there is good level of accuracy in the prediction of

the initial peak:(s).Figs. 7.28 presents the error in peak estimation and Fig 7.29 shows the

experimental overshoot as function of the area derivative. The use of this parameter to

characterize cutters will be discussed: since there is no way to quantitatively c1assify the

cutters, the characterization of them from the point of view of their engagement process will

be attempted.
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By using 3D_MCUT the simulation of the cut for the cutting conditions, cutter and insen

geometry, and also relative position tooVworkpiececan be achieved. In particular we are

interested in the derivative of contact area históry. Since the derivative with respect to time

obviously depends on the spindle speed, we used instead the derivative of the area with

respect to the length traveled by the insert. In this way we eliminate effects coming from the

spindle speed, and also from the fact that different cutters have different diameters and

would yield non-comparable results if the derivative is calculated on the basis of, for

example, angular position.Another consideration is to "normalize" the area derivative with

respect to the full area engaged. The reason for this normalization is to keep the "rate of

change of area" value independent of the absolute amount of contact area involved. The

parameter calculated is then:

dA = dA
(l/Afull).dI (7-2)

In Figs 7.30 to 7.32 the area derivative history as produced by 3D_MCUT is shown. The

big area spike at entry is seen at the initial pans of the cut. As expected, negative cutters

produce the highest area derivative and also the highest cutting forces. The horizontalaxis

. cOlTespondsto the angular position of the cutter.

In Fig 7.33 the result of overshoot as function of cutter and cutting speed is shown; the

intention of running the AA simulations is to relate the maximal derivative to the

information obtained from Fig 7.33. Effectively, it appears that for the Double Negative

cutter, which has bigger dA parameter, the overshoot is higher at both levels of speed:

1050 sfpm (5.3 mis) and 1570 sfpm (7 mis).

For Positive and Shear cutters the result is mixed. The difference in dA for them is very

small, and obviously other considerations have to be made. However, the parameter dA

characterizes the cutters indicating that blunt geometries have stronger impact effect than

sharp ones. An interesting detail is that the Positive cutter, which shows advantages at low
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speeds because it produces small static cutting forces and even smaller overshoots, at

higher speeds loses its advantage to negative cutters.
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Fig 7.30. Area derivative for Double Negative cutter. Series 4. Entry .
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. At lower speeds the Positive eutter has small statie eutting forees and also produces small

dynamies response and at higher speeds its statie force levels don 't drop too mueh , but,

the dynamies it excites is stronger. At the same time, negative eutters have higher statie

forces and strong dynamies at low speed, but their statie forces drop in a signifieant factor

at higher speeds, produeing smaller absolute forees even keeping the same overshoot

. levels. Fig 7.33 shows that for small speeds the Positive eutter has an advantageover

Negative and Shear Cutter; however, at higher speeds the distinetion becomes blurry.

In Fig 7.34 the error in peak predietion is shown for eutters at different eutting speeds.

There is a definite trend to overestimate the peak at low speeds (higher eutting forees) and

underestimate at high speeds (lower eutting forees). This is in agreement with prior

diseussion about the non-linearity of the damping forees. Again, higher eutting forees are

associated with higher damping, lower overshoots, and thus, overestimation by the

dynamie response.

Assessment of Insen Effeet

This group of tests evaluates the effeet of insen in the interrupted eutting forees. For

regular insen (see Fig 7.33) the peak is too high as eompared to the predieted dynamie

response. The dynamies shown by the experiment differs essentially in the strength of the

damping eoefficient, with the experimental data showing a strong damping eompared to the

predieted response. This, again is the effeet of non-linearity rather than of estimation of

linear damping parameters. If we inerease the damping in order to match the fast eollapse of

the envelope, then we will deerease the predieted overshoot, whieh is already too low. It is

imponant to realize that what really happens is that after the cut has staned a different type

of damping dominates as eompared to the initial one.

Similar eonsid~rations hold for the other eutters; for 30° Double Flat (Fig 7.34) insen the

simulation matehes the peak and also the dynamies afterwards in a good way. For 30°
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Flatted insert (Fig 7.35) the simulation matches the peak but the not the dynamics after the

entry.

For 15° Flatted (Fig 7.36) insert the behavior of the experimental data is very erratical,

which maleesit difficult to establish even an observation of what the overshoot would be.

This insert, as seen before, presents this problem of high vibration which could be

attributed to the combination with the 15°lead angle cutter which rubs the trailingpart of the

cutting edge insert against the part of the workpiece which was cut one or two revolutions

before.
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The K (Fig 7.37) land insen produces higlier cuttings forces than the other insens.

However, it does not producea panicularly strongdynamics.In the simulationsron the '

fIrst peaks were matched, but the dynamics afterwards show again a higher damping than

projected.

In Figs 7.38-7.42 the results of the history of the area derivative for the insens tested is

shown. In a similar manner as when dealing with the cutters we are trying to characterize

each insen by the evolution in contact area it produces, and relate that area derivative

parameter to the overshoot observed in the interrupted tests. We attempt the same

characterization as for cutters by using the M parameter.

In fIgure 7.43 the overshoot recorded in,the test of these fIve kinds of insert is shown as

related with the area derivative. It can be seen that there exists a very strong correlation

between 'the area derivative M and the overshoot, suggesting that in fact ~A may be a

parameter which permits to rank cutters as to the disturbance produced in the set-up is

related.

To conclude this section, we can say that even inc1uding the dynamics of the set up into

consideration, in most of the cases the dynamic response static force calculation is not

enough for explaining the big overshoot at the beginning of the cut. However, it is has

been seen along the experiments performed that the main contribution of forces produced

by interrupted cut comes from flexibility in the particular set-up, which accounts for very

big variations in area engaged in the cut, producing therefore high force levels.

7.2.2 Interrupted Exit Cut Tests

In contrast with the Entry tests, which show that the dynamics of the set-up accounts for a

signiftcant portion in the force measurement specially in moderate cuts (feed=O.OlOin,

doc=O.050in) at higher speeds (1000-1500 rpm), in the exit interrupted cut tests the result

of the simulation and the experiments differ greatIy (see Fig 7.45) . For all the simulations
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ron, the effect of the dynamics disappears gradually, 1ea~g the static signal virtually

untouched by the dynamic response. In the experimental result, however, the dynamic

instability grows as the too1approaches the exit wall; time in which the cut turns unstable.

The explanation for this may be an instability in the damping of the process, or an increase

in workpiece fragility as the t001 approaches theexit. The second exp1anation is more.in

agreement with the work by Peke1haring [12,13] which found that the failure of the

workpiece in conditions of exit with a 90° angle is very likely, and that the mechanism of

cut is replaced by a crack mode which blows away smaI1parts of the exit edge.
K
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7.3 Geometry Module.

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 4 the solid model program 3D_MCUT accepts diverse

insen and cutter geometries and is useful for simulating interrupted and continuous cut in

face milling (fly cutting) and also turning. The new approach is particularly useful in



modeling the cutting forces because the geometry module provides the geometric

information in the vector form, thus allowing for straightforward calculations of features

such as projected areas, force decompositions, 'coordinate system transformation, etc. The

geometry module can easily be extended for other purposes, such as finite element

calculation of stresses and temperature fields in the insert and workpiece since the

geometrical information needed to these analysis is already available with the geometry

model.

A drawback of the geometry model is the intensive computation involved in examining the

cells which make up the insert face. The cell enumeration scheme in representing the insert

and workpiece geometries in the computer is quite cumbersome. However for finite

element analysis, the model already gives the nodal structure or mesh and therefore there is

no further need to generate mesh for the analysis

Table7.1.

Taole 7.L-comparison between Endres'tonriiiTa and 3D-=-MCUTevaluatiorioftangential
area for Double Negative cutter, Regular inserto

In order to check the accuracy of the area calculation using the 3D_MCUT module the

results were compared with the results of Endres [28,29] for different cutting conditions

and cutter geometry. The comparison is given in Table 7.1 In general the error between the

two methods is less than 5%.
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feed (in) doc (in) feed (mm) doc (mm) Endres' 3D_MCUT % ERROR
0.01 0.05 0.254 1.27 0.322 0.313 2.7
0.01 0.02 0.254 0.508 0.129 0.125 3.2
0.01 0.04 0.254 1.016 0.258 0.250 2.9
0.01 0.05 0.254 1.27 0.322 0.313 2.7
0.01 0.07 0.254 1.778 0.451 0.441 2.3
0.01 0.08 0.254 2.032 0.516 0.503 2.5

0.005 0.05 0.127 1.27 0.161 0.153 5.0
0.01 0.05 0.254 1.27 0.322 0.313 2.7

0.015 0.05 0.381 1.27 0.482 0.471 2.3
0.02 0.05 0.508 1.27 0.641 0.627 2.1



The slight difference between the two areas comes from two sources: (i) Endres'

calculation approaches the tangential area as the area measured in the rake face while

3D_MCUT does not make that approximation. (ii) Endres' formula is analytical while

3D_MCUT divides the rake face in small squares and therefore its accuracy depends on the

quality of the subdivision.

7.4 Surnrnary

In this chapter the results of the diverse experiments and software were evaluated. In

particular the quality of the force model prediction for the static forces and the dynamic

response prediction were assessed based on the experimentally measured values obtained in

the continuous and interrupted cutting tests respectively. The static feed and transverse

cutting forces are accurately predicted by the mechanistic model. The axial force prediction

has been found more deviated from the measured values.

In interrupted cutting tests it was found that the predicted dynamic response to the static

transverse force is similar to the force measurements in interrupted entry cuts. The

agreement between the force measurements and the predicted dynamic forces is good for

high cutting speeds, but degrades for low velocities, where the low inertial energy of the

spindle motor allows decelerations which affects the measured forces in addition to the

subsystem dynamics. Por exit cuts the predicted dynamic response to the static forces does

not resemble the dynamics shown in the measurements, which indicates that in exit cuts

effects different from the dynamic response of the subsystem produce the instability found

in the force measurements. More discussion on the results is presented in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The stated objectives of this thesis include:

1. Identification of the nature of the cutting forces present in entry/exit stages of metal

cutting through actual machining tests.

2. Development of a mechanistic model for these force if they are found to be significantly

different from the static cutting.forces

3. Establishment a relationship between the measured process variables (forces and specific

cutting forces) and the geometric configurationsof the respective cutting conditions.

In order to meet these objectives the following activitieshave been perfonned:

1. Design and execution of interrupted cut force tests in face milling, fly cutting. A cast iron

workpiece has been designed to produce sharp transitions between cut/no_cut conditions

both in entry as well as in exit conditions. The tests were aimed at measuring the effect of

variables such as cutting speed, feed, depth of cut and cutter/insert geometries on the

interrupted cut forces.

2. Design and execution of continuous cutting tests in face milling, fly cutting. The

objective of these tests was to calibrate a mechanistic model for static conditions with end

goal of providing a basis of comparison of the test results with the results of interrupted

cutting tests mentioned above. Consequently these cutting conditions exactly replicated

those in interrupted cutting tests. The only difference was in the geometry of the

workpiece. In this case a solid workpiece was used in contrast with the interrupted

geometry used for the previous tests.
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3. Design and implementation of a geometric module which allows for the flexible

modeling of entry/exit as well as continuous cuts for different inserts, cutters, and relative

positions between workpiece and tool This module has been developed using solid

modeling techniques to take advantage of the power of these techniques in handling

complex situations which prevail in entry/exit cuts. A quantitative measure of the form of

engagement/disengagement based on the "Impact Factor" defined by Kronenberg [9] was

implemented in the module in order to evaluate the abruptness of the transition cut/no_cut

conditions. Also, mechanistic modeling of the cutting forces was included in the module

fOllowing Fu's algorithm for effective lead angle [30] and predictions based on the

continuous cut calibrations where made.

4. Estimation of the dynamic characteristics of the subsystem including workpiece,

dynamometer and fixture. This dynamic modeling was necessary because the force signal

from the interrupted cutting tests ~ncludedthe dynamic response of the subsystem to the

sudden application of entry/exit and statie eutting forees. By detennining the transfer

function between the cutting forees applied to the workpiece and the dynamometer reading

it was possible to take into eonsideration the dynamie factor in the forces measured in the

interrupted cutting tests.

5. Estimation of the response of the force measuring system to a statie force predietion.

This response was calculated by feeding the statie force predictions made by the

geometry/force-predietion module into the transfer funetion mentioned in point 4. This

estimation was then eompared with the experimental measurements of interrupted eutting

forees. The comparison focussed speeially on the accuracy of the prediction of the force

peaks in abrupt entry/exit cuts, and on the spectral eontents of the force signal. .

Based on the results of the activities described above the eonclusions and recornmendations

of the thesis are listed in seetions 8.1 and 8,2 respeetively.
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8.1 Conclusions

1. The initial peak registered in entry cuts is largely explained by the dynamie response of

the work:piece/dynamometer/fixture system to the statie forees. For most of the tests the

relative error between the predieted dynamieresponse to static forees and the measurements

in interrupted entry eutting tests are below 10%. Although there is a eonsistent trend of

underestimation of the recorded peak by the dynamie predictions, it can be explained by a

previous underestimation of the statie forees which where used as input to the transfer

funetion representing the dynamies of the subsystem.

2. In entry cuts; although there is a slight trend of inerease in the relative peak ( (peak

foree-statie force)/statie force) with the <;uttingvelocity it is very small for the range of

speeds considered (300 rpm to 1500rpm). It is possible that wider ranges of eutting speeds

would give more defmite results.

3. The shape of the dynamie oseillations present in the entry force signatures during the

interrupted euts is well approaehed by the simulated dynamic response form the

dynamometer / fixture / workpieee subsystem to the input of static force. This agreement

degrades for low cutting speeds. The reason is that at low eutting speeds the eutting forees

significantly decrease the angular velocity of the spindle. This causes the control loop of the

spindle motor to reaet trying to inerease the velocity. This process of deeeleration and late

. aecelerationis reflectedin theforcesignaturesas additionaldynamiessuperimposedon the

workpiece/dynamometer/fixture dynamics. The quality of the dynamie predietion whieh

does not take into eonsideration the effeet of the dynamies of the spindle/tool subsystem

degrades.

4. For abrupt exits, the dynamies deteeted in the experimental results, specially in the

neighborhood of the exit wall is not eorreetly predieted by eonvoluting the transfer funetion

of the dynamic subsystem with the input statie force. In the first case, the dynamies
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increases towards the end of the cut while in the second case the dynamics is mainly

observedin the initial times of engagement, and decreases towards the end. The implication

of this result is that, unlike entry cuts, the dynamics and instability at the exit are not caused

by the sole response of the structure to the cutting forces but by the workpiece material

itself which behaves in different ways in the neighborhood of the exit wall. This result

. confmns the effects reponed by Pekelharing [12] which reponed workpiece failure in the

exit stages.

5. In respect to the relation between geometric parameters and the interrupted force

experiments, it was found that for entry cuts, the magnitude of the relative peak is very

dependent on the geometry of the cutter, insen and the relative position between the tool

and workpiece. More specifically, this relative peak is very dependent on the Impact Factor

(defined by Kronenberg as dA/dt, where A is the engaged area). The relative peak as

determined from the interrupted cutting tests increases with an increment in the contact area

derivative. The area derivative was calculated by using the solid geometry module

described before. This module is designed to closely follow the insert

engagement/disengagementprocess both qualitativelyas well as quantitatively

8.2 Recornrnendations

The results of the comparison between dynamic simulation and interrupted cuts showed

that the rotational dynamics of the spindle/tool subsystem is imponant because it changes

the shape of the force signature, producing modes of oscillation which are additional to the

ones appearing in the dynamic simulation. Inclusion of this subsystem's dynamics should

improve the predictions.

In order to continue the line of research in entry/exit forces and the effect in insen failure,

two approaches are possible. First, with the help of a set-up whose natural frequency is

higher than the current one (2000 hz approx) the existence of higher frequency force
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signals could be studied. Second, the evidence in this experiment shows that, unless very-

high frequency and magnitude forces are present, the emphasis of further research in the

area of insert failure should be shifted to thermal and mechanical stresses. It is believed that

the forces themselves are not present in a level that makes the insert fail.Instead, the effect

of these stresses on the workpiece andlor the insert create a potential for tool failure. Por

continuing in this continuing line of research finite element modeling of the thermal and

mechanical stresses in the insert is promising.

The three dimensional analysis of geometry in metal cutting has proven to be a powerful

qualitative as well as quantitative tool for analysis. It gives the flexibility to model different

geometries and conditions of cut. Ir future research is done in this direction, the emphasis

should be on integrating it with finite element techniques which could use the geometric

local information provided by the model. CurrentIy these techniques have been applied to

very simple local geometries, in orthogonal cuts. Their extension to oblique cuts, with a

non-inf"miteworkpiece should prove useful, specially in analyzing tool failure mechanisms.
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APPENDIX A.

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF INTERRUPTED CUTS.

A.l This appendix shows some typica1Fast Fourier transforms applied to the

inteITUptedcutting tests
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APPENDIX B.

FILTERING

The digital filter used confonns to the general description:

bl + b2 z-l + b3 z-2 + + bnb+lz-nb
1 + a2 z-l + a3 z-2 + + ana+ 1 z-na

X(z)Y(z)=

Since it is a FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter we have na=O,

The parameters for the filter used are:

The coefficients for the numerator of B-I are shown in figure B.I.
Fllter Coeftlclents

0.16 T..,
0.14. \
O'l

I .\Oti .

OJ8 \. .1
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l.02 \. .

I- ~!!!.. ..!!!.~ ~
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Stopband=l000 Hz

Figure B.l. FilterWeigth Coefficients.
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APPENDIX C
CONTINUOUS CUT TESTS. EXPERIMENTS AND PREDICTIONS.

In this appendix the results of the continuous cut tests are shown; KCKc mechanistic

model force vredictions appear with the experimental data.
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Fig C.IO Continuous Cut tests.Experiments vs KCKc Prediction.
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APPENDIX D

INTERRUPED CUT TESTS. EXPERIMENTS AND PREDICTIONS.

In this appendix the results of the interrupted cut tests are shown; as well as the dynamic

Isirnulation which predicts those results.

D.I Series 1. Velocity Effect. Entry.
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Fig D.1 Interrupted Cut tests.Entry.Experiments. Series 1. 300 rpm
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Fig D.5 Interrupted Cut tests.Entry.Experiments. Series 1. 1500 rpm
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D.4 Series 4.
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Fig D.22 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 1. 900 rpm
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Fig D.23 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 1. 1100 rpm
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(a) static and dynamic predictions
Fig D.24 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 1. 1300 rpm
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(a) static and dynamic predictions
Fig D.25 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 2. feed=O.OO5in
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(a) static and dynamic predictions
Fig D.26 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 2. feed=O.OlOin
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Fig D.27 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series l.feed=O.015in
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D.S Series 3. Depth of Cut Effect. Exit.
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Fi~ D.29 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 3. doc=O.020 in
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Fig D.30 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 3.doc=O.080 in
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D.9 Series 4. Speed X Cutter Effect. Exit.
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Fig D.32 InteITUptedCut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 4. Positive cutter, rpm=1200
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Fig D.34 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 4: Shear cutter, rpm=1500
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D.IO Series
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(a) static and dynamic predictions
Fig D.35 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 5. Insert 30° Double Flatted.
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Fig D.36 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 5. Insert 30° Flatted.
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(a) static and dynamic predictions
Fig D.37 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 5. Insert 15° Flatted.
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Fig D.38 Interrupted Cut tests.Exit.Experiments. Series 5. Insert K land.
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